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Oops! I see that a whole bunch of you
out there are 'keeping up". I shall run
the article which stirs all the attention
and then I will share with you some
reactions to same. Do you think God or
Hosts will LOSE"customers" from negative advertising? Nope.
However, the inquiries have poured
in because many are only taking the
Gritz Newsletter because I have asked
you to do so. I think you can discern well

enough now to do as you see fit. Truth is
Truth from whatever source, but I am
asked to further explain my observations of what has happened to our good
friend Bo? Remember, friends, more
truth and discernment and ability to
JUDGE ACTIONS COMES FROM NEGATIVE INPUT THAN ANY OTHER RESOURCE-RESPECT ALL TEACHERS
AND, MOST ESPECIALLY, RESPECT
YOUR ENEMIES!

What have we here? Let u s first copy
the article a s is and then we will look at
it a bit more closely for 'meaning". One
ratherinterestingobservationcarnefrom
M.H.last evening on the FAX: "Wow! I
guess Bo knows Satan." So be it.

QUOTING:
CAR THIEVES AREN'T THE
ONLY ONES
INTERESTED IN BODY PARTS!

Last month I left it open ended for
you to think about why there are so
many cattle mutilations. It was finally
reported over CNN that law enforcement
officers in the south were both baffled
and troubled over numerous cattle mutilations that seemingly involve low flying helicopters in the night. This is a
story you will be hearing more about
through the media once the Satanists
Please see THE REAL BO GRITZ, Page 30
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Space Shuttle History:
How About THE TRUTH
(Editor's note: flue weeks ago we ran current event news at the time. Naturally,
THE TRUTH about the so-called "cult sui- people were asking Commander what REcide" at the Jim Jones People's Temple in ALLY was going on while NASA was busy
Guyana on ThanksgivingDay in 1 978. That shellacking we-the-public with outrageous
outlay waspresentedpartly because of the tales of missiongoof-up and othertelescope
Satanic Elite Controllers'philosophyof 7f it malfirnch'on blarney.)
works once, it will work again" parallel to
the recent Waco, Texas massacre, andpartly
7/21/90#1 HATONN
because of the connection to ongoing secret
preparations for nuclear war with Russia.
Greetings in the Light of His Wondrous
Last week we presented THE TRUTH Radiance. May we unify in intent and save
about the 1982 Falkland Islands War that this blessed land from destruction. I-Iatonn
went into much greater detail about the present in joy that our friends have come to
secret preparations for nuclear war with share and assist for they have heard the
Russia -a war which was then scheduled call or they would not be here even to
for September of 1982 and has since been inquire regarding validity.
shuffled forward a number of times.
Secret military underground bases fig- THE HUBBLE TELESCOPE FIASCO
ure prominently in this picture, and so we
In response to the many questions pourran another story last week about some of
the shockingly diabolical goings-on in those ing in for PROOF that the proper telescope
secretfacilities -as well as where many of is not orbiting, I shall respond with reason
and logical questions. I will not, for secuthem are located.
Now, let's see ...that took care of "under- rity of my people, tell you where it is. I will
ground" and "on the su@acen shenani- tell you who to ask for denial of such
gans. But what about UP in the air? absurd accusation: Go straight to NASA.
Ah..THAT'S where the Space Shuttle misThere have been two telescopes built.
sions come into thepichrre, and so we begin One of near perfection which the conthat topic this week. The story is a bit spirators could never allow in space and
complex and lengthy, but definitely a be- one to replace the good one, to be sacriyond-sciencefiction "mil biteflifeverthere ficed. Some of the component parts were
was one.
even made at the same factory. All sorts of
Because of the length of the story and stories covered the duplication such as,
complexity of the interweaving subplots, we "The lens and mirror got scratched, cracked
are only dealing below with Space Shuttle and damaged." Every part of the original
Mission # 1. We will continue, next week, telescope functioned perfectly and has funcwith laterfiascos of the Shuttle story. This tioned perfectly for years. The delays came
narrative, by Commander Gyeorgos Ceres in portion from getting the counterfeit ready
Hatonn, is extractedfrom PHOENIX JOUR- but the actual cause was to stop launching
NAL # 18,d l e d BLOOD AND ASHES,pages in any manner. So eight years pass in the
47-68and 79-97.As Commandersaid, "Let waiting and testing and there never was a
u s go right back to April, 1981. Your enlire more beauteous piece of equipment built.
first four Shuttle launches were lies."
Then came the end of the excuses--it
Afler reading this, you'llprobably not be had to be launched (well,something had to
able to uccept the next Shuttle launch in be launched). The builders were on hand
quite the same innocent way as the media and A telescope had to be loaded aboard
presents it. Also, given what you'llfind out the Shuttle. The conspirators could not
below is the kindofanticsACTUALLYgoing allow that perfection to go into space for
onduringShuttlemissions, maybegeophgsi- they would never allow the pictures to
cal Commander Soltec's constant admni- return to Earth because what is out there
tion-to "Watchthecorrelation betweenthe is not what they have told you is out there.
Shuttle going up and odd earthquakes, etc., Next, they "had problems" and off-loaded
corning down" - will make more sense!
the equipment but, for all manner of "seThe narrative below begins withtheinfa- curity" and "clean" procedures, the scienmous Hubble Space Telescope "sleight of tists were not allowed to be present with
hantl-" Decause that event was hot in the the reloading. Loading was handled most

carefully indeed with substitution taking
place and when the Shuttle was launched
and all attention was focused, the Hubble
was loaded aboard a transport and removed so there would be no slip-ups.
All you really have to do for confirmation is watch the subcommittee Congressional hearing regarding the malfunction and billions of dollars lost and wasted
and the need for more to make it function,
including a Shuttle trip. Watch the ones
who are part of the cover-up; they do not
even hide the lies and the ones in charge of
the hearings do not ask the questions
which will uncover anything at all. They sit
and give sympathy to the poor scientists
who are so disappointed a t failure. The
cause of blurred pictures is so blatant in
the face of the 'good" original "doublestar" pictures first "sent back". It is
appalling to u s of these realms that man
bites so thoroughly and so instantly. If the
mirror was warped, etc., and records naught
but fuzzy images-how could it be the
double star was not in the least blurred?
Oh, they will tell you now, that that is what
they "thought" was a double star but was
actually due to a faulty focus. N e t h e
blurry pictures shownwere fakes and there
is no way the public would know differently.
THIS COULD NOT HAPPEN
Couldn't it? Let u s go right back to
April, 1981. Your entire first four Shuttle
launches were lies.
On April 12, 1981, after years of delay,
America's first attempt to launch a Space
Shuttle into orbit had finally begun.
The voice of "Mission Control" had become a familiar hallmark of American
manned flights into space when the airwaves filled with "T minus 1 0 , 9 , 8 , 7 , 6 , 5 ,
4...We've gone for main engine start. We
have main engine start." (Engine noise
drowns out other noise for several seconds.) ".... and lo and behold America's
first Space Shuttle, and the Shuttle has
cleared the tower." (Thenagain the roaring
noise on the tape.)
Looking back to the early days, beginningwith "PROJECTMERCURY",thevoice
was that of Col. John Powers. Later, during the "APOLLO" program there were
other voices; but regardless of who it was,
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that familiar voice of "Mission Control"
would always stay with you throughout
each space flight-that is, until that first
Shuttle. This time the voice of Mission
Control, up until the moment of launch,
was that of NASA spokesman Hugh Harris.
The last words Harris spoke as the voice of
Mission Control were the words you just
read: "The Shuttle has cleared the tower."
Television cameras followed the Shuttle
as it climbed higher and higher on a column of steam and smoke. For another 30
seconds or so, you were allowed to hear the
slowly fading roar of the Shuttle's rocket
engines. Then the sounds from Mission
Control abruptly changed. Exactly 45 seconds after lift-off, "live" audio from Mission Control was terminated. In its place
NASA began feeding the radio and television networks an elaborate recording,which
had been prepared far ahead of time by
NASA. You must realize, the conspiracy
begins work in deceiving f a r in advance
and that is why you ones are so far behind
in efforts to even catch up, much less
change the course of nations. They put a
lot of roaring racket on the tape and nobody could discern anything.
You were still able to see the Columbia
by way of long-distance television cameras
for another minute and a half, but the
sounds you were hearing were no longer
"live". Theywere the sounds of the special
NASA tape recording. For the first few
minutes of the tape recording, you heard
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nothing but the sound effects simulating fading into invisibility. Several seconds
conversation between the Shuttle and later the NASA tape recording caught up
NASA-Houston. Then for the first time, with what you had already seen, and said
you heard the anonymous new voice of the boosters had separated. Moments
Mission Control but who would notice? It later the tiny bright dot of the Shuttle faded
changed from the familiar live voice of from your screens. It was too far away for
Hugh Harris, but the recorded voice was the television cameras to follow. You had
someone else. For added realism, the new just had your LAST look at the REAL
voice was interrupted in turn by the re- Space Shuttle Columbia.
corded voice of the alleged capsule communicator, Daniel Brandenstein. Listen
WHY?
in:
First a high-pitched screech followed
A couple of reasons: 1) To completely
by: "One minute 45 seconds, coming up on hide the militarv nature of the mission; and
-(mumbling). Columbia,you're (mumbled 2) to make sure the mission looked like a
words, another screech)". That call-up total success, no matter what might hapsays, 'CoZumbia,thealtitudeis toohigh ...for pen in secret. At the time the Bolsheviks in
the federal government were depending
ejection seat use ..."
By that point the Shuttle Columbia was heavily on the Space Shuttle program to
more than 20 miles high, and climbing get ready for a nuclear first strike war
fast. Everything was going according to against Russia. Yes, you heard me corplan so far, so the things you were hearing rectly.
The falsified NASA coverage of the mison the tape recording corresponded to what
you were seeing. You could still see the sion of the Space Shuttle Columbia was
Shuttle on yourTV sets, but it had dwindled carried out exactly according to plan. Well
to nothing more than three bright spots consider some of the deceit a bit later. The
plan was originated and actually "tattled"
dancing in the far distant sky.
The last thing that you were able to see to the public some two months prior to the
and verify for yourselves about the Shuttle so-called launch but no paper dared print
was the separation of those two giant solid- it.
During the flight you got some neat
rocket boosters. A little over two minutes
after lift-off, you were able to watch the cockpitscenesmadebytrainingtechniques,
boosters, two burning bright spots, break etc., and the tale was spiced up by telling
off to each side. That left only the single you that a few non-critical tiles had fallen
tiny flame of the Shuttle itself, gradually off, as if any of the crew could see such a
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thing from inside. Otherwise you were
repeatedly told how perfectly the Columbia
was performing.
Well, Hatonn, "Surely someone at those
desks would know!" Yes, most knew the
hoax but many were seeing exactly that
which the public was witnessing, especially when the 'wives" came to have a
little space visit. "Well, the astronauts
must have known"-oh, indeed, indeed,
but not in the planning stages for you were
dealingwith America's Elite. Oh, you think
an astronaut wouldn't either take bribes or
- - - -3 Seems to me one ofyour finest [John
GlennJ has been in Congress and takes
bribes right along with others-from the
S&Lsno less. Further, a man's family does
not fare well if top-secrets are brought
public and always-the 'National Security" etc., etc.-remember, they were told
the Russians were going to launch a nuclear world war momentarily. What could
a little secret hurt if in the long run America
was saved by the secret?
On April 23, 1981, a news conference
about the flight was held in Houston, by
the alleged two astronauts, John Young
and Robert Crippen. The entity called
John Young summed up the flight in words
that were more meaningful than most
people suspected. Referring to the falsified
flight which was followed on television, he
called it, quote: '...even better than normaln. And so it was! The Bolsheviks who
now controlled NASA bent over backwards
to paint the image of an abnormally perfect
Shuttle flight. Meanwhilethe actual Shuttle
mission, which was carried out in secret,
did not go according to plan. After the
Shuttle disappeared from your television
screens, the flight continued for barely
four more minutes before disaster struck.
The Columbia never even reached Earth
orbit!
It is f a r past time you know the truth of
this subterfuge. You must realize how and
why the truth has been hidden from you.
The stakes involve nothing less than the
very survival of your land and your way of
life.
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create completely artificial images that look in nature. Astronauts had to be aboard to
entirely real. Special effects of all kinds carry it out. NASA told you that the flight
enable these television hoaxes to be very was only a test flight with the cargo bay
convincing indeed.
practically empty. But the cargo bay of the
There are continuing hoax presenta- Columbia was certainly not empty. It cartions-most notably projected from your ried a laser-armed Spy Satellite equipped
"Meet the Press" program. Thegrandaddy with special shields to protect it against
of the hoaxes, surpassing even the Russian space weapons.
Yes, I know that they showed you 'live"
"Guyana" and "SKYLABn lies, was undoubtedly the Space Shuttle Columbia.
pictures from space and you could see that
For starters, you were led to believe the bay was empty. No, not 'live" pictures
that, until some short time prior, no Space but video tapes. The pictures with the
Shuttle had ever left the Earth's atmo- doors closed were taken inside a training
sphere and gone into space. You were also mock-up of the Shuttle that is carried
led to believe that theveryfirst space flight inside a specially modified Boeing 747.
by a Shuttle had to be an orbital flight, The pictures with the doors open were
instead of something less extreme. To taken on the ground inside a darkened
make matters still worse, NASA swore up hangar. Then these scenes were combined
and down that thisvery first flight, pushing by video tape editing techniques with video
the Shuttle to its limits, just had to have tapes of the Earth taken from orbit some
men aboard. At one point even John Young years past. The final product was what you
himself was quoted to this effectvery widely saw on television. It was not what it
in the controlled major media.
appeared to be, but with humans, "seeing
For example, in February prior, the New is believing". You feel cheated? I hope so!
If you ever have an opportunity to again
York limes carried a big article about the
Shuttle. Quoting from the article: 'Mr. see those scenes, or even now while the
Young said that to have conducted an hype goes forth, with the Shuttle doors
unmanned orbital flight of the Shuttle first open, supposedly in space, there is an ever
would have added perhaps $500,000,000 present tell-tale clue to watch for. Shadto project costs, and meant another year's ows in space are sharp and very harsh
delay." Statements like that were cooked because there are no air particles to soften
up purely to explain away the many things and diffuse the light. The shadows you
that did not add up about the announced most often saw and still see on television
plans for the Columbia's flight. Many peo- were softer because they were not made in
ple believed these explanations, but they space. Who would notice? Most TVs are
not of such quality as to show these details
were just a litany of lies.
Time after time during the television and the films are carefully mounted. And
coverage of the alleged flight, John Young's remember-you were probably up getting
earlier statement was totally contradicted. ready for your day as they launched the
Authoritative spokesmen pointed out over Shuttle-most certainly you were either
and over that the astronauts control the listening on radio or TV which interrupted
Shuttle by telling computers aboard the your morning when it landed. You were
Shuttle what they want. The computers not watching for anything except a landthen do all the actual activation and con- ing, good or bad. You could not know that
trol of the S h u t t l e a n d , in an emergency, the traitors were feeding you bunk. But I
the Shuttle can fly itself into orbit, re-enter, assure you that the Russians laughed and
and even land itself without help from the drank a toast to one another.
NASA pretended that the Columbia flight
pilots. So much for all those lies NASA told
you about an unmanned first flight being was the very first Shuttle flight into space.
impossible. See, they never quite get their You are supposed to believe that the only
previous Shuttle operations were a few
stories completely right.
ADVANCE PREPARATIONS
Dharma, allow us to close this for we are gliding tests launched from mid-air by
out of time and I do not wish to hop about another modified 747. Nothing could be
You ones work on the adage that 'see- out of order. Let u s keep discussion of this more ridiculous, dear ones, or more uning is believing". For that reason, televi- matter to minimum at the meeting for we true.
There is a very obvious question about
sion has become the number one tool of will giving the entire story and I don't wish
deception in the world today. Through to take the time of the "livengroup when it the Space Shuttle Program which NASA
television you are made to see things you can better be read later without errors in has always managed to side step. Somedo not understand so that you will believe discernment, receiving or cause undue how no one ever quite dares to ask it. The
question is: Why wasn't the Space Shuttle
things that are not true. If television were time in scanner research.
"Enterprise? the first to be sent into orbit?
used honestly and constructively, televiHatonn to standby. Salu.
After all, the Enterprise made its public
sion could be a great force for good. Indebut nearly four years prior in the sum7 / 2 2 / 9 0 # 1 HATONN
stead, it is used continually to hoax, demer of 1977.
ceive, and mislead you. Video-taping makes
To all outward appearances, the Enterevents which took place weeks or months WHY WERE ASTRONAUTS ABOARD
ago look as if they were taking place 'alive"
IF MANNED SHIPS UNNECESSARY? prise looks identical to its sister ship, the
Columbi~ven
today all the Shuttles look
right before your eyes. Computer editing
Because the real mission was militarv alike, to the best of the manufacturer's
enables scenes to be spliced together to
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ability. The differences between the Colum- they were so ready to go all-the way into Space Shuttle Program was Deing manbia and Enterprise are so subtle that you orbit. They had done their homework and aged in a way that was far different from
would never notice them unless you knew everything that was necessary to work even today, and different from the original
exactly what to look for. The engines of the their way up to it.
plans. In late summer of 1977 you were
Enterprise look just like the engines of the
The Shuttle Enterprisewas not the only shown early gliding tests of the training
Columbia. The Enterprise is also covered training necessary in preparation for even Shuttle, Enterprise. The plan of NASA was
with the same system of thermal tiles as suborbital flights. They spent many hours to gather public support for the Shuttle
the Columbia, so again, the question is: in the detailed replica of the Shuttle which Program, just as they had done a decade
Why wasn't the Enterprise sent into orbit is housed inside a modified Boeing 747. earlier in the 'Moon Program". (That,dear
long ago? Why did NASA wait three years The 'Flying Mock-up" as it is called, is a ones, is a dandy subject, also.)
and more to launch the Columbia instead? simulator designed to acquaint astronauts
APOLLO PROGRAM
Because the Enterprisewas designed to with Shuttle operation as realistically as '
be a traininn shiv for Shuttle astronauts. It possible. One of its advantages is that it
was not meant for orbital flight. Instead, it can even provide periods of weightlessness
This was one of the biggest military
was specifically equipped to make shorter, of up to some three quarters of a minute. programsin American History, to that point
suborbital flights into space. In effect, it The 747 pilot does this by flying a precise in history, and was disguised as a peaceful
can do everything short of going into Earth arc through the air called a 'parabolic scientific venture. In the same way, the
orbit. It can climb to orbital altitudes as trajectory". It's an old technique developed original plan was to bathe the military
high as 125 miles before dropping back to long ago to help astronauts get accus- Shuttle Program in the glare of deceptive
Earth. This enables astronauts to practice tomed to the feeling of weightlessness.
publicity. In the process you would have
working in weightlessness for up to five or
All of those things and more were origi- learned about the suborbital space capasix minutes a t a given time or whatever the nally conceived and developed for purely bility of the Enterprise. Even the crucial
government assumes happens in space. technical reasons, but they were then, and White Sands would have received pclblicIt also allows astronauts to practice are now, being kept secret from you be- ity.
landing the Shuttle, which is far more cause the ones who controlled NASA have
SO WHAT CHANGED IT ALL?
important. This allows slowing down from turned them into tools of deception against
speeds of around 5,000 miles per hour and "you the people".
getting the craft on the ground in, hopeThe "Battle of the Harvest Moon" (you
Almost all attention was placed on three
fully, one pieceundamaged.
areas of geographic location. One is the ones do like your little ditties for labels), in
The Ente~risewasexactlylikeitssister launch site for orbital missions, Cape space on September 27, 1977. Oh, you
ships in the crew compartment and cock- Canaveral,Florida, EdwardsAirForce Base, want to hear about that one too? How
pit. What made the Enterprise radically California and the NASA Manned Space about after we finish this document?
dserent is the cargo bay area. The Enter- Flight Center in Houston, Texas. ThereAbout a month after the first gliding
prise cannot carry acargo because the bay fore, all attention is focused on these three tests of the Space Shuttle Enterprise,
area is taken up by rocket fuel tanks. The while the most important area is totally Russia's military take-over of space was
tanks of the Enterprise can hold well over overlooked-White Sands Missile Range in well under way. The following month,
100,000 pounds of rocket fuel when fully Southern New Mexico.
October 1977, a newly operational Rusloaded. To make a suborbital hop into
Few people, even a t the time of sian Cosmos Interceptor shot down
space, in this primitive manner, the Enter- Columbia's first launch, even remember SKYLAB. SKYLAB, along with its crew of
prise is perched on top of a modified Boeing that White Sands is where America's Space five American astronauts secretly aboard,
747 known as the 'Launch Aircraft". In- Program got its start after World War 11. died in a giant fireball over the United
side the 747 there are technicians with Captured German V-2 rockets were taken States. NASA immediately initiated a proinstruments and support equipment for to White Sands to be studied and test fired. longed cover-up of what had happened.
the Shuttle--allofyou have seen the Shuttle After the V-2s, there were American rock- You see, if you wait a while no one remembeing returned cross country atop a 747. ets, the Navy's Viking series, and others. bers much of anything-as a test: Name
At an altitude of about 40,000 feet, the They were launched, rocketed upward into the first moon pilots, day and year, and are
Shuttle was then launched. The launching the fringes of space, and came back to you sure it was Monday instead of Thurstechniques were derived from the older Earth-all within the boundaries of the day? Do you remember SKYLAB? Can you
name the crew members? Do you know
days of what you called the X- 15 Research vast White Sands Missile Range.
Airplane and several other similar craft.
Perhaps some of you remember the what they looked like? Cover-up is easy
The Enterprise would be released from time that one of the missiles got out of beyond your wildest imagination~how
its mounts, rise up and then fall back to the control, veered south, and almost destroyed many anniversaries and birthdays of your
rear of the 747. A s soon as it was clear of a small Mexican town when it crashed to closest relatives do you forget?
the launch craft, the Enterprisewould start Earth; but that was the exception, even
NASA wanted everyone to forget about
its rocket engines and zoom upward at a though dramatic, to the normal situation. that mysterious headline-making fireball,
very steep angle. After a minute or so the Most of the time, no one outside White so they pretended that SKYLAB was still in
rockets would be shut off, and the Enter- Sands even knew when rockets were orbit but sinking unexpectedly. NASA
prise would be left to coast upward to its launched.
used stories about the Space Shuttle as
peak altitude and then it would drop back
All ofyou are aware of the size of Edwards part or"their SKYLAB cover-up. They pretoward Earth. From the moment the en- Air Force Base in California. For compari- tended that perhaps the Shuttle would'
gines would shut off until the Shuttle be- son, White Sands is so vast that it would come along in time to save SKYLAB. This
gan re-entering the atmosphere five or six easily hold some 100 Edwards Air Force was simply a double lie by NASA. First,
minutes later, the astronauts inside would Bases. That is a lot of territory.
SKYLAB could never be saved because it
be weightless.
White Sands was the training base for had already been destroyed. Secondly, the
Young and Crippen made over half a Space Shuttle pilots and in 1977 became United States was in no position at that
dozen of these training flrghts aboard the far more. It is the geographic key to the time to launch the Shuttle or anything else
Enterprise before they lifted off aboard the secret military missions which are the cen- of a military nature into space. Russia was
Columbia at Cape Canaveral. That is why tral focus of the Space Program. The early deploying her secret new Space Triad of
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advanced manned space weapons.
Have you ever REALLYwondered why
you never went to the Moon again?
America's previous military control of space
had been totally shattered by Russia. Your
military base on the Moon had been put
out of action in the Battle of the Harvest
Moon. Russian Cosmos Interceptors had
started sweeping the skies clear of American Spy Satellites, and Russian hovering
electrogravitic weapons platforms, the
"Cosmospheresn,were making headlines
by creating enormous air booms along the
Coasts of America and still do so. All of
these things took place just as America's
Space Shuttle Program was getting off the
ground.
"But you said.. .., Hatonn - - -." Yes, I
did say that we are allowed to disarm any
"nuclear" war weapon at a given altitude.
I have never said that we take out beam
systems. No, I will not tell you what, for
instance, the day before yesterday's missile launch was about. Do you not even
notice that now eueq launch is secret
cargo and-or military and top-secret? I
value my writers, I most certainly will not
sign the death certificate;they are in enough
jeopardy as it is. I suggest you ones
demand to know what is going on under
your noses; I am only trying to give you
reason to know something heinous is going
on and you must take the action to stop the
incredible headlong drive into destruction.
RESULTS OF THIS NEW TWIST

-

The result was a complete reorganization of the Shuttle Program. The old plans
to bathe it in continuous publicity were
tossed. The 'Bolsheviksn in your country,
who had replaced the Rockefeller cartel in
many areas of power, cast a net of secrecy
over all the new military plans. You were
never told about the capabilities of the
training Shuttle Enterprise, and you were
never told about the many things which
were going on at White Sands in the military Shuttle Program. By keeping these
things secret from you, the Bolsheviks
there placed themselves in a powerful position to deceive you and the deceit has
continued non-stop.
You were never told about the modified
NASA 747 which carried acomplete replita
of the crew quarters and cargo bay of a
Shuttle-and still does. Therefore, you are
unaware that that airplane, originally intended for training, was to become a Bolshevik tool of deception against you. When
you saw video tapes of astronauts in the
simulated Shuttle cockpit, you naturally
thought is was the real thing. Seeing a
notebook float in mid-air for a few seconds
next to the astronauts, you were supposed
to think they were weightless because they
were in orbit.
You were given no clue that those mo-
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lite launched at Russia during the prior
three years had been blinded or shot down
before gathering much data.
The secret flight plan for the Columbia
was completely different from what NASA
claimed in public. The plan called for
Columbiato belaunchedonaninitialnortheast course in the general direction of
Bermuda, then roughly 2- 112 minutes after launch, Columbia was to begin an unorthodox course change-a wide sweeping
turn into the north. This unprecedented.
curving launch was intended as an evasive
maneuver. Planners of the Columbia mission believed this would enable Columbia
to sneak past any Russian Cosmospheres
that might be waiting overhead. Still accelTHE REAL MISSION
erating on its curving course, the Columbia
was supposed to pass about 100 miles east
The real mission plan was for a short of Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. Roughly
mission. The astronautswere supposed to 200 miles east of Washington, D.C., the
get into orbit and deploy the military satel- Shuttle's main engines were to cut off.
lite from the Columbia's cargo bay very After coasting in silence for a few seconds,
quickly; then theywere to return to Earth- the fuel tank was scheduled to cut loose as
not aboard the Shuttle but in a special re- the Columbiapassed 100 miles east of New
entry capsule. Two days later they were Jersey.
supposed to land the disguised Shuttle
For the next two minutes the Shuttle
Enterprise at Edwards Air Force Base as and its fuel tank were to be coasting onthe final act in the falsified drama staged ward past the east tip of Long Island, over
Boston, and onward toward Maine. Durfor your benefit.
For the first time in three years the ing that time the Shuttle was supposed to
Pentagon was hoping to get a Spy Satellite maneuver away from the fuel tank, using
into orbit that could not be shot down small maneuvering jets.
Finally, just as the Columbia passed
immediately by Russia. This attempt was
destined to continue by your nerdniks into over New Brunswick, Canada, the flight
plan called for the orbital maneuvering
disaster after disaster.
You must know what happened in the engines to be fired. Somewhere over the
front end to have any idea what continues. Labrador Sea, flying upside-down, the CoIf you can think back to American space lumbiawas scheduled to reach Earth orbit.
launches of the past, you may have noticed A s soon as it did so, the flight plan called for
something very unusual about the launch astronauts Young and Crippen to go to
of the Columbia. In the past, manned space work fast.
launches from Cape Canaveral were alIn less than ten minutes time they were
ways made toward the southeast, toward supposed to open up the cargo bay doors
the equator, but not so with the Columbia. and turn on the sensors of the Spy Satellite
It was launched to the northeast, away resting inside. A s they did these things,
from the equator. The reason for this was the Columbia was to be racing over the
the secrkt space reconnaissance mission south tip of Greenland, out over the middle
of the Columbia.
of the Denmark Strait between Greenland
In its public news releases, NASA told and Iceland, above the Arctic Circle, and
everyone that Columbiawas launching into then dipping back southward toward Northa 44-degree orbit-that is, it would never ern Norway, Finland, and Russia. Accordgo farther north or south than 44 degrees ing to the flight plan, the Columbia was
above and below the equator. But the scheduled to cross the Russian borderjust
actual orbit chosen for the Columbia was a south of the strategic Kola Peninsula. This
69-degree orbit. A 69-degree orbit was would be only some less than 23 minutes
chosen because it would take the Colum- after lift-off. At that instant initial reconbia, and the Spy Satellite inside it, all the naissance over Russia was to be under
way north to the Arctic Circle and beyond. way. The Spy Satellite inside the cargo bay,
That is the kind of orbit that is necessary if even though not yet deployed, would have
a spy satellite is to fly reconnaissance over had a perfect view downward through the
open doors of the upside-down Shuttle.
Russia.
The Columbia was intended to flyover a
The northeast launch of the Columbia
was done in order to enable the Spy Satel- course across Russia that began just west
lite to start gathering dataover Russiaonly of the strategic White Seain extreme Northminutes after the Columbia reached orbit. western Russia. From there the planned
Time was of the essence in any attempt to course of the Columbiawasto take it southspy on Russia. Every American sov satel- eastward over some 2500 miles of strategic

ments of weightlessness had taken place
months earlier in a mock-up. Further,
what would you do if you were an astronaut faced with the fact that Russia has
just turned the corner and can destroy
your nation with one blast? Do you not
think that a good patriot would go along
with the game? However, that brings us to
a serious notation-perhaps the pictures
fooled a lot of Americans and the Worldit did not fool the new rulers of Russia.
They had learned the previous fall what the
flight of the Columbia was really all about;
and, when the Columbia was launched on
April 12, the Russians were m d u and
waittna!
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Kussian territory. During the first minute would not stop the Shuttle Program as a platform, the Cosmosphere. They were
alone, the Satellite was expected to see whole, and Russia'sgoalwas tocompletely and are called 'Super Heavies" by the
Russian Space Command.
parts of the highly sensitive Kola Penin- shut down the Space Shuttle Program.
sula, the White Sea, including the super
At last they hit upon the solution. What
The
Russian
Super
Heavy
secret submarine yards at Archangel and was needed was a Space Age version of the Cosmospheres are still considered experithe Plesetsk Cosmodrome. The Shuttle famous U-2 incident of two decades prior. mental in nature but have had vast imwas also to pass near Kazan, one of the In the waning days of the Eisenhower provements integrated since the early
bases of Russia's flying ABM system. This Administration, Russia had publicly ac- 1980's. Even so, by ,801'8 1 the Russians
system uses charged particle beams car- cused the United States of invading its air had already built seven of them. In terms
ried by supersonicTU- 144Transports. Yes space with spy flights. That was before the of volume, they are even bigger than the
indeed, we shall get back to this subject. era of Spy Satellites, and invading other biggest dirigibles ('zeppelins") of the '30's.
Toward the end of the first pass over countries'air space was a serious charge in They could carry apay load of more than 50
tons, far more than your own Space Shuttle;
Russia the Spy Satellite was expected to the eyes of the world.
American spokesmen tried to diffuse and they were equipped with powerful
gather data on two more of Russia's four
Cosmodromes--those of Baiokonur and the growing furor while carefully avoiding electromagnetic propulsion which could
Wratarn. In between, numerous other a definitive denial of the charges; but the take the Cosmosphere all the way to orbital
war targets were also to come under scru- Russians kept it up. Finally President speed. In short, the jumbo Cosmosphere
tiny. The Spy Satellite in the Columbia's Eisenhower became so exasperated that was actually Russia's Space Shuttle. It
cargo bay was expected to see all that he flatly denied, in public, that America was fully operational.
In order to carry out their attack on the
during its very first pass over Russian was flying spy planes over Russia. That
81
/
2
was
exactly
what
the
Russians
were
waitSpace
Shuttle Columbia, Russia's entire
It
would
all
take
only
territory.
minutes. Then the Columbia would have ing for. The Russians promptly did what fleet of seven jumbo Cosmospheres were
crossed the border with Afghanistan,head- American Intelligence specialists thought made ready. Five were outfitted with speing toward India. Barely 10 minutes later, they could not do-they shot down a high- cial grapplingequipment to enable them to
the Spy Satellite was to be radioing its data flying U-2 on a flight over Russia. The seize avery large object in space. The other
down to the American receivers at Diego name of the CIA pilot, the late Francis Gary two were outfitted with neutron particle
Powers, filled the headlines world-wide beam weapons. These weapons were the
Garcia in the Indian Ocean.
Now, that WAS the plan. The military overnight. The Russians had made a liar of same type aswere used in the 'Battle of the
planners were confident that their Spy the President of the United States. A Harvest Moon" in September 1977.
At 7:00 A.M. Sunday morning, April 12,
Satellite would get at least this planned summit had been scheduledbetween Presifirst look at Russia. They were sure that dent Eisenhower and Nikita Khrushchev, 1981the rocket engines of the Space Shuttle
CbZurnbia's curving launch and the short but the Russians icily called it off. In Columbia roared to life. Moments later the
time involved would prevent Russia from studying the Columbia situation, the Rus- giant solid boosters were fired, and the
thwarting the mission. Cohcmbia took off sians decided to make the focus of similar Columbia took off. A s it climbed, it rolled
from Cape Canaveral at 7:00 A.M. Eastern nature. After all,all theywould needwould around and started leaning into its flight
path toward space. A s you watched on
Time, that Sunday morning. By 7:23 Co- be to land that Shuttle intact.
lumbia was expected to be over Russia
This seems as appropriate as any point your television sets, it rapidly dwindled off
already. By 7:3 1Columbiawas expected to to close this writing but we shall continue into the northeast. You watched as the
solid boosters separated and peeled away
be leaving Russian skys, and by 7:45 that on this subject in the next. So be it.
same Sunday morning the military planto each side. Moments later the Columbia
ners expected to have their first recon7/22/90 W
2 HATONN
vanished from the screen.
naissance data from Russia.
The television scene then shifted to the
The plan sounded plausible but the
RUSSIA'S THRUST
alleged Mission Control in Houston-you
'planners" were falling victim to the very
see, all of this had been set up well in
intelligence gap which they themselves creRussia protested continuously about advance as we stated early on herein. I
ated in America years before. Russian the military nature of the Shuttle Program, shall interrupt the story following the finIntelligence agents were able to learn the and perceived they would be able to shock ishing of this thought sequence to allow
general outlines of the Columbia mission the world with the truth of it by simply you to catch up as to the military mission
plan some six months prior to launch. It is proving it. They would put the crashed for it does have impact on your percepworse today, dear ones, for there are more Shuttle on public display together with its tions. It is very hard to believe that the
KGB agents in your CIA than you have nuclear-powered, laser-firing Spy Satel- information was already available and the
'loyal" Americans.
lite. The Kremlin liked the plan, and agreed actions anticipated by both your enemy
Fully a month before the public roll-out to it. To further emphasize the parallels and your own top officials.
Up in front the NASA computer-cpnof the Columbiaat the Cape in November of with the 1960 U-2 incident, Russia had
1980, the Russian Space Command was recently proposed a summit with the United trolled map started tracking the alleged
studying the problem. There was no ques- States. The plan was to withdraw the course of the Columbia. According to the
tion about one thing: The Columbia's mis- summit proposal in protest after shooting map, Columbia was heading out over the
sion could not be allowed to succeed.
down the Columbia.
Atlantic toward Bermuda; but at that moGiven even a shred of up-to-date reconThe Russian Space Command went to ment, free of the solid boosters, Columbia
naissance data, the Bolsheviks in America work several months earlier to get ready. was already starting its long sweeping curve
were determined to set off a nuclear war. They were faced with a big order: to bring to the north. One-hundred-fifty miles east
Even so, there was a question about the down the Columbia on Russian territory of Charleston, South Carolina, Russia's
best way to spoil the mission. Several without totally destroying it. A s recently as fleet of 7 jumbo Cosmosphereswere hoverpossibilities were considered, including only ayear prior it would have been totally ing high over the ocean. A s the Space
sabotage or simply blasting the Columbia impossible to even consider such a thing. Shuttle approached on its elaborate cumout of the sky. All were rejected because However, the Russians now had a new ing path, the Cosmospheres started speedthey shared one weakness. Each alterna- space tool to do the job. It was the third ing up to intercept it. The Shuttle was
tive would halt one Shuttle mission, but it version of the Russian levitating
- - weapons already flying upside-down with the huge
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fuel tank on top.
into the heart of Russia. It looked as
though
the Russian plan was going to work
The two Cosmospheresarmed with neutron beams closed in on the Columbia from to perfection-but then the unexpected
below and a bit to the rear, where they happened.
One of Columbia's deranged computers
could not be seen by Young or Crippen.
The other five jumbo Cosmospheres with apparently began to function. The brief
their grappling equipment, flew in forma- shut-down had thrown it out of synchronition above and well behind the fuel tank to zation with the Gold Computer, so the two
be out of the line of fire. The Cosmospheres computers apparently did not communipaced the Shuttle until it reached a prede- cate one with the other. A s the Columbia
passed over the border of Russia, it was
terrnined altitude and speed.
Then the armed Cosmospheres opened flying rightside-up instead of upside-down
u p with their neutron beams. Firing at under control of the Gold Computer.
But the other computer opened up the
point-blankrange, eachCosmospherefired
just two bursts from its beam weapon. The cargo bay doors right on schedule. A s the
first salvo flooded the cockpit area and a n Shuttle began to re-enter over Russia, hot
area near the engines in the rear. Young air flooded the cargo bay. Heat sensors in
and Crippen died instantly, the neutron the Spy Satellite detected the heat buildradiation having totally disrupted all activ- up, which was programmed into the
ity of their nervous systems, brains, eyes, Satellite's computer as a sign of "attack
and hearts. At the same time the Shuttle's damagen. Finally, the temperature built
engines shut down. A fraction of a second up to a critical point, activating a selflater, the second salvo flooded neutron destruct circuit in the Satellite. The Spy
radiation into the nose and an area be- Satellite exploded, blowing the Columbia
neath the cargo bay. These shots were into total destruction.
The Russians had hoped for a crash
calculated to derange and shut down the
Columbia's flight computers-that is, all landing in recognizable form. Instead, the
the computers except one. The Russians Columbia ended up in wreckage strewn
wanted the backup computer to take over along a line some 85 miles long in central
and do itsjob-that is, make an emergency Russia southeast of the City of Kazan and
automatic re-entry and crash landing in the citizens had to be told a research
Russia. They anticipated that it would do
so because the backup computer is heavily
shielded against radiation. The shielding
is a material more efficient than lead. Hold
your breath, readers-it is gold! ~h so,
another dream of sharing wealth gone in
the ethers.
The Russians fully expected that the
"Gold Computer", as it is known in certain
circles, would take over after the engines
shut down.
Surely enough, within some 10 seconds
after the engines shut down, the fuel tank,
still a third full, was automatically cast
loose. The Gold Computer was now flying
the Shuttle. The five jumbo Cosmospheres
with grappling equipment, fastened onto
the fuel tank. Then using their powerful
electromagnetic propulsion, they veered
away with the tank. From its northeasterly
course, the tank was swerved around over
the North Atlantic in agreat arc until it was
heading s o u t h e a s t instead.
The
Cosmospheres then accelerated to orbital
speed and cast the fuel tank loose.
Three years prior to this the first
Cosmospsheres had sent a message by
way of enormous air booms along America's
E a s t Coast. Now Russia's newest
Cosmospheres were using the Shuttle fuel
tank to send a chilling new message to
America's Bolshevik war planners.
Meanwhile the armed Cosmospheres
followed the Columbiaitself. Having had its
engines shut down prematurely, the Cok m b i a was well below orbital speed. It was
fallowing a ballistic path, just lcke a n ICBM,
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satellite had fallen out oforbit. A s it turned
out, neither the American Bolsheviks nor
the Russians got what they wanted. But,
a s you know, there were destined to be
more attempts, each just as foolish as the
one before it. We will not jump the gun and
tell you how you outgrew this continuing
fiasco in proper sequence for you have at
least three more total failures to account
for before that unfolding.
SECRET MILITARY MISSION
Now to back up and fill in a bit. In
November of 1980America's Manned Space
Program suddenly started showing signs
of life after near death. The date was
November 24, to be exact. It was the day
when the Space Shuttle Columbiawasrolled
out into public at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. It was the first public
appearance by the Shuttle in almost two
years. The Shuttle arrived at Cape
Canaveral two years prior, in March of
1979.
From then until November of 1980 the
Shuttle Columbia remained in hiding in a
very large metal cocoon called the "Orbiter
Processing Facility", but on November 24
suddenly the cocoon opened up and out rebirthed the Space Shuttle.

-
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It was not a very long trip set for that dandy Russian weapons spread all over create.
day-about 300 yards to the nearby Ve- the globe. The intent was to match the
hicle Assembly Building, where it disap- power and hit unexpectedly prior to retali- NEW THERMO PROTECTION SYSTEM
peared once again as if by magic. You were ation grouping of the weapons in space.
Remember, we are back in 1981 and
told that this was only the beginning of a Like, for instance, take out those installamuch longer journey. For the first time in tions producing those cute little spheres time flies when you are having fun in your
nearly six years the United States was running around in space taking out your addictions and fun games. In 1980 the
committing itself in public to a manned bases and satellites. They had no use in new Thermo Protection System was radically new. All of your previous spacecraft
mission into space. The roll-out of the taking out yourvidiot satellites, etc.-they,
Columbia took almost everyone by sur- too, used them and besides, your country had "heat shields" which carried away
and Russia were basically allies and had heat by burning away during re-entry,
prise.
America's Space Shuttle Program was a been from upstart. We are talking about therefore they could only be used once.
full three years behind schedule. Since Bolsheviks from Russia efforting to regain But the Shuttle was supposed to be reuslate in 1977 you had heard about nothing control of Russia-they had gained incred- able over and over, so it required a different
but problems, delays, and more problems ible power within your nation. They are kind of heat shield. It was a lightweight
with the Space Shuttle. In fact, just five now surpassed in power only by the Zion- ceramic, broken up into more than 30,000
small pieces called *tilesn,of which you
days before, Dr. George Low, former direc- ists.
This was to be the Shuttle's very first are all now very familiar. Strange thing,
tor of the Apollo Moon Program, summarized it all in total disgust when he said, trip into s p a c e a n d yet it would be a however, they tell you a 'few" fall off each
"Today I wonder whether we could start "manned" mission! You were told that the time but it is OK1 How can it be OK?-for
another Apollo, much less accomplish it." Shuttle was designed to make at least a the heat is equally intense on that spot
After three years on hold, the count- hundred trips into space and back, and yet where a tile is missing and would burn the
down was under way and, moreso, there NASA said it could not spare one or two skin of the craft incredibly. Oh, you are
was a total air of urgency about it. Comers preliminary Shuttle launches in order to now getting concerned about recent coverwere being cut, safety precautions were check it out. NASA refused to even con- ups as a possibility, also? So be it.
For at least two years prior to original
being overstepped, unheard of risks were sider beginning with a manned suborbital
being taken; and when reporters asked launch like the early manned Mercury launch you had been hearing tales about
why these things are being done, they shots in the early 60's. Instead, the very problems with tiles. It began when the
received only double talk instead of an- first launch of the Shuttle Columbia was to Shuttle Cohtmbiaamvedat Cape Canaveral
in Marchof 1979on the backofajumbojet.
swers. (Some things don't change very take it all the way into high orbit.
The plan was running over with stupid Many tiles had been lost or damaged durmuch.)
The Space Shuttle was the most com- examples of haste. There seemed to be no ing the flight and the Columbia looked like
plex American spacecraftbuilt to that point. regard for the safety of the astronauts who it had smallpox-and that was just in
There were more things to go wrong than would fly it. Of course, you couldn't know atmospheric piggy back.
ever before, and the entire future of they had been training in the Enterprise.
Soon after that you began hearing about
America's Manned Space Program deFor all intents and purposes, you must tiles being tested, removed, replaced, repended on the Shuttle. In fact, within a few consider that the new rocket engines of the tested, and on and on. Part of the controy e a s you were told that the Shuttle would Space Shuttle were radically untested, as versyoverthe tileswasquitereal-Iwouldn't
be launching practically all American sat- far as anyone was aware. There were three want any of my crew depending upon them
ellites.
main enginescalledSSMEs by NASA. Those to save their lives. There were very legitiAs far as space was concerned, America engines had never flown into space prior to mate arguments among space engineers
had put all of its eggs in one basket, or at that time; in fact, they had never so much as to whether or not the tiles would sucleast as far as any of you could determine. as been fired all together until just eight ceed or fail. Those questions would finally
It would have seemed appropriate, in that days prior to the flight. On that day, the be answered one way or another only when
event, that the old NASA would have pro- three engines were fired for only 20 s e c and if the Shuttle Columbia drops out of
ceeded step by step with the greatest of onds on the pad at the Cape. NASA did not orbit to return to Earth. But for the Bolshecare. Somehow, priorto that time, the time run the risk of running them longer even viks who were then controlling America's
dragged by with no show of action; each though those engines were supposed to be Space Program, the arguments over the
problem had to be solved and re-solved reusable, launch after launch. Instead, tiles were only a tool.
before moving on to the next phase of a based on amere twenty-seconds test, NASA
The tile controversy made aperfect cover
space program--or so they said. A s a final would have two astronauts risk their lives story to explain away the 3-year grounding
test, every new American manned space- on the engines and, in the actual launch of the Space Shuttle. The red reason was
craft had made its fir.st trip or two into into space, the engines would have to that America had been virtually locked out
space without astronauts aboard to insure operate full-bore for a minimum of nine of military space missions since late in
no loss of life if errors were encountered- minutes. NASA knowingly gambled that 1977. A s recently as August of 1977 it had
or so they said.
the three fresh engines on Columbia would looked as if the United States would soon
Well, who knows for sure, but surely the last long enough to get into orbit. The be eclipsing Russia with new space exones calling the shots in America's Space engines were only one example of NASA's ploits. That month the first pre-flight tests
Program by 1981 were certainly doing unexplained haste because if Columbia of a Space Shuttle took place. A Shuttle
things in a very strange manner indeed. didn't reach orbit, the next question was: was carried aloft aboard a jumbo jet, then
The facts were that the Bolsheviks were Could it return? NASA didn't have the cut loose and guided to Earth by astrogetting ready for thermonuclear war, thus foggiest notion.
nauts. The test went perfectly. It certainly
causing a wartime rush mentality which
The recent launching of the Hubble seemed that the Space Shuttle era was
dominated the Shuttle launch prepara- telescope smacks of the same subterfuge about to dawn.
tions.
for the "duplicate" scope which was
WHAT OF RUSSIA?
Why would American Bolsheviks want launched was truly another attempt to fool
to make an immediate and first-strike at- the Russians and again the attempt was
tack against Russia? Because of those total disaster as only an evil empire can
Her space program seemed completely
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silent, but suddenly eve~ything
turned into
a spin in September of 1977. Russia began
deploying her secretly-developed Charged
Particle Beam weapon in space, and on
September 17, 1977, history's first true
space battle took place, The Battle of the
Harvest Moon. In that stunning upset,
Russia completely smashed America's secret military control of space.
Russia's manned Space Program came
to life suddenly. They launched the Salyut6 Space Station on September 29, 1977;
and from that day, there was a steady
stream of Russian cosmonauts into space
and back and forth. Even cosmonauts
from at least seven other countries had
been able to go with the Russians; ones
from Cuba and Vietnam among them.
American astronauts were unable to do
anything but twiddle thumbs.
The Bolsheviks in America had been
waiting long and watching for a moment of
weakness among their enemies-the secret new rulers of Russia. The Bolsheviks
wanted desperately to regain their former
positions of power in Russia; but for years,
Russia's new rulers had been expelling the
Bolsheviks, who then flocked mostly to the
United States.
(Sic, sic, Dharma) BOLSHEVIK: 1) a
member of the extremist wing of the Russian Social Democratic party that seized
supreme power in Russia by the Revolution of November 1917.
BOLSHEVISM: 1) The doctrine or program of the Bolsheviks advocating violent
overthrow of capitalism. 2) Russian communism.
You see, as time moved forward an
element of the Russian hierarchy began
kicking out the Bolsheviks. These had
originally been put into power by the
Rockefeller Cartel, etc., as we have covered
prior to this. This was not Communism in
its true definition-it was total suppression
of the people by the state. (Where you are
headed, dear ones.)
By 1980 there was a moment of weakness developing in the Kremlin. Bolshevik
forces had succeeded in penetrating the
Kremlin. They were wreaking havoc among
Russia's top leadership. At the same time,
Russia's expulsion of ~olsheviksslowed to
a mere trickle. Emmigration from Russia
was at its lowest level in years during the
second half of 1980, so the decision was
made in July to go ahead with a Space
Shuttle Mission and pray hard.
For the first time there then appeared to
be a chance of slipping through Russia's
space blockade. Even so, any American
attempt to launch a manned military mission into space would be most risky. It
dared not be attempted until amission was
readied that was worth that risk.
Well, it was the secret pay load in the
cargo bay of the Space Shuttle ColumbiQ. It
was developed in association with the
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supersecret 'National Reconnaissance
Officenwhose very existence was regarded,
in itself, as top secret in Governmentcircles.
It was only YOU who didn't know about it.
All these 'secrets" aren't secret at allexcept from YOU THE PEOPLE.
RUSSIA TOOK OUT U.S.
SATELLITES
When Russia began her surprise space
offensivein September of 1977, she did so
by destroying an American Spy Satellite on
September 20. A week later, America's
secret MOON BASE was put out of action,
which freed Russia's hands to pour into
space. In the months that followed, Russia
gradually knocked out all of your Spy and
Early Warning satellites, one by one-seven
months later Russia had finished the job.
Since that time America had been in constant effort to get some spy satellites orbiting but they were continually taken outand thus to the Space Shuttle launch.
America simply had no spy satellites on
continuous duty over Russia. They were
taken out in less than a week after launch.
No, it hasn't changed very much has it?
These brief spy satellite missions did
alert the Bolsheviks in America to one
thing-that was, there were major changes
taking place among the potential wartime
targets in Russia. Some known targets
from the past were becoming far less important, while other new targets were detected and held far more importance.
NUCLEAR FIRST STRIKE
Yes, there was a full-blown plan for the
U.S. to launch a first-strike nuclear war
against Russia. Sufice it here to say that
it was so and we will speak of it later.
Perhaps we need a more methodical manner of introducing these things to you ones,
which impact you so desperately today.
Maybe we will just start a sequence story of
important happenings in chronologic order as we finish this Shuttle story. All
along the way the things in occurrence
were equally as important for they affected
you from economics to nuclear devastation. I believe, however, we should not lose
continuity of thought regarding the Space
Shuttle upstart for it is critical to that
which is going on under your eyes at present-in even more secrecy.
The nuclear first strike against Russia
relied heavily on missiles, including
America's secret mobile missile, the Minu teman TX, and it could not succeed without up-to-date information on the targets
within Russia.
The American Bolsheviks were once
again doing all they could to get set for
nuclear war, so they were desperate for
new, up-to-date reconnaissance data from
Russia. Oh yes, Russia knew this factor-

that is why they finished perfecting a survival plan with shelters, etc. I s it not
interesting that you have none? Nor did
you have any then! You were totallyexpendable then and now. You have filled their
silos with survival supplies and yours are
empty---does that not irritate you ever so
slightly? All knew there would be retaliation to some extent for the Russians had
wondrous capabilities and your Government certainly knew it. Oh yes, dear ones,
you have been royally you know what!
The elite Bolsheviks had, by this time,
developed a satellite which they believed
could survive in orbit for a while if they
launched it in secret and took devious
routes of flight.
Actually they knew that Russia's orbital
fleet of manned Cosmos Interceptors would
succeed in destroying it; but before they
could do so, military planners believed the
satellite would be able to radio back enough
information to finalize plans for first-strike.
Therefore the first fight of America's Space
Shuttle, the Cdumbia, was to be a secret
militarymission of highest order. Its purpose
was to prepare forwar. That is why there was
so such a frantic effort to rush to launch with
unproven hardware, and that is why the v g r
first mission would be 'mannedw,instead of
'unmannedn testing. It had to be manned
because of the secret cargo it carxied.

*****
Now I am bombardedwith questionsabout
the 'synthetic persons" (imitators)of which
I spoke on the yesterday. Not only do they
exist but they are widely utilized. I will offer
some happy relief, however, in that
sophisticationhasevo~edandtheU~thing"
with the 'real stuff is more often left and the
imitator sent into possibly dangerous situations at great cost indeed. It is called 'hazard" pay. Sometimes, however, an entire
crew is set for destruction deliberate@and
unknowingly--would not that upset thee
also? I certainly hope something upsets f l u
suflticiently to look at your country n~ost
carefully, and most specificallyat that which
is happening today with your Constitutional
havoc. You are VERY NEAR the point of no
return, beloved brotherevery near indeed.
Salu.
We shall continue this subject when next
we sit to write. Thankyou Dhanna,for along
day of s e ~ c e . It has been a very long
weekend of work for you--know that your
sewice is worthy and your brothers in the
group are as busy at their keyboards and
duties. I salute, and honor with pride, all of
you faithful hands and feet. Saalome
7/26/90#2
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WHAT HAPPENS IN ORBIT
If the Shuttle reached orbit, the astro-
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nauts were to be required to deploy the so, the American robot battle station would ize the cabin, open the cargo hatch, and
military satellite inside the cargo bay. The open fire. When it did so, it would pose a move the robot spy satellite component
satellite was basically a spy satellite, but it major threat even to a Russian Cosmos away from the Columbia. They would also
was also much more. In order to do its job, Interceptor because the American satellite remove a Gemini-type two-man space capit was designed to fend off Russian space would be armed with a giant carbon diox- sule from the Columbia cargo bay. After
moving these things several hundred yards
weapons for as long as possible. A s a ide gas dynamic blaser (CDDB).
The
CDDB
was
a
more
compact
version
away from the Columbia, the two astroresult, it would be nothing less than arobot
battle station in space. In space terminal- of the laser, which was successfully tested nauts would close the cargo bay by remote
ogy, it was a 'hardened satellite" able to aboard a modified KC-135 jet tanker. It control. They would maneuver down unwithstand an attack without being easily produced intense infrared radiation with a derneath the Columbia for a quick visual
destroyed. It was equipped with active power of over one megawatt-which is inspection of the condition of the thermal
defenses, which means that it could 'shoot 1,000,000 watts. Let us consider a one tires, but the urgency of setting up the
megawatt capability. Just as example, an robot satellite would leave no time for any
bacK".
So, all those components of the satellite industrial 10,000-watt laser can slice attempt to repair any tiles. If the astrowere crammed into the cargo bay of the through aone-inch thickness steel plate in nauts were to do that, they would lose
Shuttle Columbia. They were already there a matter of mere seconds. The satellite precious time both in setting up the satelwhen the Columbia was rolled out the prior laser was 100 times that powerful. It was lite and in making good their own escape in
November. Once in orbit, the job of the not as powerful as the Russian Charged the Gemini capsule. This is why NASA
astronauts, John Young and Robert Particle Beam, but it was powerful enough refused to include a tile repair kit on the
Crippen, would be to assemble the satellite to cripple or possibly destroy a Russian first Shuttle mission. A s NASA adminisattacker. All this hinged, of course, on trator, Robert Frosch, said in a news conand to get it operating, and rapidly.
Once it would be assembled and float- actually getting the Shuttle and pay load ference, 'I felt in the end that it would be
likely to increase risk, perhaps not risk
ing in space, the satellite would look like a deployed.
To keep from becoming side-tracked at with regard to the tile system but risk with
giant rotating tin can perhaps 30 feet long
and 20 feet in diameter; but on closer this point, I will delay telling you of many regard to the safety of the whole flight."
After a very brief inspection, the astroinspection it would seem to be made more prior deceptions which have surrounded
like a wooden barrel except that the barrel your Space Program until a later writing. nauts would turn over control of the Costaves are all made of whitish metal, tung- They were mere games compared to what lumbia to NASA in Houston with the words:
you were about to witness with the Shuttle 'Okay for retrofire." Then they would float
sten.
Inside the outermost tungsten barrel launch because the American Bolsheviks away from the Columbia and set to work
was another smaller barrel and inside that needed to get their robot battle station into immediately on assembling the robot spy
was a still smaller barrel. At thevery center orbit without letting you know about it satellite. It was expected that they would
was the heart of the satellite itself. The and, whether they succeeded or failed, complete the job within about four orbits.
tungsten barrels were separated from one they would need to maintain the appear- A s soon as the robot satellite would be
another by a foot or more of space. There ance of success. Everything was riding on assembled and operating, Young and
was also considerable space between the the Space Shuttle, so let us look at the plan Crippen would board their ~ e d n i - t ~
innermost barrel and the core satellite. and comment on that which really took space capsule.
The tungsten barrels constituted the pas- place.
If all went well according to plan, they
sive defense of the satellite. If a Charged
would drop out of orbit and splash down in
Particle Beam blast would strike the outerTEST SCHEDULE AND PLAN
the Pacific Ocean. It would only be the
most barrel, it would vaporize a spot on the
evening of the same day of launch, but on
barre! but in the process it would absorb
According to the plan, the Columbiawas television the falsified NASAcoveragewould
energy and diffuse the beam. In theory, intended to lift off on a sunny morning in still be showingtapes ofYoungand Crippen
that would greatly reduce the damage done mid-April, 1981. Millions would be watch- in the simulated cockpit of the Columbia.
to the second barrel and do no damage ing on television as Young and Crippen Young and Crippen would be then picked
what-so-ever totheinnennost barrel. Tung- roared upward into the sky and into orbit. up at sea after their secret splashdown.
sten has the highest melting point of any Then the scene would shift to the standard From there they were to be transported to
workable metal in service at the time, so coverage of Young and Crippen in their Edwards Air Force Base in California to
this system of particle beam shields was cockpit, and for a little over two days the await further events and orders.
expected to last through a number of coverage would continue off and on. There
battles.
would be cockpit scenes, scenes in Mission
MEANWHILE
The three-layer tungsten shield system Control, and so on; and there would be
was also instrumented. When a blast some seemingly unexpected problems,
Some 12 hours after the launch from
would strike it, the blast pattern would be nothing serious but just enough to add a Cape Canaveral, Houston would send a
sensed as an initial indication of from touch of spice to the story and distract by retrofire signal to the now unmanned Cowhich direction came the attack. A com- excitement. It would look for all the world lumbia. The Shuttle's engines would fire.
pu ter within the core satellite would then like the REAL THING WITH THE REAL Somewhereover the Indian Ocean the Space
activate a secret new target acquisition STUFF. Television viewers would have no Shuttle would enter the atmosphere. It
systemcalled LADAR, meaning laser direc- suspicion that they were only watching would be the first complete test of the
tion and ranging. The removable barrel excerpts from numerous simulations of Shuttle's thermo tiles. If they worked,
stave sections of the rotating tungsten the flight. In its cover-up of the SKYLAB Columbia would survive re-entry. Then at
shields would 'be opened. LADAR would fiasco, NASA learned well the techniques of lower altitude, piloting of the Columbia
peek out through the openings as they deception.
would be taken over by remote control. If
rotated past in ultra-fast scanning.
Meanwhile, there would be no televi- all went well, the Columbia would touch
In the black void of space, LADAR was sion coverage at all of the real flight except down in the great sandy desert of western
expected to be much more efficient than for the initial lift-off. Instead, when Young Australia.
radar, picking up the Russian attacker and Crippen reached orbit, they would go
It was planned that all of these things
very quickly; and the moment it would do to work instantly. They would depressur- would take place during the first day of the
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supposed 54-hour mission of Young and
Crippen. Then for the final act of the
charade, you would be told on television
that the Columbiawas re-entering over the
Pacific Ocean; and finally, lo and behold
the Space Shuttle would glide into view.
Everyone would watch in awe and fascination as the Shuttle dipped lower and
lower over Edwards Air Force Base, California to the resounding double boom of
the shock waves giving physical proof of
the journey. The fact that everything passing through the sound barrier in flight
would give a boom would be totally overlooked in the intrigue and relief of the
moment. Finally the craft would touch
down on the dry lake bed and gradually
brake to a stop, and out would climb Young
and Crippen. Everyone would assume that
they were climbing out of the Columbia;
HOWEVER, THEY WOULD ACTUALLY BE
DISEMBARKING FROM THE ENTERPRISE.
It was the Enterprise which you saw in
those landing tests in August of 1977, and
it would be the familiar Entelprise which
you would see making another perfect landing. The craft would have been touched up
a bit to appear that it had come from space,
but that was intentional fraud.
DESPERATE GAMBLE
Thiswas, ofcourse, adesperategamble.
However, if the mission worked, it would
carry off a major deceit pattern for privacy
to the program, but it would also bring the
entire world much closer to thermonuclear
war. Although failure was anticipated and
carefully covered, and as it turned out was
necessary, you would be on the road to one
incredible hoax following another in ever
increasing magnitude. This, of course, has
been the course of events.
THE REAL VIEW OF COLUMBIA
FROM WHITE SANDS
Interestingly enough, April 12, 1981,
was the 20th anniversary of the first manned
flight into space. It was the anniversary of
the first orbital flight by a Russian cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin. It also became a day of
total confusion and disarray among the
Bolshevik masters of America's Space
Shuttle Program.
Less than eight minutes after launch
that Sunday morning, they knew something had happened to the Columbia. You
were still hearing the sound effects of a
seemingly successful flight, courtesy of the
NASA type recording from Houston. But
the rnjlitary controllers at White Sands
who were following the real flight were
hearing nothing at all. Columbia had suddenly gone totally silent.
By 7:45 A.M. the news worsened. Columbia had failed to arrive over the Indian
Ocean on schedule.

More bad news came; NORAD was tracking the fuel tank of the Shuttle. It wasnot
supposed to be in orbit at all-but there it
was, in orbit. That looked impossible, to
say the least.
That evening, Sunday, April 12, the
Shuttle's fuel tank re-entered over the Gulf
of Mexicojust south of Louisiana. The tank
had ruptured but there was still a sizeable
amount of liquid hydrogen and oxygen
inside. When the tank re-entered, it heated
up and set off an enormous explosion and
also created a giant cloud at the fringes of
space. Goldplating, which is used extensivelyin theshuttle fueltank becauseofits
heat transfer properties, was vaporized
and scattered through the clouds which
was interesting in itself and gave a wondrous show. The result was the same as
when gold is added in tiny quantities to
stained window glass-a brilliant pinkishred color. The giant pink cloud, with
chunks of the ruined fuel tank flashed in
the sun, creating headlines as it passed to
the north-east over Louisiana and Mississippi. Meanwhile your 'good old boys"
pooh-poohed it all as, 'a natural phenomenon".
The American elite Bolsheviks were not
quite sure what had happened to the Columbia, but they did know that as far as
Space was concerned, the Shuttle Program
was their only hope. They had three more
orbital shuttles hidden away at White Sands
and they intended to launch them all no
matter what the odds might be, so the
NASA cover-up of the Columbia disaster
went right on according to plans.
HAND-MAKE GENETIC REPLICAS
OF HUMANS
In the late part of the 1970's the existence of man-made genetic replicas of human beings was made public. The revealers
were locked away instantly and the key
tossed. It was disbelieved although motion
pictures were made as sci-fi and the subject buried under threat of penalty of death
to disclosers. They, however, did (and do)
exist and were pressed into service right
before your eyes. You didn't even blink at
them-no sir, you just gobbled up the lie,
chewed it and swallowed it in total.
When first revealed to you they were
referred to asUSynthetics"and in honor of
h
we shall continue
the daring t r ~ t bringers
to label them as such. I request that herein
you not ask me for details of the replicas for
they are not the point of my story and they
will be covered at a more appropriate writing-just know that they DO exist and
currently they are used continuallyto cover
the shadow/parallel governments of your
nations. Suffice it here to simply state that
they do exist ?xd were utilized in the April
launch. One reason the preparation time
of early astronauts was so lengthy for

public consumption was to facilitate perfecting duplication of all segments, including the astronauts. Actually, the duplicates need not be perfect for plans are
well laid in case of discovery and alterations can be instantly orchestrated if
necessary. People cannot describe a suspect if a t the scene of a murder, on oathyou certainly are not paying attention to
anything that would cause you to suspect
illusion if it remotely resembles the real
thing.
"Little Gray Aliens" in underground
secret bases? Oh, my friends, you have
no conceivable idea what wondrous .ecretn are in your underground aecret
bases.
NOW. BACK TO THE STORY
Tuesday morning, April 14, genetic replicas called 'Syntheticsw of the then late
astronauts,Youngand Crippen, were readied at White Sands. They were programmed
to take a computerized ride on the training
Shuttle 'Enterprisd. The Young and
Crippen entities boarded the Enterprise
which was mounted on top of the launched
747. After rocket fuel was loaded for the
Shuttle, the 747 took off and headed west,
avoiding commercial air traffic. The
launched 747 headed out over the Pacific
until it was several hundred miles west of
Los Angeles. Then it turned back east
toward the California Coast. On television
you were told that the non-existent Columbia was re-entering from orbit.
Meanwhile the 'Enterprise",re-labeled
"Columbia", was cut loose from the 747
and fired its rockets. It sped up to a speed
of nearly 6,000 miles per hour, then you
watched it as it made that dramatic race in
from the sea to a precise computer landing
at Edwards Air Force Base. It was all timed
to agree as closely as possible with the
official NASA timetable to further convince
you of the security and efficiency of the
system.
Even so, however, a technical mistake
was made that morning and as aresult you
were told that the Shuttle would land six
minutes early. My golly, in space flight, six
minutes might as well be a year, dear ones.
Six minutes in orbit corresponds to nearly
a 2,000 mile error in the location of the
Shuttle but on TV nobody bothered to so
much as question it. Everyone just smiled
and said how lovely a day to watch a
Shuttle land.
SLIPS BEGAN TO OCCUR
BUT NO ONE NOTICED
Following the dramatic landing, former
astronaut Gene Cernan expressed surprise on ABC television. He said the Shuttle
simply did not look scorched enough for a
ship that had re-entered from orbit. Like-
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wise, when the synthetics called Young
and Crippen emerged, they did not act like
men who had been weightless for two days.
Instead they bounded down the access
steps and pranced around with restless
energy but no one questioned it in the
least. After all, precious children of the
lies, you had all seen that Shuttle landing
for yourselves and hundreds had been
first-hand witnesses to the landing at Edwards; you had also heard and felt those
sonic booms and what else is left to say
about it? Seeing is believing?
NEXT?
Dear ones, that was only "one" downthere were three more in the waiting room.
Three more identical Shuttles like the Columbiawere waiting their turn in the desert
at White Sands. Each would have the same
label, "Columbid painted on its side. The
first Columbia was now quite dead along
with its crew, but thanks to "doubles" the
Columbia would continue to live on as the
astronauts would be removed from public
view except on rare and 'distant" occasions when appearance would be inevitable and actors would be able to carry out
the assignments. Ifyou feel as ifyou are an
observer of some giant movie script-so be
it. It is, however, time that you stop being
a viewer and begin play participation because you have sat and been a "watcher"
almost long enough to doom you.
These details are simply for your confirmation for it matters not at this time
whether the Russians or the Americans
were ahead in the "race". You were and
continue to be given a false sense of security and confidence. You are even reassured by some stupid presidential statement about going to Mars. You sit and
allow insult upon insult to your very intelligence as humans. You are being led like
the sheep unto the slaughter and into a
war as well as a dictatorship and we know
of no other way to reach through to you
blinded beings.
You CHOOSE to believe the lies, and
thusly they will succeed in destroyingyour
very way of life and enslaving the few who
survive the war which will occur. Or,
beloved ones, you can open your eyes and
learn to do as our Lord Christos taught you
long ago: learn to look for THE TRUTH,
cherish THE TRUTW, and believe in TIiE
TRUTH. If you can do this, you can regain
and maintain your freedom. God be with
you, each and all, for the way is shocking
and incredible indeed.
Dharma, allow u s to end this chapter at
this point even though a bit short for I wish
to handle the aftermath of the "Cohtmbiu"
episode and it includes your entity President Reagan's reappearance after the "attempted assassination" of a month prior.
You will find it interesting indeed, that no

one gave a fu-rtherthought to the Columbia
or made any connections between events.
I will move to stand-by until you are
ready for our next session. I prefer you not
attend the meeting scheduled for this
evening if you would accept my wishes.
Thank you, chela, I realize it is difficult for
you for this information is overload for your
consciousness, also. Your load is heavy for
the moment but you will not be without
support and protection. Go take respite in
peace for it has been a long day. If you need
to consume aspirin for the backache, use
in conjunction with buffering for on an
empty stomach, we can easily ulcerate the
lining. Salu.
Hatonn to clear, please.
7/27/90 #2

HATONN

AFTERMATH OF COLUMBIA #1
On April 28, 1981 all you dear Americans tuned in your TV sets to watch the
entity, President Reagan, address Congress. The speech was to gain and build
support for the Administration's Budget,
but most people were interested because it
was the first speech by the President since
the assassination attempt nearly a month
earlier. People were too absorbed in the
dramatic re-appearanceof awounded President to pay much attention to anything
else. No one cared very much that the
Space Shuttle "Columbia" supposedly arrived back in Florida that day--on the back
of its transport ship. The Columbia was a
great success as far as the citizens knewyou had seen everything for yourselves on
television.
ON TOP AGAIN
Based on that one Space Shuttle flight,
you were then being told on all sides that
you were once again on top in space. You
were told that now you were five to ten
years ahead of those poor, stupid Russians. It would have been very nice for you
if it had been true, but unfortunately, it
was not true.
The Shuttle which you all saw land at
Edwards Air Force Base in California was
the training Shuttle 'Enterprise". It had
simply been relabeled with the name "Columbia" on its side. When the Shuttle
landed in California on April 14, you were
initially told that it would be flown immediately back to Florida; but as the days
went by, the Shuttle just stayed in California. NASA created one excuse after
another to explain away the delays to the
public.
Meanwhile, franticmeetings were going
on, involving key, joint military and NASA
personnel. Things had not gone according
to plan, and they were not sure what to do
next. One faction insisted that NASA should

go ahead according to the original plan.
That plan called for a switch in shuttles
between California and Florida. On Day
One a modified "747" would take off from
Edwards Air Force Base, California, with
the Shuttle "Enterprisd' riding piggyback.
News cameras would be on hand to record
the take-off. The Enterprise would then be
flown to its home base at White Sands, New
Mexico. Meanwhile the public would be
told that the "747" with the Shuttle had
made an over-night stopover. Then on Day
Two another modified "747", carrying a
differentShuttle, would take off from White
Sands and fly to Florida.
Once again, reporters would be on hand
to watch the landing at Cape Canaveral.
The new Shuttle, of course, would have the
name "Columbia" on the side just as the
Enterprise did. In that way the training
Shuttle, Enterprise, was to be returned to
home base and a fresh orbital-rated Shuttle
sent to Florida. The switch would be made
without the public suspecting a thing and,
after all, it is only the public from which the
above top secret secrets are maintained.
The participants, by accident, believe the
cover-up is in national security to prevent
acceleration of the obvious war underway.
Who is going to tell?
HOW TO PLAY IT SAFE?
In those meetings behind closed doors
about the situation, others protested that
it would be foolish to go ahead as originally
planned without more information. It was
obvious that somehow the Russians had
destroyed the Columbia, but the question
was: 'How?" The military Shuttle planning group agreed that they needed the
answer to that question, otherwise there
would be no way to devise countermeasures to give the next Shuttle flight a better
chance. You see, they never considered
telling the truth and shutting down the
upcoming plans.
Finally, it was agreed all around that
the first urgent need was to buy time, so
NASA spokesmen were told to give the
press a series of stalling stories about the
postflight Shuttle procedures in California.
Meanwhile, every available avenue of Intelligence world-wide was pressed to come up
with an answer to that crucial question:
"What happened to the Space Shuttle,
Columbia?"
Day by day you saw well orchestrated
brief news reports about the postflight
checkout of the Shuttle at Edwards Air
Base. The Shuttle was then lifted onto the
back of the "747", but the take-off kept
being pushed back one day after another.
The military Shuttle planning group was
drawing a blank from their Intelligence
sweep about the Cohtmbiu. The Shuttle
stayed on the ground a week longer than
originally planned, and still no answer
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came about the Columbia. You see, if by Edwards Air Force Base, California. The shall continue later as duty calls both of u s
chance the Russians turned up with the following day you were shown the same elsewhere. Salu.
Columbia in tow the fallout would be Shuttle, the training Shuttle Enterprise,
worse than disastrous because, for the landing in Florida. There was no switch
7/29/90 # 1 HATONN
first day or so, the exchange could not be made.
explained away as "preventing public
RETROSPECT
WHO WOULD TELL?
panic".
NASA ran out of excuses for further
In order to have more perception restalling without raising unwelcome quesNow you ask: 'How would you get this garding Russia's secret weapons and make
tions. The secret Shuttle planning team information?" Easy, never underestimate more sense of the need for the Shuttle
was still in no position to prepare for a the wonders of God and also, never forget efforts, let u s return to early 1979 with a
second orbital mission, and yet appear- that there are counter-spies who also know look into the glass of as far back as Novemances had to be maintained a t all costs they will die, along with their families, at ber/December 1978. It will also show you
and every passing day became more criti- the hands of this evil cartel of conspirators. the technology already functional and then
cal.
There are always ones who will tell when allow you to understand how far you can go
The U.S. Government was crowing the terms and times are right.
with intensive research in a decade. When
loudlyabout the supposed stunning sucThe secret Shuttle planners were still the secret is basically unfolded, massive
cess of the Shuttle because it was the feeling their way and they left open an strides can be made on any given technolonly hope left for America in space. The avenue for plan changes. Therefore, it ogy. Unfortunately, the technology has
Space Shdttle was the only program, would be the training Shuttle Enterprise outgrown man's ability to control it, once
other than Defense, which was given that would later roll off the launch pad in pressed into service.
increased funding by t h e Reagan Florida, that summer. It would look just
In December of 1978 air blasts at sea
Administration. There was also the in- like the Columbiadid before its April launch, began shaking homesand frighteningthoucredible fear that if the Russians did, in mated to a giant fuel tank and huge solid- sands along America's East Coast. For a
fact, have the Shuttle intact, the entire rocket boosters.
while government spokesmen tried to igcover-up would be world-wide. The RusNASA was then shooting for the very nore them; but the booms, now known and
sians, on the other hand, had no proof early launch date of September 30, 1981. recognized as Air Quakes, would not go
and couldn't come forward with actions According to the plans the launch would away. In fact, they steadily increased in
which would have caused all-out war. proceed smoothly for the first few minutes. number and were also soon experienced on
Before the Shuttle Enterprise left Unlike the Columbia, the Enterprise would the West Coast and inland U.S., as well.
California aboard its "747", the Shuttle not veer north toward the kind of orbit
A s no explanations could be offered,
planning group had to make a decision: forbidden by Russia. Then, one engine they were next ridiculed in the controlled
Should they, or should they not, make would shut down prematurely.. It would major media, but that tactic quickly
the planned switch between shuttles a t be earlier in the flight than the point at changed, too, because too many people
White Sands? There were three more which contact with Columbia was lost in were hearing them to accept it all as a big
orbital-rated shuttles at White Sands, April. Then, as you are still watching on joke. Then the tactic was to simply report
and a specific mission was planned for television, the Enterprise would return for them, promising follow-up and then simeach one. One of the planners summed its alleged "emergency" landing a t ply never follow-up. The news projectors
up the dilemma in these words: "How Kennedy. By that time the Enterprise had never move from the scripts given them
can we send an orbital bird to the Cape? made so many computerized landings that and there would be practically no fear of
STS-2,3, and 4 may require major modi- NASA had confidence that the landing slip-ups. Note this for yourselves during
fications in order to get past the Rus- would be made safely. If other plans could prime time newscasts; flip channels and
sians. We won't know what those be substituted as the summer progressed, you will hear the verbatim news items
modifications are until we get the miss- so could the 'flight" sequence be changed, being read from the master script.
After these Air Quakes had been going
ing feed-back on STS- 1. I say send the even to aborting the launch at the pad.
There would, of course, be an uproar on unexplained for several months, the
Enterpnse. We can keep it sub-orbital by
faking a n abort-shut down one engine about the aborted space flight, but it would government tried to explain it all away by
before Press-to-MECO and let Enterprise not last long because no citizen would risk blaming the whole thing on freak weather
return to Kennedy. That will keep Enter- the lives of astronauts to a possible acci- conditions. Alleged experts were trotted
p n s e out of danger from Ivan. It will also dent. The entire scenario of an abortion out to impress the public with the mumbo
keep the ball rolling while giving u s more would 'only prove the efficiency of the jumbo about unusually cold air layers,
time to set up a successful orbital shot." computer check system and safety mea- ozone depletion, northern lights, electrical
Someone else asked: "What about sures".
disturbance and so on, ad nauseam.
Waving their arms about in master perthe public relations impact? One thing
The hopes were, of course, to buy time
we don't need is to abort a mission this and gain information regarding the first formance, other experts were touting that
the booms were due to military aircraft,
early in the program."
launch.
Of course, the question which most perhaps a hundred miles out to sea since
The reply: "Would you rather lose
another orbital bird to Ivan? Besides, if returns to me is: "WhyAmerica, Hatonn, is nothing showed up on any radar screens.
Others managed to actually keep a
we do it right, we could end up with even not God also in Russia?" Of course, and
more public support. You know what I what causesyou to think there is not space straight face as they told you that the
mean-the idea that the Shuttle is safe command working diligently in that sec- booms were caused by the Concorde supereven if something does go wrong, and so tor? The facts are, however, that the United sonic transport and all but grounded the
States of America was set forth upon a Concorde forever. They told you that the
on."
There was a very long silence, fol- Constitution which could bring freedom to shock waves from that plane were striking
lowed by more discussion, but finally the a world in t r o u b l e a n d therefore, herein America's East Coast more than an hour
lies our master plan. So be it. God keep ahead of the plane itself, and with incredsuggestion was adopted.
ible force, having "built up incredible sonic
On Monday April 27, the "747" bear- you and blessings unto you.
Allow u s to close this chapter and we force as it traveled".
ing the Shuttle Enterprise took off from
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Explanations like these we-e ridiculous mand. He knew what he was talking about COURSE NOT-IT IS VERY DEFINITELY
on their face; yet most Americans eager to and made every effortpossible to alert the "IN". WE ARE TALKING ABOUT THE
be pacified, accepted these insults to their American people over the ensuing years; ULTIMATE CATASTROPHIC H OLOintelligence a t facevalue and even marched his efforts were suppressed and went ig- CAUST-NUCLEAR WAR WILL ONLY DEVto stop the Concorde from landing in the nored. We shall return to that subject ASTATE A BUNCH OF PEOPLE WHO ARE
U.S. Facts are that most of the quakes later, please.
UNPROTECTED, OF WHICH I KNOW QUITE
taking place nation-wide were kept out of
A s the numbers of Cosmospheres mul- A FEW! A NUCLEAR WAR IS NECESSARY
the press, and people calmed down.
tiplied world-wide during the followingyear, TO PULL OFF THE REST OF THE PLAN TO
For instance, there are almost daily Air UFO sightings likewise mushroomed. I s it PERFECTION-THE RIDDING OF THE
Quakes in areas around an Air Force Base any wonder that the U.S. officially does not PLANET OF PEOPLE WITHOUT GETTING
where you might find sophisticated air- recognize UFOs and calls them weather HALTED BY GOD. THE COSMIC BEAM
craft capable of supersonic speeds. Usu- phenomenon, visual misinterpretations SYSTEMS ONLY DEFINE THE MAJOR
ally, the later seen jet craft are not the and thus and so. It got to the point no one PLAYERS A N D THEY ARE ALLIEScause but the inspection team checking could know which was which-a craft or a AGAINST YOU THE PEOPLE. IT IS NOT A
out the location of the blast. Those of you sphere and thus were continued heinous MATTER OF JOINING FORCES AGAINST
who do not believe such a thing could be tales dredged up from the 1930s and 40s. ALIENS FROM OUTER SPACE, AS MR.
had better think back to some unexplained
A s facts always present themselves, REAGAN SUGGESTED; IT IS A MATTER
booms you have noted and the mediacould this is no different. The "panic" which the OF PROTECTION FROM YOUR OWN SYSgive no explanation. A s the phenomenon government efforts to keep from you the TEMS. MR. GORBACHEV DECLINEDTHE
continued, people simplyreturned to sleep people is not from "aliens", it is from very OFFER TO JOIN FORCES AGAINST
and ignored the interruption in their Earth-oriented, physical Earth humans at "ALIENS" BECAUSE THE WORD IS ALthoughts-simply no longer caringone way the controls. AS in the past, some UFO READY OUT EVERYWHERE, EXCEPTTHE
or another. A s early as December of 1977 sightings, and most especially "lights", GOOD OLD U.S.A., OF THE SPACE BEAM
it was told publicly and suppressed would be more appropriately labeled as CAPABILITIES AND THEY KNOW AN ALLIgovernmentally, that the quakes were Identified Flying Objects, because they are ANCE FOR THAT PURPOSE IS EVEN SILcaused from newly operational Russian not unknown space visitors but are identi- LIER THAN THE OTHER NONSENSE
Cosmospheres firing their Particle Beam- fiable as Cosmospheres. In many cases DREAMED UP. BOTH SIDES HAVE BEEN
weapons in a defocused mode into the air though, combined sightings were and are GIVEN VERY SPECIFIC RULES OF THE
over the Atlantic Ocean-and later over the taking place which involve both Cosmo- GAME AND HAVE EXPERIENCED QUITE
Pacific. This information came forth right spheres and true UFOs. We of the Com- A FEW EXAMPLES OF POWER, IF THEY
out of your top intelligence system.
mand monitor, tag and tail every one-- CHOOSE TO OVERRIDE THEM.
In 1977 there were some seven yours and theirs. Further, we always make
UFOs have alwaysbeen monitoringyour
Cosmospheres hovering over the U.S., but our presence well known and warn the advanced weapons and aircraft as well as
in months that followed the numbers grew controllers that we will enforce the Uni- rocketry, as your technical abilities ininto the hundreds world-wide. Now you versal Laws regarding space. Your govern- creased. We didn't "just start showing up"
can find out more if you can get your hands ments are without conscience, however, a few years back, but did begin to monitor
on the materials from the Mitre Corpora- for they place these weapons aboard inno- carefully as your technology grew. It grew
tion because the government sponsored a cent aircraft assuming the enemy will not far faster and to a more sophisticated level
study done by them. The material was take out a mass of citizens. There is no behind the backs of all of you masses.
quietly released and then faded into conscience within the Satanic Elite car- Further, we knew from the growth of techoblivion.
tels-NONE! ALL are expendable to insure nology on Earth place that the time was at
The report listed 594 Air Quakes of their plan's perfection.
hand for the "countdown"and the awakenmajor impact between December 1977and
NO, WE DO NOTTAKE-OUT ANYTHING. ing of the masses and the squaring away of
the following June. By June, of course, IF IT MOVES INTO SPACE BEYOND A our troopsand participants. Unfortunately,
those alleged "freak cold air layers" had to HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILE LIMIT, WE man does not listen to reason-he marches
be long gone. The study did its best to WILL DISARM THE WEAPONS IF THEY right alongwith the prophetic probabilities
blame the booms on aircraft noises, any- ARE EXPLOSIVE HYDROGENuBOMBS"- and our "orders" are to allow him to do so
way, but 181 Air Quakes were impossible WE DO NOT HAVE AUTHORITY TO NEU- and move with him in order to bring our
to link to anything, even artificially, or to TRALIZE THE BEAM SYSTEMS BUT ARE own into safety, among other duties. It also
any acceptable excuse, so the report lamely OFTEN ALLOWED TO ALTER THE PRO- became time to begin contacts with Earth
concluded that they must be of some natu- JECTIONS. THERE ARE SOME AREAS placements as the truth would begin to
ral origin, and yet the government and SET FORTH AS SAFE ZONES BY THE seep through the mire.
military were fully aware of the origin.
HIERARCHY OF THE LIGHTED BROTHI warned you that it would not, in the
ERHOOD COME FORTH AT THIS TIME OF end, be mystical nor even mysterious. It is
COSMOSPHERES
TRANSITION, AND EVEN THE EVIL HI- not spirit hullabaloo-it is a fact of physical
ERARCHY DARES NOT STEPBEYOND THE manifestation of higher dimensiou capaThe Cosmospheres are Russia's version LIMITS LEST THE *RULESnBE EQUAL- bility. Blood-sucking aliens? Oh, I think
of the HOVERING WEAPONS PLATFORMS IZED FOR BOTH SECTORS AND "OUR" not, little dreamers, it is most definitely
of which the late General Thomas Power TECHNOLOGY IS SUPERIOR I N blood-spilling humanity. But this is why
tried in vain to give a warning over 15years IMMEASURABLE COUNTING.
the distractors are sent forth with their
ago. I shall give credit to General Power for
BELIEVE ME, CHELAS, THERE IS NO disinformation-to keep you from knowing
you ones should know what happens to NEED FOR ALL YOUR GROUND WEAP- THE TRUTH. There are no blood suckers
ones of his stature who try to bring you ONS EXCEPT FOR GROUND FIGHTING and no human parts-utilizers. That type of
TRUTH. I shall, however, not interrupt this AND MAINTAINING TOTAL CONTROL OF rot and degeneration is left to those of
thought flow in this segment. Suffice it YOU ONCETHEWINNERS ARE DECIDED. Earth who have the mentality to even think
herein to say that General Power was former ALL THE POLITICAL BLATHERING IS up such stupid scenarios. You don't need
head of Air Force Research and Develop- NOTHING MORE THAN SIMPLY THAT1
a contract with bad little aliens. You have
ment and then of the Strategic Air ComA NUCLEAR WAR IS OUT, THEN? OF enough evil Satanic leaders to destroy you
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a hundredfold-in the U.S. alone, not to
even mention the other hot spots on your
globe.
Why do your government leaders send
massive aid to Russia? Why do they give
away all your grain? Could it be to keep
those Cosmospheres stationed in appropriate sequence to take out every major
dam, fault line and populated city in
your country, along with military defenses-why do you think your government is simply closing military bases?
Further, the coverup h a s to be efficient
enough to allow the banker cartel to get
situated without your citizens knowing
what hit them and then "all can live
happily ever after under the Global Plan
2000." That plan does not include very
many citizens, dear ones-just enough
to serve the slave masters. "They" prefer to not have to precipitate massive
devastation upon you ones until "they"
are set and ready, and then you can
expect the worst for you will most surely
get of it.
You will be told it is simply fulfillment
of the prophecies and it is God's will. No,
and that is the lie of the prophecies-it is
not God's will and these massive upheavals will not be God's work-your
destruction shall flow from the hands
and mind of man, headed by Satan in
human form. This is why the prophecies
can be quite accurate-for man will accomplish the acts necessary so that you
simply blame God.

a sound track was played. The Australian newsman described a different
object. He said it looked like a flying
saucer. Walter Cronkite did not say
whether or not the sound track had been
recorded simultaneously with the film
clip that was being shown. In any case,
the spherical object in the film was a
Russian Cosmosphere, but the attempts
to discredit the film was a n echo of the
ridiculous government stories about the
Air Quakes the prior year. On the evening
of January 25 Walter Cronkite of CBS
News reminded viewers of the New
Zealand UFOs; then he went on: "Well,
the New Zealand Air Force reported today that freak atmospheric conditions,
not visitors from outer space, were responsible. Investigators said one definite cause was a n unusually bright Ven u s rising in the eastern sky."
Yes, friends, this is why we always
will show you our strobing "colored"
lights for there are also Cosmospheres
stationed in front of your identifiable
stars and planets, orbiting right along
with them. In addition, however, they
are stationed in non-orbiting sequence
in strategic placements. This is why it
cannot be allowed to have a n operational
telescope in space for this is that which

will be found out t h e r e n o t wondrous
mysteries of the universe.
No, Dharma, this Sunday is as good a
day as any to begin to tell you ones these
truths. Beware of ALL ones efforting to
move close to you--especially ones known
to be among the misinformation bringers, whether in good intent or ill. The
government has always managed to silence this information and they will not
stop now. You ones just focus on that
which you CAN do and that is to save
your Constitution and then one step a t a
time is the modus operandi. The operatives know we are who we say we are and
yet they also know they and their farnilies and loved ones, are as vulnerable to
the death rays as any other human.
There are some hard decisions being
made at this time on the part of some
great men. It remains to be seen "how
great".
Are these things always visible? Absolutely not. They are a very sophisticated "stealth" craft. Almost never are
they visible and from a n orbiting standpoint they s e as any other satellite which
would be too small to be seen by the eye
alone but can be sometimes visualized at
night b u t would be quite indistinguishable from the other heavenly lights

BACK TO UFOs
AND COSMOSPHERES
UFOs have always been attracted by
aircraft, rockets, and spacecraft, especially when these are new or experimental. The Cosmospheres are no exception
to this rule. Wherever Cosmos~heres
are congregated UFOs will always show
u p and there i s n o exception to this rule.
w e will always have craft monitoring
every one of the spheres from every vantage point.
A very good example of this monitoringwas witnessed in New Zealand as the
secret bases, already written of [see the
CONTACT issue for 5/ 1 I/ 931,were under surveillance by the Russians. On
December 30, 1978, an Australian television news crew made headlines worldwide by filming what they called UFOs
from an airplane over New Zealand. The
film, some seven minutes long, was purchased by the BBC and by the CBS TV
Network. On January 2, CBS showed
less than 50 seconds of the film which
showed a glowing spherical object, and
most of the objects sighted that evening
by the camera crew and other observers
were described as spheres of light.
However, as the film clip was shown,

"Look -t her(. goes oncbof those 17. F. O.'s again."
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of great distance. They are shielded by a ergies of discarnate capability and etheric shoot down the Cosmospheres. But, my
most sophisticated shielding system function. The key players know the friends, your masters fell victim to the
other key players-it is just that most of very intelligence gap which they themwhich creates a visual barrier.
We are able to dissolve the shield and you in dense format are shielded from selves brought about years past, beoften do so-as in the case of the New that knowledge. So be it.
cause the Russians well understand the
Zealand incident-hoping someone will
The Russians monitor all American importance of surprise, including techhave guts enough to speak up and tell missile bases, new and old, by means of nological surprise. And so while they
the truth. We can help you-you are their Cosmospheres. All military bases have allowed their space triad to become
getting beyond the ability to help your- are monitored, especially ones such as known in intelligence circles because of
self. However, as long as one side acts as White Sands, Edwards, etc. You have no its deployment, they still have a master
heinously against the laws of God and defense system but their Particle Beam- secret weapon in reserve for the war
Creation as the other-we will not do weapons can blast your missiles a t the itself.
anything other than make ourselves moment of launch. Your Bolshevik rulThis weapon is a system to protect the
known. Always you sleepy-heads want ers somehow believed they had devised a Achilles' heel of their beam-weaponsgood to win over bad-well, a t this time way to disable the Cosmospheres just the ability to aim them accurately. It is
the 'good" is blatantly missing from the long -enough to get the missiles safely called 'PSYCHOENERGETIC RANGE
entire equation as to the Global Plan.
launched against Russia, and yes, it FINDING", or PRF. PRF does not rely on
Those flurries of UFO sightings over could have worked. The Cosmosphere conventional radiations like infrared or
Australia and New Zealand were actually capabilities have, however, saved your radar-instead, it is based upon detecdue to Cosmospheres with monitoring world from nuclear war on many occa- tion of the actual atomic signature of the
alien craft along with some of your own sions which would have been staged by target, and normal jamming techniques
monitoring craft with sufficient speed some of your Middle Eastern 'friends". have no effect what-so-ever on PRF.
It is well known to U.S. scientific Therefore, when the American cobalt ioncapability.
Funny thing, a recurrence of prob- intelligence a n a l y s t s t h a t t h e ization bombs explode, the Cosmospheres
lems of what to do with the MX mobile Cosmospheres hover by floating in the would be able to aim right through the
missiles, is a continuing subject. That Earth's electrostatic field. They also electron storms to blast your missiles or
subject was in the mainstream in the presume that the Russians use the same anything else in the target.
You ones can literally 'feel" the imyears around the end of the 70s. You techniques you would use in order to
heard a great deal about plans for aim their Particle Beam-weapons-that
pending doom-you can literally smell it
America's so-called MX mobile missile; is, a combination of infrared detection but you are so distracted by other arbut, in fact, American mobile missiles and radar. They reason that if the rangements of the Conspirators that you
were already being scattered like pop- Cosmospheres can be disturbed from do not isolate it. And what could you do
corn world-wide. Your American Bolshe- their hovering positions and if their sens- if you knew and understood it all? Well,
vik rulers were hoping to outflank Rus- ing systems can be blinded, their Par- you can begin to get your lives and nasia with sheer numbers of missile sites, ticle Beam-weapons would do no good- tion in order for in the ending enough
if nothing else. The missiles involved even if they fired they would be aimed will petition God to intervene that the
were based on your standard "Minute- wildly and would miss your rockets as ultimate victory is foretold. What you
man". A s a solid fuel rocket, it was well they would be launched. THE SOLU- can do in the interim are the things we
suited for mobile basing-in fact, this TION DEVISED WAS CALLED A COBALT bring unto your attention. Rememberwas designed into some versions of the IONIZATION BOMB. Unlike a normal Russians are human too, and they, too,
Minuteman in the first place; and then cobalt bomb, such a device is not de- shall perish. So be it.
about the time in point, New Zealand signed to create a tremendous blast; its
A s long as you continue to refuse to
hosted a t least two American mobile primary purpose, instead, is to create see and hear and yet refuse to take
missile bases, as did Australia.
tremendous quantities of totally ionized action to preserve your nation and citiFor our dear readers in New Zealand, cobalts-that is, the cobalt atoms are zens of Western civilization, allowing it
one was placed not far from Hamilton on stripped of all their electrons, leaving to be eroded and dissolved in front of
the North Island and the otherwas placed bare nuclei. The plan is to detonate you-will the survivors dare to say "May
near Alexandra on the South Island. these at various locations in the upper God forgive us?" I wonder.
They were carefully concealed in moun- fringes of the atmosphere, as high as
Hatonn to stand-by please, that this
tainous areas. A very large missile com- possible, but below the hovering altitude portion may be somewhat digested beplex was situated in Australia in the of the Cosmospheres. The result will be fore moving on to the second Shuttle
Northern Territory of Au stralia-it
an enormous storm of electrons, spread- fiasco.
straddles the Robinsoh River and spreads ing horizontally in the Earth's magnetic
May peace go with you for your way is
out over an 18 by 22-mile area, and field to pass underneath the Cosmo- truly indeed limited. "Take My hand and
growing. In that area there is no one to spheres. Does the recent [at the time of I shall show you the way", is a most good
watch what goes on but alligators and this writing]rocket launch which projects thing to cling unto. Adonai.
aborigines-not
even 'Crockodile" launching a satellite that 'illuminates
(Editor's note: Stay tuned for the later
Dundee of movie fame. Moreso, across the electrostatic-magnetic field" make Space Shuttle Mission fiascos in next
the way there is even an American Base more sense to you now, seeing that it was week's CONTACT.)
for this purpose on Crete, Greece. I a 'military secret" pay load??? It would
believe you will find Northrup quite in- also disrupt the infrared and radar sys- It ,,,as ever thus, all through my life:'
volved. Yes, Dharma, the plans to watch tems used to watch the missiles below;
I have diverged from custom
you have been long in operation, and I and while the Cosmospheres are briefly
am sorry for that, chela-oh, very, very incapacitated in this manner, your rul- and principle and uttered a truth, the
rule has been that the hearer hadn't
few knew so don't get paranoid-just be ers planned to launch your ICBMs right
strength of mind enough to believe it.
aware for much of the attention was to past them.
Meanwhile, ground-based high-power
monitor Dalene. I told you that the
-- Mark Twain
ultimate confrontation is of highest en- lasers would be used in the effort to
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SILVER AND PLATINUM [C: Among other
things of w e n more value than listed

Recent Communication
5/13/93#2

CERES 'ATONN
QUOTING (with typos corrected):

GEOTHERMALS and SEVEN RARE AND
STRATEGIC EARTHS ON THIS PROPERTY

WHICH WAS NEVER EXPOSED IN THE
uS&I,"FIASCO,however,ITWASMAILED
(A RECEIPT EXISTS) TO GEORGE BUSH,
TO SUBMIT TO THE U.S. SENATE BANK-

ING INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE. [C:
Still wonder WHY they stuck poor old

Keating away for a zillion years when all
the rest of the robbers and crooks have
Youare capable of doing something that's
walked away clean or with better renever been done before and that is to make
wards after a "vacation"? Clark Clifford
and Altman who appropriated billions
the world, the universe, a betterplace than
3rd May 1993
it's been. That isn Vgoing against the laws
upon billions of dollarrr are not even
of nature, that's saying you have the power
CONTACT INC.
being tried!] The information NEVER
within you. You donVhave to be a goddess
reached the U.S. SENATE BANKING INto have it, or a shaman to have it, or a holy
VESTIGATING COMMITTEE to our knowlPlease Print This.
man, or a holy mman, or a medicine man,
edge.
or a medicine woman. You've got it right
However, recently, we received a docuRE: " Treasurygate Verijication'in your
ment which is alleged to be a Government
there, just as you sit. You're it.
April 2 7, 1 993 edition.
Deal in the amounts of $57 TRILLION and
- LI7'TLE CROW (3/ 3/ 9 1)
Having read the article where an Oil- $6 TRILLION which is having difficulty in
man Sues the U.S. Treasury, leaves a lot of 'closing", for some reason TWO SIGNA+**
questions, as we are aware of some of these TURES CAN NOT BE OBTAINED. This is
dates mentioned in his TREASURYGATE being conducted by PRICE WATERHOUSE,
COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY
VERIFICATION letter as:
allegedly.
MARKETING LTD.
October 1989waswhen STEVE LEAHEY
Frankly, in reading Mr. Buckley's
of Atomic Energy Commission ROSEBUD TREASURYGATE, one might think while in
CONTACT has received a letter from task force for Saddam's Agriculture Loan the OILPATCH he encountered some SULCosmos Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. Program, accompanied by LOWELL PHUR GAS and lost his reason as:
1. He says an INDONESIAN GOVERNwithin the past few days. I would ask that EASTLAND from the FEDERAL RESERVE
anything coming from that source be and DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ac- MENT OFFICIAL AND BUSINESSMAN
brought to my attention more quickly, companied by JOHN WARNER, ENGLISH NAMED "EDISON DOMINIC* was met by
please, for none ofYOU know that which I MI-7, and COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY him in October 1989.
am doing.
2. In the Spring of 1991, this INDONEMARKETING LTD's Officerswere in meetThere was a prior letter which was sent ings regarding (a) either an OUTRIGHT SIAN GOVERNMENTOFFICIAL FLEW INTO
from them to CONTACTon March 20. This PURCHASE of the GOLD CERTIFICATE or, 'AUSTIN, TEXAS", and
letter was apparently not received at all. (b) UNDERWRITING THE COLLATERAL
3. He was in possession of U.S. Federal
This is not unexpected; however, I wish to FORTHE "LOAN"asrequested by GEORGE Reserve Bank Certificate-and JAPANESE
clear up, for the sender of said letter, that BUSH and JAMES BAKER in those Fall CERTIFICATES.
at this time and until further notice FROM months of 1989.
4. Then, 'A TRUST ACCOUNT WAS SET
YOU, we publish every letter sent to the
They were refused on ALL counts as, UP AT CITIBANK".
CONTACT. Personal letters to me shall be COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKET5. $1.8 TRILLION is involved.
handled with utmost care, however.
6. He alleges that the U.S. instruments
ING LTD and its OFFICERS would not be a
In the letter which shall now be retyped party to anything which was contrary to were even larger than the Swiss ones.
for a bit more clarity and to facilitate a bit the policies of the United States ofAmerica
7. He mentions Saddam Hussein,
of understanding which may be elusive and the International Community. This we Quadaffi, Marcos and Noriega as holders of
without comments, there are mostly objec- have already said.
some of these alleged CERTIFICATES, and
tions to the contents of the article recently
8. This INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT
Also, in this meeting which lasted for 18
published (reprinted) in the CONTACT re- hours on one day, the discussions of RE- OFFICIAL, alleged his JOB was to COME
garding Treasurygate [see the 4/27/93is- TIRING THE NATIONAL DEBT OF THE OVER HERE TO FORCE THESE CERTIFIsue of CONTACT].
UNITED STATES, REFORMATION OF PUB- CATES BE ACKNOWLEDGED BY THE
Be it recognized that we only used the LIC EDUCATION IN AMERICA, PROVI- UNITED STATES. AND, THAT THE INDOinformation as uconfirmation" that there SIONS OF BETTER HEALTH CARE FOR NESIAN GOVERNMENT'S FINANCE MINfs connection to 'Cosmos" vs. Cosmos ALL AMERICANS, AND THE "FARM PRO- ISTRY HAD ATTRACTED THESEALLEGED
Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. and that GRAM" AS IDENTIFIED IN THE LETTER CERTIFICATES "THROUGH THE CIA".
finally the subject had come forth in a FROM A MS. DURHAM AND HER DURHAM
9. And, while in jail this INDONESIAN
rather well recognized paper, THE SPOT- INTERNATIONAL LTD. CORPORATIONS GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL, 'PUTS IN WRITLIGHT. CONTACT ran the article as was, "PROFITS" FROM THE MININGVENTURE ING HE WANTS CONGRESS TO RETIRE
just as this letter will be run 'as is" with ON 13,520 ACRES OF GOLD PROPERTY THE NATIONAL DEBT OF THE UNITED
only changes in formatting in order to save IN MARICOPA AND YAVAPIA COUNTIES, STATES 0 F A M ERICA, FUND THE
space in the paper itself. If we simply ARIZONA which were CONFISCATED BY SUPERCOLLIDER, ASSIST IN REFORMAphotograph a letter each page requires a THE "KEATING FIVE" GROUP in 1988. TION OF THE EDUCATION SYSTEM OF
whole page of paper copy so it is far more THE TOTAL ASSAYED VALUE OF THAT THE UNITED STATES, ASSIST IN BETTER
thrifty to retype.
PROPERTY WAS $35 TRlUZONin GOLD, HEALTH CARE IN THE UNITED STATES-POWER

COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY
MARKETING LTD.
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-AND ASSIST IN MAKING LOANS AND era1 Reserve Bank in Dallas in order to be SEALED TWICE" which is all that would
GRANTS TO SMALL BUSINESSES AND able to back u p these certificates" ...? warrant that MOVEMENT OF GOLD.
FARMERS-IN THE UNITED STATES"? Again, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
Have a nice day-but your story is
(a)WHATINTHE LIVING HELL WOULD AGENCY (CIA) ALL THE WAY.
like a sieve-it won't hold water.
INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
THE "FAT LADY" HAS NOT BEEN
BE DOING MAKING SUCH STATEMENTS APPROACHED FOR THE SIGNATURES . COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARIN WRITING-ALLEGING- THE S A M E OR TWO SEALS REOUIRED to CLOSE KETING LTD.
THING WHICH "DURHAM INTERNA- THIS TRANSACTION.
Post Office Box 477
Okaville,
Illinois (A REPUBLIC) 62271
TIONAL LTD. " AND "COSMOS SEAFOOD
IN OTHER WORDS: "IT A I N T OVER
ENERGYMARKETING LTD" EXPLAINED UNTIL THE FAT LADY SIGNS" a n d ,
A S THEIR DESIRE ON THEIR CERTIFI- "H.T." SAYS: "THE BUCK STOPS
P.S.: THE "FAT LADY" wrote to the
CATE?
two nice kids in Washington and offered
HERE".. ..
Wow, what a sweet one if they could to assist them-seeing that the Republi(b) One would think that LOWELL
EASTLAND, STEVE LEAHEY, JOHN pull thisoff, but they CANT. THE ORIGI- c a n s in Congress a r e such asses a n d
WARNER, ROBERT SHACKLEFORD NAL DOCUMENT IS OUT OFTHE COUN- refuse to allow them to get the "Cam(CIA), GEORGE BUSH (CIA), JOHN D. TRY AND WITH ALL THE FIELD PUNKINS paign Pledges" o r restoring jobs, Health
AQUISTO (CIA), DON SCHULTZ (CIA), STINKING LIKE HELL IT JUST DOESNT a n d Welfare Programs, Educational ProRICK LY SANDER (CIA), CHARLIE LOOK LIKETHE'OCTOBERDEAL" WILL grams, etc. GOING. SO, THE FAT LADY
KEATING, U.S. SENATOR CRANSTON, BE CONSUMMATED. Lloyd Bentsen OFFERED ASSISTANCE ...THE LETTER
ETALIIS, were doing the same old thing KNOWS all about this. So does J I M IS RESIDING IN 'THE WHITE HOUSE ".
they were doing during the VIETNAM WRIGHT, PEGGY BATES a n d MARION
END OF QUOTING
WAR-COUNTERFEITING MONEY AND AIKEN a k a Aikens-ALSO CIA.
[C: There is a handwritten note
We have all been hearing about the appended: "You did not print the March
"GOLD CERTIFICATESn-TO BE USED
IN THEIR "COUNTRY CLUBSn-AS SE- 'FAT LADYn on little messages passed 20th, 1993 letter. We are not selling
CURITY WHEN THE "HEAT WAS ON around o n television-but, remember- to China or Indonesia. Please print
THEIR BUNS". THAT IS WHAT THEY THE FAT LADY HAS NOT 'SIGNED ANY- this also. R.H., CEO, CSEML" Indeed,
CALL THEIR 'SAFE HOUSESu-and
THINGw-NOR 'HAS ANYTHING BEEN salu.]
(c) In all probability they were ATTEMPTING TO FORGE OUR OWN GOLD
CERTIFICATE. Then they discovered it
w a s covered by TITLE 28, 1740 AND
1741. NOW, NO ONE CAN GET THE
MUCH NEEDED " TWO SIGNATURES"
TO COMPLETE THE "MOPPIN OF THEIR
WAMPUM".. .
OF COURSE REP. CHARLIE ROSE (d- .
n.c.) WITH THE AGRICULTURE COM5 / 1 3 / 9 3 # 2 CERES 'ATONN
L.A. County as w e l l as the closure of 3
MITTEE WOULD BE INTERESTEDHELL, THEY ARE THE ONES WHO
to 6 s t a t i o n s a n d 3 jails.
GUARANTEED " SADDAM'S LOANS".
EARTHOUAKES PROJECTIONS
In ending the conversation the Sheriff
said that foLlowing the cut them
10. The CERTIFICATE allegedly beA
caller
last
evening
reported
that
he
will
be no mom misdemeanor arrests
longing to the SHAH OF IRAN would be
highly QUESTIONABLE, as JACQUELINE was a t the Disaster Communications Com- made in L.A. County. Anything over
KENNEDY, wife of President Kennedy, mission of the Sheriffs Dept, L.A. County four hundred dollars would be
Qlooked"at, but they probably would
TOOK "GOLD" TO THE SHAH OF IRAN Tuesday evening (May 11).
0 N HER VISIT-ACTUAL
VISIBLE,
They have been given a report from Cal not arrest or keep anybody with ANY
"BITEABLE, CUTABLE GOLDw-THEN Tech that Cal Tech is re-evaluating its misdemeanor problems-THAT INSHE TOOK A RIDE ON THE ELEPHANTS. stance on the upcoming earthquake situa- CLUDES DR UNg-DRIVING.
And so, how is your day going?
That CERTIFICATEwould be highly ques- tion to a shortened projection to reflect
WITHIN (any moment) onward from last
tionable as to its authenticity.
11. Only a damned fool would take a n October (1992), centered in San BernarORIGINAL CERTIFICATE AND TURN IT dino, there would be a major ( w e 6.7)
OVER TO CONGRESS as is stated in the quake. That would probably cause about
article-or maybe t h a t accounts for the forty to fifty THOUSAND deaths and that
535 plus or minus CONGRESSMEN AND quake would then progress u p the San
SENATORS IN 1 989 TAKING HOME AT Andreas Fault, possibly to some point north
THE END OFTHEYEAR-A $2,000,000 (at least) of Los Angeles and a possible
second quake of 7.5 to 8 would occur.
BONUS.
12.HOW IN THE HELL CAN A "SWISS Anything following that second quake in
GOVERNMENTwISSUE GOLD CERTIFI- the area would be IN EXCESS OF 8.
CATES U.S.D. (United States GoldTrade
T h e p r o b l e m e x p r e s s e d by t h e
Dollars)!?! My radar would go u p on that Sheriff(s)i s t h a t the Sheriffs' budgets are
5 / 1 3 / 9 3 # 2 CERES 'ATONN
being cut by Governor Wilson, in t h e
one ....
May we now offer you an update on the
13. 1+3=4.. .(Cheerios Numbers)- State, almost 25% (of current budget)
Lucky number!!! Then, Mister Buckley a n d would eliminate a lot of the Disas- Randy Weaver-Kevin Harris trial, Day 16.
s t a t e s t h a t 'The CIA asked the justice to t e r Preparedness programs, including The following comes from our friends on
a s k m e to back off until October 28. The all drug investigation programs, all site at the courtroom: Keep America h e ,
CIA has been moving gold into the Fed- c r a s h units, a n d anti-gang units in Ameriarn Patriot Fax hrWrlc.

Alarming "Neww Earthquake
Projection From Cal Tech

Randy Weaver
Kevin Harris

Trial Update
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QUOTING:

FOR IMKEDli4TE RELEASE
W

-

Y WEAVER KEWN
HARRIS TRUlL
DAY 1 6

Roderick and theJudge told Spencethat he was
the only party that can mlease them.
Spenceaskedthe Courtfor the Pin Registers. wasting time in the mss emmination. Spence
JUDGE DENIED THE REQUEST.
said he d m e d asmuch time asthe other side.
The Jury and Witness were brought in at Judge stated: "Imake the Judgements!"
9:00am.
Roderick stated that one of his proposed
Spence asked Roderick about his counter plans to fom Randy out was to cut their water
snipingtmhhg,askingifitwasnottruethat one line and forbid all friends to take supplies to
of their snipers can hit a 114 inch target at 200 them
Roderick had learned that the Weaver's
yards? Could he (Roden4 shoot that good?
Spence questioned him about all phases of his religionconsidered a female to be uncleanwhen
tmhing. Did any of his trahing include being having her menstrual cycle. They would spend
taught how to conduct peaceful negotiations as that time alone in the birthing house (a small
building that the Feds stole Sammy's body
one human being to another human being3
Spenceasked Roderickif he thought he was bm). Roderickhad devised aplanto attempt to
a normal human being? He did not answer. sneakinto the birthing house and "capture" 16
Spenceasked ifhe had ever made an attempt to yearold Sarawhileshewasthere alone and turn
talk to Randy? He stated that he had not. her averto the County Sheritr-he doesn't madl
Spenceasked if it ever occumd to him that if he if the &&agreed to do so.
These government witnesses have selective
used 1% of the effort to talk as one human to
another that he was using for tridmy, that he recall. If the prosecution asks them anything
might accomplish something useful? Prosecu- they can always madl as if it happened just 5
tion objected, Judge sustained and question minutes ago, but when the defenseasked something and they didn't want to tell the truth and
was not a n d .
Roderickknew that people were sing to the were afraid that they might be caught in a lieWeaver's to look at property, and Randy was they "CANTRECALL".
They didn't use Wdmqf as if for a human,
being friendly and helpful. That was when he
drew up the plan to send his marshal to pmtend but "captwv" as if for an animal.
Sara did not have any chaxges against her
to be a potential buyer.
Their 160 hours of video, edited to 2 hours, but that never entered the picture.
I will send this document of some of the
shows the Weavers with guns, everything else
had been edited out. Spence stated that if they options t o m o m .
Another option showed every member of the
put a camem by the restmom and only turned
as TARGETS"including 7 mmth dd
it on when he went to the restroom, then they
could show and claimthat the only thing that he EMsheba.
Jose Antonio Perez, Chief U.S.Marshal Serever did was go to the restroom.
Set upon the floor in front of the Judge is a vice Enforcement Division, the Number three
model of the mountain area around the Weaver man in the Marshal &mice under Janet Reno
property which isabout 20 feet by20 feet. It has was the next witness. He only answered the
been used all through the trial by everyone questionsthatthepmsecutionwantedanswe~
including Roderick as aocurate. When Spence today.
The Defense will start on him tomorrow
pinned him down about somethingrelated to it,
he stated the scale was wrong. Spence asked morning.
him how come it only became inaccurate when
END OF QUCMING; TO BE, OF COURSE,
he asked questions?
Prosecution used 1 1/2 days to question CONTINUED!

(BOISE,IDAHO): Today before the jury and
witness were brought in, Gerry Spence stated
the first orderofbusiness. Spencetold the court
that it was an important day in his life. He was
wearing his fixstpair of suspenders, as his son
Kent didn'tthinkthat he should spend so much
time pulhg up his pants-now thugs =going
to be different.
He stated that defense had written a letter
referring to case law setting out what they want
to find out about the FBI files that have been
argued about many times. He had reoeived
some response b m the prosecution just moments before, that seemed to be telling the
defense to go to HADES, he asked the Judge,
What shall we do?" The prosecutor responds
that he realizes that they want the files of every
agent invoked. He claimedthat the scopeisvery
broad. He didn't intend to compb until he was
shown some authority.
Spence said that he is like a dog chamg his
tail; he was tired ofchasng his tail and not bemg
able to catch it.
The Judge stated that he would have alook
at the issues, and questioned the timeliness of
what was going on.
Spence stated that their original letter was
'last November, and they w m askrng again. He
wanted to know iflast Novemberwas too'early"
or if now was too 'late". Instead of demanding
the files as before, because the prosecution
chimed theywerentallowed to see them, he has
now given them interrogatories. The prosecution can examine the files and give answers.
Spencestated that fiom the fire in the eyes of the
prosecutor, there must be somethingin the files
that is damaging.
Spence stated it was the first he knew of that
a Judge's orders had been ignored with no
repercussions. Spencestatedthat the authority
that the psecutor wanted besides the cases
that he had offered is theJudge's previousorder.
The Prosecutor says that he had fled a
motion for a protect& order amhast
pmddh g ~ 8 b . :
The Judge will~STUDYthe issues.
The next issue Spence lmuzht UP was the
issue of the Pin ~e&ters, andd&
he was
again chasing his tail. It seemed no one knew
where thgt were. This morning he was given
copies of the application of the U.S. Attorney
~sworth
requ&ng order to use them mar@
months ago. Ellsworth was on the stand 2 or 3
weeks ago, and no mention was made of the Pin
Registers then. Spence noted today while
Roderick was the witness, he wanted them to
mss examine him about them.
hsecutor said he didn't h o w where they
are.
Judge stated that he now knowswhere they
are. They are stored and sealed and the court is

RTC & George Green
-

Assaults On Ekkers
CERES 'ATONN

'NO SALE" AND SANTA BARBARA SAVDO YOU THINK
INGS 86 LOAN. WHAT
FAIR AND 'JUST'' SYSTEM?
THEY HAVE TO HIDE?
But. now we do have a bit of an addition
HMMNNN!
from yesterday afternoon (May 12)-a most
Is it different D m Randy Weaver-Kevin interesting phone call from a precious
Ham's triQl shenanigans] with the Ekkers friend, Emily. George had sent her 'paunder assault (oh indeed, still in progress) pers", etc., but she couldn't locate the
from the RTC? They are trying to FORCE proper address. So Emily had called
Ekkers to drop ALL CHARGES AGAINST GEORGE GREEN (to get the address of
ALL PARTIES PRIOR TO ANY INVOLVE- America West) immediately prior to her call
MENT BY THE RTC-RIGHT BACKTO THE to Karen at the office.
5 / 13/93 #2
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She got George Green on the other end what was really going on, I would probably
of the phone. She told him, since he believe him because he sounds so calm
answered the phone, to "lay off E.J. and and so convincing."
Doris". He said, What do you mean lay
Indeed, chela-YOURENEMY IN SUCH
off?" She said, They didn't do anything HIGH STATUS ALWAYS DOES!!
wrong to you. They didn't sue you, you
These encounters, as a matter of fact,
sued them. You won't even show your face always leave you wondering if indeed it is
in court." He said, 'Why should I? I am not self who has gone totally BONKERS!
being sued by them." She then asked,
This is "why" you must petition hear"Well, what about the gold that you've ing as 'Corporate" entities-for "citizens"
taken?" He said, "Well t h a t is mine! I no longer HAVE RIGHTS nor HEARING in
pave t h e m t h r e e checks-one
for any of the injustice non-just courts!
$125,000, another o n e for around
It is not such a matter of being able to
$100,000, and another one for a quarter CHANGE, greatly, anything-it is simply a
of a million dollars." He repeated: "THAT matter of ability to "SURVIVE" and be left
GOLD IS MINE BECAUSE I PAID FOR IT alone to do our work and live.
AND I HAVE THE CHECKS TO PROVE
GOD WILL NOT FORSAKE HIS
IT."
Emily
responded:
"What
do
you
PEOPLE--SO,
PLEASE, DO NOT FORmean? There weren't any checks for you to SAKE GOD! IT IS YOUR CHOICE AND
prove this!" He said, "How do YOU know, NOW YOU CAN SEE WHAT HAPPENS
YOU haven't seen them."
WHEN THE PROTECTION IS SENT FROM
Emily told him: "They didn't sell you YOU-GEORGE HAS GONE EVEN FURany gold. You were supposed t o keep it THER-HE HAS DECLARED WAR ON
for t h e people!"
GOD HIMSELF. MOREOVER, HIS OWN
HE SAID: WHATDO Y O U ~ N ' M I RMANIPULATORS WILL DO THE DETHE PEOPLE?' THAT W A S DORIS AND STRUCTION AS THEY ABANDON HIM TO
E d ' s WLD." Emily repeated: "No, that HIS OWN MISERY AND "THEY" SEEK
was for the people to keep." George con- SECURITY AND SAFETY WITH THE
tinued to disagree until such time as Emily BEAST. IT IS WORTHY OF THOUGHT"hung up on him".
FUL MEDITATION.
She also said when commenting that
* * *
she would place this into writing in her
own hand (this was directly transcribed
I want to leave this writing with anfrom an audio taping of the phone call so it other couple of Little Crow's speakings:
is first-hand),that George spoke to her and
DID NOT EVEN KNOW who she was-he
CHANGE:
never asked her name and she didn't give
it. He did say, in addition, that 'I'm not
If we live our lives i n that historical
CIA," but she said she felt "He was not the past of HOW IT USED TO BE, then we
same George Green that she spoke to quite invite disaster because we offer no
a while ago." She said, 'If I didn't know flem'bility.
(6/30/9 1)

ALSO ON "CHANGE":

The struggle within u s is to not let it go,
to not want the change to happen, to hold on
somehow, to keepputting on bandaids somehow, to stemtheflowofchange, tostemthat
flow of this civilization ending as it should
end, dying as it should die, going its own
way and going back into the process of
regenemtionand rebirth-reemergence. We
arefighh'ngittoothand nail. Wearefighting
it hanging on and scraping our nails against
the chalkboard, and they are dragging us,
kicking and screaming, into the vortex of
change. (8/5/90)
AHO! LEAVE THE WISHING, FANTASTICLA-LALAND AND SUGAR-PLUM FAIRIES, CHELAS. NOTHING--NOTHING
WILL EVER AGAIN BE AS IT "WAS" NOR
EVER AGAIN AS ITUIS".WHATUSHOULD
BE"1S NOTANDTHEREFOREYOUONLY
HAVE WHAT IS. DEAL WITH IT AS IT "IS"
WITH THE TOOLS OFFERED AND YOU
SHALL PREVAIL-BUT YOU WILL DO IT!
I shall use a lot of the Wisdom of Little
Crow, my brother-MY TEACHER! He
brings facts into reality.
These quoted today are from his small
book just released: FROM ?HEGATHERING,
The Wisdom of Little Crrnu (One World Publishing, P.O. Box 9 148, Fountain Valley, CA
92728; $12.95 each softbound, $29.95 each
hardbound, plus $1.50 postage.)
Dhannagives him the greatest honor of
all as teacher, guide and FRIEND. She
claims he has taught her the very most
precious things of this journey-NOT BY
ANSWERINGALL THE QUESTIONS SHE
PILES UPONHIlld-BUTRATHER, BYNOT
ANSWERINGAUPOF THEM! Think about
it! Salu. Ceres to clear.
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Birthing Contractions Of A
Natural Planetary Renewal
after? Of course not. Life is the outward 'Old West shoot-out", I suppose, and
expression of the Creator. But death when this did not take place, viewers
Good evening, Toniose Soltec present, should also not be feared, for you do not became bored and turned back to the
in the Pure and Radiant Light of Holy cease to be and you will again return to violence, lust and excitement of movies
God. The Divine Plan of Creation contin- the physical dimensions to continue as and soap operas. Your world has come
ues, unceasingly, ever in-breathing and an integral part of the creative cycle.
to believe that Hollywood-make-believe
out-breathing, in the endless cycle of life
When a person passes from your di- is real life and, when real life does not
and all things in the Universe conform to mension through the doorway of death measure up, you are disappointed and
this Law of Creation-there are no excep- and does so in fear, that fear goes with you lose interest. You want to see sometions. Your world, planet Earth-Shan, the soul and makes the journey more thing exciting happen and, when it does,
being one part of this creative cycle, difficult. You ones have been so misin- you rant and rave and carry on but do
likewise conforms to the natural laws. formed about the passage from physical nothing to change things.
You may deny and denounce the natural existence that you live your lives conThe same i s true with the Earth
laws as being archaic and superstitious tinually struggling against the Natural Changes that are occurring on your world.
myths, yet the denial or denouncement cycle. Please do not misunderstand, I The hurricanes of last year were great
does not exempt any from the law-it
am not glorifying death. I am merely media blitz events and you ones sat
merely means that you shall exist in trying to show you that it is all a part of glued to your television sets watching as
ignorance and darkness. For the sepa- the ongoing cycle of Creation.
hundreds of families were traumatized.
ration from God rests fully with you, not
You should live your physical experi- During your Gulf War you sat, daily,
with God. It is impossible that God could ences with all the vigor and joys that are watching the missiles blast Baghdad but,
separate from that which He created for possible in this dimensional presenta- when you saw the death and destrucit would require that God sever Himself. tion. Treasure and preserve the time you tion, you were sickened.
Earthquakes that just shake things
Denial or rejection of Truth does not spend in physical expression for these
negate the validity of The Truth, nor are the times in which you truly grow in up a little bit are not hot news items
cause it to be ineffective. The Laws of ways not otherwise possible. And your and you will be kept in the dark. The
God are unchangeable constants, though growth, because you are an intercon- truth of the matter is that these little
from the human point of view, the Uni- nected part of Creation, is additive unto shakers are ongoing constantly and
verse in which you exist is ever chang- the rest of Creation. You see, you are not are harbingers of greater events.
ing. The reason is that Creation is in a so insignificant as you might have you ruere trulyeducatedproperly, you
would =cognize what was on the hocontinual state of out-breathing, grow- thought.
ing, changing; yet the Law remains ever
Now, on to Earth Changes. Yes, there h o d
constant. I s it a riddle? There are no are plenty taking place around your globe.
Again, Alaska has been shaking with
riddles with God. It is only a riddle You ones may not have had your long- two quakes in one day in excess of 6
because you are viewing it from the lim- awaited "BIG ONE" last week but your points on your Richter Scale. And Northited perceptionofyourveiledexperience. world has certainly been a busy one ern Arizona, since the two quakes in
Earth-human views life as a span of these last few days.
April, has been elevated to a Level 2
something in the neighborhood of sevThere was an earthquake in the area Earthquake Zone, on a scale of 1 to 4,
enty years -yet life is ongoing, unceas- of the Philippine Islands this past week with California being a level 4. There
ing in the same manner a s Creation which, on your scientists' scales, mea- have been no less than 30 tremors per
itself. From your limited vision, life sured 6.6. This part of your world expe- day since the two April quakes near the
cannot be fully understood. It never riences some sort of seismic activity on a Grand Canyon. And, in Iran, there is a
ends, but goes on for as long as Creator daily basis so the occurrences are sel- volcano erupting.
creates the physical Universe. Even when dom reported by your media. Daily earthJ u s t this very day there were two
the creation process of the physical Uni- quake reports, unless there is some loss moderately strong earthquakes which
verse seemingly stops, life merely rests of life or destruction, would not make for occurred in Southwest Mexico, along the
for a period of time, then the cycle begins money-making news reports. You ones coast of the Pacific Ocean. These shakall over again. Life has never stopped would grow too weary hearing of it day to ers were measured in the range of 5 and
existing.
day, just as your world grew bored with 6 on the scales. This occurrence, as well
Death, then, is merely the rest cycle the situation in Waco, Texas after only a s the ones in the Philippines and in
Alaska, are all part of that active Pacific
through which physical life must pass 51 days.
before the cycle beginsanew. It is not the
Many of the news stations packed up Plate moving. A s we have spent the last
ending of anything, but the real begin- and left after a couple of weeks because months telling you, the activity all across
ning of life.
the viewers lost interest in the event. this Plate is only going to increase in the
Is death then, something to be sought Everyone wanted to see some kind of corning months and will, in turn, spur
5/14/93
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activity in other places across your globe how to tell the difference.
J u s t as your planet has undergone
I s it not time for such things to take change a thousand times before, it shall
which have not known seismic or volcanic activity in your times.
place? 3s it m t time for The Light to again. No, it is not an easy time in which
Your Earth is like a ffolPan about to shine forth upon your world? Is it not you live, yet it is one of the most exciting
give birth and her muscles are be- time for Truth? When ones come against times you shall ever know. You stand at
ginning to have those early-on con- you, know that you are right on target the doorway of a great event and you
tractions, preparing her for the and right on the mark, for it is only when shall grow bountiful from the experience
birthing event. That which she is The Truth strikes a sensitive spot that for there are a myriad of lessons that you
going to give birth to is a renewed, the adversary will flinch. Judging from are learning from your experience in this
reborn world in which all will be all the troubles that have befallen many cycle of life.
changed and life will once again flour- of you, you must be doing something
So, as the storms blow over you and
ish in harmony, understanding and right!
weather patterns seem out of season,
knowledge with its surroundings.
Very little has ever been gained on and earthquakes shake your planet, and
So, that is what is happening that the your world without a struggle and this is volcanoes spew forth the promise of newly
Elite Controllers are not tellingyou. There no exception. The only difference is that created life, keep in your hearts and
are so many things occurring on your this time the future of your world is a t minds that God is not asleep a t the
world-things that your scientists are stake.
wheel. There is a Divine Plan in action
You may not realize it but your and you, Chelas, are part of that Divine
not about to tell you. While the planet
is preparing for the new life which is planet is a focal point at this time Plan! Someday, you will come to undernow deep within her womb, the Elite because of your nearness in time to stand these things more fully and the
are attempting to abort this new life. the point of transition to the next veil of darkness shall be lifted as you
The Elite know as well as do you that level of expression. Upon your world's look up and see the expanse of Creation
your planet has entered acycle of change. transition hinges the transition of as it truly is.
Hold tight to The Truth and keep
They are also very well aware of the many other worlds. Do you ever wonconsequences of this event and know der at all the ships that you see every pushing outward into your world with
the Light of Holy God. Together, we shall
that it heralds the finale of this particu- day?
There will be much rejoicing in Heaven get there!
lar cycle of time for your planet. Their
Let u s draw this to a close. The Host
goal is to win the planet for their own on the day when this transition into The
pleasure and greed and it matters not to Light takes place. Likewise, there will of God is always present with you, keepthem how they accomplish this goal so also be much weeping in the darkness by ing a watchful eye upon that which is
the Adversary for his time of influence God's. I leave you with the radiance of
long as they are the winners.
Fortunately, God has other plans for and control over your world will have Light and Truth.
your world. The Adversary, however, is ended.
Toniose to clear. Salu.
very powerful upon your planet and his
empty promises are very seductive to
those who believe the empty lies. The
Truth, you see, is less desirable to the
greedy for in Truth there is no greed for
possession or control. That is the reason
that the adversarial forces are struggling
so against you who are trying to bring
the Light of Truth into the world. The
Light of Truth will reveal that which has
been hidden in the darkness and you are
beginning to see these lies and broken
promises for what they are.
A s The Light grows ever stronger and
more powerful, it will illuminate even the
darkest corners and closets in which all
the lies and hatred have been hidden.
You are making a difference, for conspiracies are being revealed and more
shall follow so long as you do not let u p
in your battle against the darkness. This
little publication is making a mark upon
your world-bringing The Truth to those
who have known for so long that there
was a different way. You are bringing to
the forefront the knowledge of what the
so-called leaders of your world have done
unto you. You are educating people in
The Truth of science and revealing to
them the changes your planet is undergoing. You are showing them that the
Natural Order-the Natural changes are
not to be feared; yet, you are also showing them that not all they see is of Natu"I thought cont incntal drift was much slowcr."
ral cause. YOU ate also showing them
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Warning To America's Christians:
Will Your Church Be Next?
51 14/93 # 1

America, and World.] There was ageneral
from the U.S. Army, a Colonel from Military
BALANCE
We are many, many people and yet we Intelligence, a Colonel from the U.S. Maare one. What we do today with our think- rines, aU.S. Senator, three members of the
Somebody tried to tell me that my sa- ing, whatwedotornomwwithourthoughts, C.I.A. and a person of very high rank from
cred hoop was just like a cross. I told what we do with our actions and our inter- the M.P.s.
them that the cross was just like my sa- actions withpeople determinesthe course of
The meeting produced the following incred hoop.. . Youjust extended one of the the universe itself. You are not powerless. formation: I was shown two documents
directions, that's all, then you put it out of You are not mWLthout
power.
stamped Top Secret. One document was
balance. ... At least my hoop i s in balance.
- Little Crow, 2/3/91 signed by President Reagan and the other
- Little Crow, 3/3/ 91
was signed by William Colby. Both docu(From: FROM THE GATHERING, The ments referred to the Christians as "THE
And since all of you ask over and over Wisdomof Little Crow. One World Publish- DISRUPTERS". The C.I.A. document was
"What can I do?" I offer the following, ing, Fountain Valley, CA 92728. If you to the Pentagon and stated that the official
also from Little Crow. He seems to be wish to contact Little Crow personally, you Department of Justice's (F.B.I.) termiable to say things in a tenth of the space can reach him through the American In- nology for CHRISTIANS would be "THE
I have to use to be heard.
dian Unity Church, 13671 Glendora Av- DISRUPTER'S MOVEMENT". The Wilenue, Garden Grove, CA 92643 Tel. (714) liam Colby document proceeded to outline
a plan for the arrest, execution, or menRESP0NSZBIL.ITY
638-8 116).
tal rehabilitation of ALL DISRUPTERS!
....it i s where we have emerged. We
WARNING TO AMERICA'S
The Plan proceeds as follows:
Stage one: to terminate with extreme
have come to the top of the earth. We are
CWRfSTIANS!
to be here. We are to remember our
WILL YOUR CHURCH BE NIEXT3
prejudice (that means to kill in cold blood)
all disrupters who are publicly interfering
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y . We are to take care of it
in such a way that it will not be necessary
The following is interesting in that the with "Operation Cablesplice". (Operajfor u s to go back through the hole to term "Christians" is going to represent a tion Cablespliceis the plan to take overALL
escape the destruction which we allow to very diversified set of "groupings". It will municipal, county and state governhappen if we do not speak on behalf of ultimately be that ANY so-called religious ments into one federal government and
those who shall come after us, if we do not group regardless of labels and doctrines then to a world government.)
Stage two: to arrest, either on criminal
act on behalf of those who shall come (allpro-GOD groups) will fit into the SAME
aper us. If we do not do something to CATEGORY set by the Anti-God for extinc- charges or on mental inquest warrants, all
change the course of history, flrst within tion! You had best HEED THESE WARN- disrupters who j e o p a r d i z e Operation
ourselves, we will then note the change of INGS FOR, AS YOU LOOK AROUND YOU, Cablesplice by their fanatical religious
history outside of ourselves. For it is the YOU SHALL SEE THAT IT HAS ALREADY life-styles and/or their emergency preseventh direction, the direction within MOVED INTO FINALIZATION OF EXTINC- paredness which would enable them b
liue outside o f g o v e r n m e n t d b c t i o n
o u r s e l v e s , which must be mastered.
TION PLANS.
and aid S o m e stuae two dfsrupters
w i l l have to be TERMINATED as they
Next, because I am going to give you QUOTING:
can't be trehabiZitated.
"Christians" a real shocker, I shall give
Stage three: to arrest on criminal
you a couple more concepts of our Native
C.I.A. ORDERS ARREST AND
American Teacher:
EXECUTION
charges or mental inquest warrants a12
OF CHRISTIANS IN THE U.S.
those who have l i s t e n e d to a n d f o l l o w e d
REGARDING "CHRIST"
the c o l l a b o m b r s and i q f i l t m b r s . Plus
On the afternoon of April 7th, [inthe last the arrest of all collaborators. The confisRE: THE PIPE-The Chanunpa (pipe) decade], somewhere in the Washington, cation of all wealth and property, for it is
is my connection to the Creator. The D.C. area, I spent four hours at a very estimated that half the wealth in the U.S. is
Sacred Pipe ...it's a symbol for me and it secret meeting with people who were risk- in their hands. Stage three does not apply
keeps me mindful. But if the Pipe isn't ing their lives by being there. [C: There- to infiltrators or government agents.
S t a g e one is under implementation
where I can see it or where Ican think on fore, this writer shall remain without
it, the next, the very next thing that con- presentation so that he can "write now. For more information on things that
nects me to God, t o the CHRIST PRIN- again". If you do not begin to protect came about in this meeting I urge you to
CIPLE or THE CHRIST CONCEPT or your writers and speakers, you have no order.... [C:Well as we reach thk point in
however vou want t o sau i t , IS WHEN hope of survival. If you allow such this "release"we find that you are asked
dastardly projections on ones such as NOT to order the material but rather, to
I LOOK IN THE MIRROR.
- Little Crow, 6 /12191 Dharma to sweep throughyour lands (by simply distribute thfsT-BUT NOT TO
ones you believed, wen, to be your MEDIA. I note that you h e told that "if"
friends and colleagues) you shall fall, you want further information on this
and

.
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subject and on Concentration Camps, HENT IN MIND.
there is material available. I, howwer,
will NOT give it here for it is information
-Anonymous (at this time)
certain to bring damage. You can, however, do a little sleuthing and find out
END QUOTING
what is available on a project called:
GARDEN PLOT.]
***
Did f e d e r a l agents DELIBERATELY
INCINERATE men, women and chikZmn
So, I am continually asked how do YOU
at the Waco, T e x a s burn& on April dare? We do NOT do anything against the
19, 19933 Well, this document provides government or the laws of the land. We are
material support for THAT contention and not 'subversive'" in any manner whatsoshows that it is offidalgoveimment policy, ever. IF YOU THINK THE MARK OF THE
(although still covert at this time) TO g l L L BEAST MEANS THE THINGS PLACED
MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN if THEY UPON YOU IN THE PHYSICAL FLESHHAPPEN TO BE CHRISTUNS OR OTH- YOU ARE WRONG! For goodness sakes,
ERS WHO REFUSE TO RECOGNIZE GOV- children of God Creator, YOUR CONNECERNMENTAS THEIR W M Now you know TION WITH GOD IS WITHIN!! WHY WOULD
WWP THEY WERE INCINERATED so you YOU FORSAKE THE WONDROUS GIFTS
Christians and others who believe in the OF GOD TO MAKE SOME STUPID STATEfreedom of American Life under your Con- MENT OR ACTION WHICH WOULD CAUSE
stitution and religions had better conduct SEPARATION FROM THOSE THINGS OF
all ofyour future affairs WITHTHIS DOCU- GOD WHICH CAN KEEP YOU FREE?

w h at

0n E art h Is
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WHAT ABOUT BO GRIT2
AND HIS NEW TEACHINGS?
Well, I didn't think you would notice
that he has 'new teachings" but I am
pleased for your attention and inquiry.
Let me remind you, however, of acouple
of things first. I have warned you about
getting sunk into expensive 'trusts" and
to be very, very careful of WHO you do such
business WITH if you choose to 'in-spiteof"go THAT ROUTE. I also remind you that
to renounce your 'citizenship" in the U.S.
and go with isolating self and projecting
yourself as a MAJOR TARGET as ONLY
STATE CITIZENS, ETC.,WILL MAKE YOU
THE FIRST TARGETED ONES.
I have also told you WHO is now connected with George Green in outrageous
activities in which they even created an
entity through a 'trust" called The Constitutional Law CentRE (in the same
building as houses the Constitutional
Law CentER, Inc.
the genuine Center). I have also told you that ones, Gary
Anderson and George Green, have done
this a n d HAVE DIVERTED FUNDS
THROUGH CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES.
Now comes a little story of a lady, yesterdayl This unnamed lady called Bo Gritz

-

AH, BUT YOU S A I D - - - !

So I DID! But now you face the 'FREEDOM OF WILL" individual. God does not
turn from ANY man but allows all men to

each find Truth and direction-sometimes
it is avery difficultjourney and a massively
horrendous LESSON in 'map reading".
Unfortunately, a man becomes judged by
his peers BY THE COMPANY HE KEEPS
AND THE THINGS HE ADVISES. For that
reason, little discerners, God says, 'DO
NOT JUDGE'"for you know not 'another's"
contract-BUT KEEP AWAKE SO THAT
YOU CAN BE INFORMED AND KNOW!
How can we continue? Because we DO
NOTHING, have nothing and ADVISE
NOTHING which would b&g need for the
adversary to find cause for physical destruction. The adversary, instead, sends
ones such as George Green, etc., against
us to effort to destroy from within. -well,
YOU CANNOT DESTROY GOD FROM
WITHIN! You can send spy after spy and
inspector after inspector-and they shall
A
find nothing except good business according to the laws of the land, integrity and
open business concerns.
to get help with some money planning,
Further, 'they" even like and respect
privacy and help. BO GRITZ REFERRED me and my crew (whereveryou are) for we
HERTO GARY ANDERSON!! The lady then are sending forth The Truth-BUT THEY
called Gary Anderson and his secretary KNOW FEW WILL ACCEPT IT AND EVEN
(the self-same one who claimed to have LESS WILL ACT ON IT. Their assumption
nothing to do with Gary Anderson, Sylvia is that when all is said and done-we will
Koons) ANSWERED the phone. When it simply have saved them from the trouble of
was establishedthat there were no h d s getting you informed.
to be gleaned from this person, she was
My mission is to gather God's property
told they couldn't help her but she could and people-not the myriads of ones who
call the Constitutional Law CentER and THINK THEY FOLLOW GOD BECAUSE
maybe get some kind of assistance. This THEY LISTEN TO THE TEACHINGS OF A
is a FACT, readers--valid. No, none of you PREACHER ON SUNDAY AND TAGALONG
(we) know this person-she had been lis- AFTER A CHRISTIAN-CALLED PERSON
tening and following 'Bo Grit2 faithfully SUCH, EVEN, AS A BO GRITZ. THEY DO
and knew nothing of work here or the NOT TEACH TRUTH OF FACT IF THEY
CONTACT,etc.
TEACH ANYTHING HUMANISTIC OTHER
I will not speak further about Mr. Gritz THAN THE WONDROUS CREATION IN
and/or his activities for I believe he is PERFECTION AND REVERENCE WITH
damaging freedom and citizens for whom TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY OF INDMDUAL
he touts total loyalty. Some of the things FOR ACTIONS AND INTENT. THAT can
given forth from him regarding his involve- only come from the individual entityment with POW activities are not fully the SELF.
truth. There were many 'false" revelaA s to advice givereyou must study
tions which came right out of the 'Los that which is 'working" in protection and
Angeles" circumstances.
that which isolates you and calls ATTENBut he claims to be a Christian! Do not TION to self. Even Col. Gritz-less than a
YOU also CLAIM to be such? Does this year past4enounced 'trustsw, etc. Now
above mean that he is EVIL? Are you? he touts them and sends business into the
Perhaps he BELIEVES what he says to be circles where he too shall gain reward in
TRUE! It is for your discernment but I monetary return in some circuitous routbelieve I would be most cautious if I were ing or another. Could it be that his co-

Bo Gritz Up To.3
51 14/93 # 1

you. False teachings are as deadly as any
other kind of ammunition-especially if
spoken as a leader in the guise of 'Christian" or any other label which is misrepresented in fact and truth in KNOWLEDGE.
Ignorance kills more goodly people than
even 'good intentions".
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workers d o t h i s without h i s knowledge?
KEVIN HARRIS' LAWYER, DAVID
Perhaps-but I personally WARNED HIM
NEVIN, QUESTIONED HIM A S TO HIS
REFERENCE TO WEAVER'S "COMt h a t h i s close workers would be h i s downfall a n d bring great troubles u p o n h i m if
POUND" AS OPPOSED TO SAYING "RESIh e failed to be aware. S o it h a s hapDENCE AND OUT BUILDINGS"?
pened. Some will d o very well with t h e
RODERICK STATED THE TERM MEANT
advice given i n t h e above matters-but
THAT IT WAS A "DEFENSIBLE 'COMm o s t will simply LOSE! Does t h e "rest"
POUND".
5 / 14/93 # 1 CERES 'ATONN
THROUGH HIS SPYING, THEY HAD
of t h e advice merit following as t o preparedness? YOU m u s t discern those
ASCERTAINED THAT THE YELLOW DOG
things, readers a n d chelas, I DO NOT
NEXT EPISODE OF
SLEPT OUTSIDE, SO HE WOULD BE A
PLACE JUDGMENT ON ANY BEING--I,
WEAVER-HARRIS TRIAL
PROBLEM IN THEIR NIGHTTIME PROWLLIKE YOU, MUST ONLY "REASON" AND
ING AND/OR ATTACK.
DISCERN IN GOOD 'JUDGMENT" OF
MAY 11, 1993 (VIA FAX)
THEY HAD LAID OUTA LANDINGZONE
ACTIONS.
ABOVETHE WEAVERUCOMPOUND"FOR
There i s very definitely a place for t h e
RANDY WEAVER-KEVIN HARRIS
THE CHOPPER TO SIT THERE UNTIL
valid u s e of "trusts" b u t I am not h e r e to
TRIAL
NEEDED FOR SOME REASON AROUND
give you a lesson i n same. I AM here t o
THE WEAVER PROPERTY. THE CHOPPER
w a r n you t h a t t h e persons involved in
Day 16, Boise, Idaho. MARSHAL IN- WAS EQUIPPED WITH WHAT WAS KNOWN
THIS operation with o n e s named aboveSPECTOR RODERICK WAS BACK ON THE AS AuJUNGLEPENETRATOR", A BASKET
ARE VERY DANGEROUS TO YOUR AS- WITNESS STAND TODAY. HE WAS STILL AND HOIST DEVICE FOR RESCUE IN A
SETS.
BEING ASKED ABOUTMANY THINGSTHAT LOCATION WHERE IT WAS NOTPOSSIBLE
By t h e way, I am not here to SAVE WERE O F NO RELEVANCE. THE JUDGE TO LAND. LAWYER NEVIN ASKED HIM IF
ANYONE! YOU will save self if it be your CONTINUED TO ALLOW THE PROSECU- HIS J O B WAS NOT TO ENFORCE THE
choice. I am n o t even here to SAVE your TION TO ACT IN THIS MANNER, SUCH AS: LAW, AS OPPOSED TO BREAKING IT. HE
Constitution a n d / or nation(s). The ad- ONE DAY HE SAW A COMMERCIAL HELI- REPLIED IT WAS.
versary a n d h i s tribes shall be left to COPTER HOVERING OVER DIFFERENT
HETESTIFIEDTHATFROMTHEHOUSE
him, good friends. There i s NOT GOING PARTS O F THE VALLEY IN THE VICINITY AT WHICH THEY HAD INSTALLED THE
TO BE SOME "RAPTURE" TO A BUNCH OF RUBY RIDGE. HE NEVER KNEW WHO GENERATOR, THEY RAN 3,000 FEET OF
O F CLOUDS! Blasphemy? If you accept IT WAS OR WHAT IT WAS DOING THERE, WIRE TO ANOTHER HOUSE, IN HIS TERM
your RESPONSIBILITY IN TRUTH-you
SO THERE WAS NO WAY IT COULD BE (OBSERVATION OUTPOST) TO POWER
will KNOW AS MUCH. It i s n o t reason- RELEVANT. HE ALSO TESTIFIED ABOUT THEIR MONITORS.
able o r physically possible to float a r o u n d BUYING 4 SOLAR PANELS AND INSTALLWHILE THE JURY WAS STILL OUT,
o n t h e clouds a n d i n physical form- ING THEM, WITH BATTERY CHARGERS, AFTERLUNCH, ATTORNEY NEVINASKED
where from there? Who i s going to feed AT THE TWO REMOTE CAMERA SITES. THE JUDGE TO ISSUE AN ORDER FOR
you, hold you in t h e air-and where in ALSO ONE OF THE CAMERAS DISAP- THE FBI TO TURN OVER THE CASINGS
AND BULLETS THAT HAD BEEN TEST
t h e name of goodness will YOU GO? PEARED FROM THE MOUNTAIN.
P e r h a p s YOU need ME and my crew,
ANYTIMETHEYWEREONTHEMOUN- FIRED BY THE FBI ON THE GUNS IN
after ail? Will t h e teachings of t h e secret TAIN, THEY WERE ALWAYS IN HEAD TO QUESTION, SO THAT HIS EXPERT WITsocieties a n d c h u r c h e s get you off y o u r FOOT CAMOUFLAGE DRESS.
NESS COULD DO SOME TESTING OF HIS
IN THE PLAN TO HAVE A MARSHAL OWN. THE JUDGE SAID HE WOULD
place?? You h a d best be giving it careful
thought.
APPEAR TO BUY PROPERTY ADJOINING STUDY THE REQUEST.
I AM THE ADVERSARY'S ULTIMATE THE WEAVER PROPERTY, THEY WOULD
HE ALSO ASKED FOR THE LOGS OF
ENEMY-NOT HIS EARTH-BOUND AN- HAVE 5TWO-MAN TEAMS SCATTEREDIN THE TELEPHONE PIN REGISTERS, BET A G O N I S T - F O R T H E ULTIMATE RANDOM LOCATIONS ON THE MOUN- CAUSE THE PROSECUTION HAD TOLD
BATTLE IS NOT ON YOUR PLACE- TAIN TO BACK UPTHE MARSHAL ON THE HIM THAT NO PIN REGISTERS HAD BEEN
THIS IS B U T A LITTLE SKIRMISH O N A PROPERTY IF HE WAS ABLE TO ARREST USED.
GIVEN BATTLE-FIELD1 Will you be RANDY OR WAS DISCOVERED. HE SENT
RODERICK HAD TESTIFIED THATTHE
a r o u n d t o see t h e final game?
A REPORT TO WASHINGTON D.C. THAT ONLY REASON THAT HE HAD REQUESTED
OUR FULL INTENTION IS TO BE THE LOCAL SHERIFF HAD STATED THAT THE MEDI-VAC CHOPPER WAS BECAUSE
AROUND, WORKING WITHIN T H E RANDY HAD SHOT AT TRESPASSERS IN O F THE ROUGH TERRAIN AND THE
AVAILABLE SYSTEM-SEEKING AND THE PAST, WHEN HEKNEWITHAD NEVER CHANCE THAT SOME OF HIS CREW
FINDING OUR PEOPLE ONE ON ONE. HAPPENED. THE SHERIFF HAD, IN FACT, WOULD FALL AND GET HURT. WHEN
WE ARE NOT OUT TO SAVE THE REPORTED THAT IT HAD NEVER HAP- NEVINREFERRED HIMTOTHEREQUEST
ADVERSARY'S TROOPS OR HIS OWN PENED.
DOCUMENT IT WAS INDICATEDTHATTHE
ASSETS. S O BE IT AND SELAHl
HE WANTED TO USE AN XR 5000 STUN PRIMARY REASON FOR REQUESTINGTHE
Enough o n t h i s matter for it i s YOU GUN THAT WOULD REQUIRE EVACUA- CHOPPER WAS "BECAUSE OFTHE HIGH
who m u s t take information a n d s o r t it TION O F RANDY TO A HOSPITAL IN SPO- RISK OF VIOLENCE". HE ALSO ADMITa n d come into balance with KNOWL- KANE, WASHINGTON BY THE UH- 1MEDI- TED UNDER CROSS EXAMINATION THAT
EDGE. I will bear MY RESPONSIBILI- VAC HELICOPTER. BY BEING TAKEN TO BOTH OF THE EMTS WERE "TACTICAL
TIES-I WILL NOT BEARYOURS AS YOU ANOTHER STATE, A REMOVAL HEARING EMTS" WITH SPECIAL TRAINING IN TACREFUSE INPUT.
WOULD BE REQUIRED, AND THERE TICAL OPERATIONS.
GERRY SPENCE BEGAN CROSS EXWOULD BE NO CHANCEFOR BOND REnothing so
LEASE. HE TESTIFIED THAT BESIDES AMINATION. HE ASKED RODERICK IF
truth9 and often nothing so strange. THE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS THAT WERE THE REASON FOR THE MEETING ON
-- Dan 'el Webster TAKEN BY THE MILITARY ANDTHE MEDI- MARCH 2 6 OR27,1992 IN WASHINGTON,
VAC CHOPPER, THAT THEY HAD ALSO DC WITH 15 UPPER ECHELON PEOPLE
(from the Introduction to
j
RENTED A CESSNA 172 FOR THEIR USE. WAS NOT BECAUSE THE WEAVER CASE
B~ ~ ~ ibook
t ~ CALLED
l
TO SERVE)
\

Weaver-Harris
Trial Up date
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HAD BECOME AN EMBARRASSMENT TO BLACK IF THEY ARE THE ELITE--CAM- loved man and friend of such families as
THE MARSHALS SERVICE. HECOULDNT OUFLAGE IF THEY ARE TROOPS AND the Kennedys and Jesse Jackson, etc.
RECALL. SPENCE ASKED IF A PUBLIC POLICE-TYPES.
So, they kill him off away from the "comRELATION MAN HAD NOT BEEN IN THE
Now as to ucompoundsA-note that pound" (his home) and pronounce it
MEETING, AND RODERICK ADMITTED constantly Cesar Chavez's offices a t natural caused death in his "peaceful
THAT THERE HAD BEEN ONE IN ATTEN- Keene, Calif. and Delano, Calif. are re- sleepA.WAKEUPAMERICAII And, moreDANCE. HE ADMITTEDTHAT HE AND HIS ferred to as "COMPOUNDSA.THAT alone over, if you give cause to be considered a
TEAM HAD BEEN LOOKING FOR SNIPER is a SURE CLUE as to what is intended "compound" and harbor guns and weapLOCATIONS IN AUGUST, 1992, JUST BE- by the "big bad boys". Cesar was a n ons against that "enemy--expect to be
FORE THE SHOOT-OUT. THE REPORTS openly practicing CHRISTIAN person who treated accordingly1
You do not have to turn away from
SHOWED THAT THE SPECIAL OPERA- could control a LOT of people and did so.
TIONS GROUP HAD RECOMMENDED He, for years during hot attention times, God to live within the system and, until
USINGARMOREDVEHICLESTOASSAULT had armed guards at the gate ("long you learn as much-watch out for your
THE WEAVER "COMPOUND".
arms") who stopped everyone for check- life for you had best get RIGHT WITH
GERRY SPENCE THEN PRODUCED A ing and refused entry to ones without CREATOR, one way or another.
I need to let you go now, Dharma, for
DOCUMENTTHATNOBODY HAD KNOWN exacting purposes. But you see, there
ABOUT UNTIL NOW, THAT HAD A TRIAL was no obvious reason and BAD PUB- other duties are urgently calling. Thank
DATE OF MARCH 11, 1991. NOW WE LICIW to take out the Keene "compound" you.
To clear, please.
HAVE FOUR (4) TRIAL DATES AND EV- or the Delano "compoundAfor such a
ERYONE IS CONFUSED AS TO WHICH
ONE IS CORRECT. THE JUDGE RULED
THAT HE WAS ASSUMING THATTHE ONE
IS A TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR AND
WOULD NOT LET SPENCE INTRODUCE
IT. JURY AND WITNESS WERE THEN
A
SENT OUT OF THE ROOM AGAIN FROM
2 5 0 UNTIL 4: 12, WHILE THE ADMISSIBILITY WAS ARGUED. JUDGE RULED
throughout the year as its designated
NEVADA CORPORATIONS AND
AGAINST THE DEFENSE. FOR THE NEXT
THE IRS
Year End. That Year End is first chosen
HOUR RODERICK COULD NOT RECALL
when the corporation gets its tax ID
ANYTHING EVEN AFTER BEING SHOWN
One of the more frequently asked ques- number with the IRS, and tells them
DOCUMENTS.
HEKEFTREFERRINGTOTHEWEAVER tions that we receive is: What is the which month they have chosen for their
"COMPOUND". SPENCETHENBROUGHT responsibility of my Nevada Corporation Year End, which i s also known as the
OUT A DICTIONARY, SHOWING A "COM- with respect to the IRS? Well, for those Fiscal Year End. So, what happens if a
POUND" "TO BE SOMETHING WITH A ofyou who are familiarwith the Internal corporation never gets a tax ID? Well,
FENCE OR BARRICADE AROUND IT". Revenue Code (Title26) and its definition that corporation is considered to be a n
RODERICKADMITTEDTHATTHEHOUSE of "United States" you would realize active corporation with respect to the
DIDNT HAVE A FENCE OR BARRICADE that none of u s as individuals, are even State of Nevada, but the IRS h a s absoAROUND IT. HE STATED THAT THE WAY living in the "United States", unless of lutely no record of that corporation. That
THE GUNS WERE HUNG INSIDE THAT IT course you were living in Washington corporation could actually be the owner
D.C., Guam, Puerto Rico, or the Samoan of real estate and never be required to
CONSTITUTED A BARRICADE.
GERRY SPENCE ASKED, "IF I HAD Islands. Likewise, Nevada Corporations apply for a tax ID number with the IRS.
TEN GUNS IN MY HOUSE WOULD THAT are "foreign" with respect to the IRS.
Once your corporation has completed
MAKE IT A BARRICADE?" RODERICK The only corporations that the IRS h a s its first year of activity, it will be time to
REPLIED THAT IT WOULD NOT.
jurisdiction over are federally-chartered file its tax return with the IRS. On the
corporations. So, for those ofyou who may 15th day of the third month after your
MORE TOMORROW.
wish to challenge the IRS, you do have the corporation h a s completed its Fiscal Year
***
its tax returns are due. Form 1120, or
support of their own code to rely on.
We, however, recommend more effec- the short form 1120-A, are filled out and
Thank you for keeping the word cur- tive ways of legally eliminating a mailed in and your annual corporate
rent and flowing. We shall do all we can corporation's tax liability without chal- filing i s complete until the next year.
to bring you ALL we receive. The further lenging the authority of the IRS. Good These forms can either be completed by
the truth can go the more likely a hope- management of a corporation's revenues you or by a CPA, depending on how
fully favorable outcome. However, it will put your corporation in a position involved your corporate business activlooks pretty negative for justice and free- where it may have none (or very little) ity h a s been over the year.
dom.
taxes due. Now, remember that in NeMany corporations that Corporate Advada you do not have the added burden visors has helped to set up are not "acCOMPOUNDS
of a state corporate income tax, where tive" corporations. This means that those
most other states do. Anyone living corporations generally do not have inYou MUST look carefully a t terminol- anywhere in the world can take advan- come coming in. These corporation are
ogy and the costume of the enforcement tage of this tax advantage in Nevada by often involved in real estate holding for
the main purpose of protecting property.
persons as well as all details of the op- incorporating there.
erations which might well "fool" you.
Unlike you and me, acorporation gets So, if your corporation is in this classifiNote today that children have been taken to choose when it is going to file its cation, there are ways of getting around
hostage in Paris, France-BUTTHE SWAT income taxes. So when the mad rush of the annual filing requirements with the
TEAMS ARE EXACTLY AS THE TEAMS IN April 15th is coming u p for all of us, our IRS.
WACO, IDAHO, ETC. HOODED AND IN corporations may have a n y month
What you can do with a n inactive

Nevada Corporations
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corporation is to write a letter to the IRS
telling them that your corporation is
currently inactive and does not have any
income. We have found this to be an
effective way to get the IRS to leave a
corporation completely alone. After letters like this have been sent, we have
gotten responses that have read: "We
have noted on your account that your
corporation is temporarily inactive. A s
soon as there is business activity in the
future, whether producing a profit or a
loss, you will need to notify u s immediately so that your corporate account can
be reactivated."
The IRS won't always give out that
response, and then it is necessary to file
form 1120-A with zeros in the income
categories and write right across your
form that this corporation had no activity. This way also sufficiently handles
their filing requirements. A note to keep
in mind with corporate taxes is that the
audit rate on small corporations is only
about 1%.
So, whether your corporation is active or inactive, it is important to handle
your corporate taxes properly. The best
protection from any IRS exposure is simply to not stand out to attract attention.
Remember that matters of corporate taxation which are not clear should be taken
up with an experienced CPA.

* * *
A S A NOTE TO YOU PRIVACY BUFFS,
we are now involved with a very private
mail forwarding service, called John Doe,
Inc., which handles private mail forwarding for individuals. If you are interested
in this type of service call 1-800-3981077.

* * *
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
NEVADA CORPORATIONS, CORPORATE
RESIDENT AGENT SERVICES AND PRICALL CORPORATE ADVISORS CORPORATION AT (702) 896-7004 OR WRITE
TO THEM AT POST OFFICE BOX 27740,
LAS VEGAS, NV 89126. ASK FOR CORT
CHRISTIE.
FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE
VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS,
THE MASSIVE DECEPTION OFTHE FEDERAL RESERVE AND ITS IRS EXTORTION RACKET, A N D THE GENERAL
TRUTH
OUR
ECoNOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENE
JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
(#lo), YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
(# 16),AND THE NAKED PHOENIX (# 17).
[ S e e back page for ordering information.]

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
transcriptions of some taped topics, 7 - f f f WORD also offers other tapes and
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and
transcription prices.

Please send check or money order to: 7tfE WORD, P.O. Box 6194,
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
Ifyou desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
SpecialOrdertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
by #.
transcriptionsare
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2) radio Program, KTKK;
8/8/92(2);
8/3 1/92(2) Anti-Christ Ban ksters;
9/5/92(2);
9/12/92(21 radio program, KTKK;
1 0/4/92(3); 1 0/10/92(2);
ChristiansTl
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt";
1 0/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and 1 0/24/92(2); 1 1/1/92(2);
1 1/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
The Bigger
1 1/8/92(2); 1 1/14/92(3); 1 1/22/92(2);
5/2/92(3);
1 1/25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM;
5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
1 1/29/92(2); 1 2/6/92(2);
5/9/92(4);
1 2/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot
5/1 1/92(3) * "Silent Weapons For
12/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Group-11;
quietwarsM;
5/1 3/92(3) meeting with European 12/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-111;
visitorsover lunch;
12/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
1 2/3 1/92(1)* Constitutional Law Center;
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2);
1/2/93(2);
5/30/92(3)* '7he Divine Plan and
1/14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired
Places In Between" tapes 1-3;
Police
Officer Jack McLamb;
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
1/16/93(2); 1 /2 3/93(3); 1/30/93(2);
6/13/92(3); 6/21 /92(3); 6/27/92(2);
2/6/93(1); 2/13/93 (2); 2/18/93(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt
2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK
Lake City, UT;
featuring
Soltec with Hatonn;
6/30/92(3)* ' 7 h e Divine Plan and
Soltec and Sananda;
Places In Between" tapes 4-6;
KTKK;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
4/24/93(3); 5/2/93(2); 5/16/93(2).
7/1 2/92(3);
7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
#1- #4 Corporation Lecures ($5 each tape).

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
3/2 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community
Church;
4/13/92(1) # 'What is a Semite?";
411 7/92(1) # 'who Were the First

T)lf WORD NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR
MASTER CARD
I
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When War Is Declared
On God Or His Team
(Heaven Help Green & Gritz)
51 15/93 ESU IMMANUEL
SANANDA (" JESUSn)

clared his battle with God. When Why think ye they have labored
will man awaken to his own ego? I long and hard and singularly in
tell thee with full authority, if you their goal toward global control?
Thank you for responding, believe on blood and redemption They have placed ones in your midst
Thomas, these matters must be you have accepted the very adver- that you know not. Would you have
addressed. I am Sananda, and I sary to God a s your salvation. I, believed as recently a s two or three
come AS LIGHT WITHIN THE LIGHT Esu Immanuel SANANDA died not years ago those things which come
OF THE MOST HIGH AND HOLY for your sins. I did not die on the into your attention this day? Each
GOD OF LIGHT - ATON. LET cross at all, and I certainly was not is revealed in its proper time. The
THERE BE NO QUESTION AS TO placed on that cross for your sins. adversary shall rue the day that
If you believe in blood, it is evil battle against God and the Host
WHOM I SERVE.
When you declare war on GOD, itself. God is LIGHT AND LIFE AND was declared. So be it.
We do not need weapons to do
you declare war on M E - for MINE FULFILLMENT OF THE PROMISE
WHICH IS GLORY ITSELF! Those battle with evil, for evil will always
FATHER AND I ARE ONE!
I t is becoming most clear now as who speak of believing on blood do itself in. Evil will always get
the sorting continues. The wheat ARE LIARS AND DECEIVERS AND greedy, or deceive and forget
which deception was put forth, or
and the chaff shall be separated THEY ARE NOT OF ME!
before the final bell.
God is unbending, absolutely will be boastful. The examples are
One George Green attempts to unbending. Those who choose to endless. Those of honest intent
sue Me in a court of injustice? My take up arms against God are the and purpose who act with integrity
my, 1pity man in his foolishness for most foolish of all for it is they who have nothing to fear - even if it
in the end it is the adversary who shall not only fall long and hard, appears otherwise in your courts of
does himself in, every time. All you but they shall have a very, very long injustice. Know that God wins, and
need do is to watch carefully the journey back. Be ever mindful of there shall be many battles upon
signs and clues laid before your your own journey, beloved ones of this place before all is said and
very feet. When efforts are made to mine, for you know not the contract done.
Won't you linger in the garden
interfere, disrupt or destroy God's of another -and the lessons placed
Plan, the answer shall be sure and before you shall serve a s example with me this day?
Be a t peace for the journey is
swift upon man's head. You shall unto the many. Be wise in your
witness the circling back in fulfill- lessons. The ego and pride shall long and difficult; remember
ment of The Law. That which is always come before the fall.
always that you walk not alone
Does not your adversary know and you are greatly loved, more
sent out returns to thee, multiplied.
Has it not been said countless times you ones of LIGHT and who are the than you can know upon that place
servants and who are not? Have of experience.
to you ones of deaf ears?
Salu.
And now one Bo Gritz has de- they not known this for some time?
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The Real Bo Gritz
(Continued from Page One)
can no longer keep it covered up. The
Church of Satan is one of the official
religions recognized by the U.S. military
that today can be stamped into a n
individual's "dogtag". There are 3 million practicing Satanists in the U.S. today and the number is expanding almost
as fast as the national debt. Devil worship demands sacrifice of living things.
Devil cults position themselves within
the center of concentric rings of filter
organizations. Only after passing a series of acid tests on the outer perimeter
is a prospective candidate drawn deeper
into the folds of the serpent Lucifer's
inner-family.
New age organizations from transcendental meditation (TM),yoga, to fire
walking, glass eating, touch healing, creative visualization, Ramtha, Hatonn,
crystal vibration, spirit guides, astrology, mind reading, fortune telling,
biorythmic, aura reading "we are God"
miracle working prevaricators knowingly,
or unwittingly prepare people to take
their place ultimately before the goat's
head emblem of Satan. Satan worship
h a s a complex support infrastructure
between it and our society. Law enforcement, judges, legislators, educators,
entertainers, big money dealers, criminals, celebrities, media, UFO-outer space
alien advocates, religious fronts, child
and health care workers are only a part
of the extensive network that provides
services and protection to the dark inner
core.
Connected to this unholy alliance
is a n operation centered in Mexico that
offers white slaves and body parts to
those who have the money and inclination to pay. Hundreds of thousands of
children turn up missing every year in
the USA. Many end up working for
pimps in the larger metropolitan areas.
Some are shipped south to be sold as
slaves to buyers in the Middle East,
South Asia and Africa. Those not so
sold, or upon special order, young conscripts are cut up for their vital organs
which fetch a grand price from rich clients living in socialized areas that don't
want their loved ones to wait in line. The
demand is such that two levels of business are conducted by the demonic entrepreneurs. Favored, proven and loyal
patrons are sold human organs a t extreme prices. Those wanting black mar-

ket bargains receive animal remains. By
the time the fraud has been detected it is
too late to recover the money and who
can go to authorities with such a monstrous tale of duplicity? Almost every
satanic worship service involves the use
of blood. Only the highly financed
satanists can afford to collect both blood
and bogus body parts by expensive helicopter flights in the night.

Truth of it.
Those of you who believe as the newday evangelists (Judeo-Christian Zionists) tell you about Raptures, Blood-ofthe-Lamb, that believing will automatically SAVE you and whisk you off to the
local clouds on Judgment Day, missing
all the dreary answering for responsibility and allowing no "other" to have valid
opinion but pronounce JUDGMENT
UPON ALL WHO SIMPLY DISAGREE
END QUOTING
WITH YOU, had best look again at TRUTH!
Toward the end of the presidential
So-what have we? For one thing, I campaign Bo was lost to you, his brotham really getting to the uold big boy ers. He had a goal and he EXPECTED
himselfi". I (Hatonn) am honored to be God to do it HIS OWN WAY (Bo's). A s
one of the only NAMED ones in this things went from bad to worse-it apdissertation-for that means I am get- peared to him that some flap-winged
ting MY JOB DONE WONDERFULLY alien became a turn-coat. Nope-the
WELL! Yes, Bo WAS chosen to lead a turn-coat was far closer to "home". The
nation-the U.S. of America. Will he do facts are that the first attitude was the
it? Not at the rate he is going because I "lie" for Bo. He believed the WRONG set
see no hope for reversing ego percep- of instructions given by the adversarid
tions! However, I "judge" that by state- teams to PREVENT HIS ENLIGHTENments and actions-not about the MAN MENT A S HE CLAIMED TO SEEKTRUTH.
You will note from his article that he
I KNOW to be my brother. But, I can no
more force my BROTHER to do a thing left almost NO ONE to fit into HIS GROUP
than any other free-will citizen of God's of perfection of opinion and observation-no possibility that through medicreation.
Bo was too swamped by ego insecu- tation you can find God, no possibility of
rity to handle such a responsibility to helpful input from "spirit guides" (he
GOD. It has been easier to tout "born- obviously doesn't think Angels are Spiragain", dump responsibility, automatic its). What of "mind-readingw? Does he
forgiveness and absolution of all past not believe in his own fully developed
indiscretions, go forth without changing knowledge of hypnosis (he is a hypnotist
mode of action to gain own ideals and/or and very well trained), mind implantagive u p the "BLOOD-baths". Oh, he tion and other Special Forces games? So
blames many things except his own pos- what is this "man" about? That is not
for me to say, friends, for it is so obvisibility of BEING WRONG! So be it-the
way that group is leading you is down the ous-HE is brainwashed. Him, who
PRIMROSE PATH to targeted destruc- thought it impossible to touch his mind!!
tion as citizens individual. How do I Give up the Hosts of God come to protect
know? Because they avoid the "Godly" you-and you get smashed in order to
way all the way. They only TOUT with the render you worthless to the team of God.
lipservice the Christly pathway. CHRIST So be it. It is the time of sorting.
Further, he was angry at ME for disIS NOT A PHYSICAL BEING! BLOOD &
A PHYSICAL THING! To dump your load playing some rather interesting things
and claim salvation without more than about him (BUTWORSE, GMNGFORTH
"I believe" is NOT ENOUGH! To claim SOME ERRONEOUS INFORMATION
you have been "washed in the blood of FOR WHICH HE COULD DENOUNCE
the Lamb (Jesus)"is to deceive self into ME (SIC, SIC)) Does he really want me
believing you can get something spiritu- to tell of his false projections and stories
ally perfect without answering in the which ARE NOT TRUTH? I can tell you
physical (or spiritual) format of respon- bunches about why he was REALLY in
sibility. Note I use the word "believe". Asia. I can also tell yon about who he
Further, Bo KNOWS I am right! This only was ACTUALLY WORKING FOR! I can
deepens his need to "save self by tear- also tell you about the POWs that HE left
ing down the "enemy" who tells the to perish. Indeed, I can tell you a whole
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bunch of things which may make HIM n o t 'sacrifice himselfn-HE WAS NIZES HIGHER COMMAND. Gunther
target for you-the-people BUT HARDLY MURDERCIDED! Can 'washing in the was just about to be shipped to the
WOULD MAKE HIM HAPPY. H e HAD the blood" of the victim you MURDER-abguillotine, good buddies, for he had sold
potential for greatness and simply solve you of the murder? USE YOUR some bad "bonds" (Japanese, I believe).
flunked the actual opportunity when GOD-GIVEN BRAINS!
So what? Lots of greedy nerds do that!
it c a m e h o w many of YOU miss that
Moreover, God doesn't fit Mr. Gritz' TO GEORGE BUSH?? Oops!?! Does this
knock by GOD on your door? He was opinion of what God is and WHO He IS! make Gunther's stories less interesting
running for President of a very physical So wallow in your illusions and wave or brilliant? No! It means, however, that
nation-he was not running for Head good-by for no act of God FORCES man we have to work harder NOW to protect
Honcho on the Throne of God-I think to make right decisions. And, indeed, it him to "serve" because the whole Bush
is fine to the very twelfth hour-however, "thing" is ready to 'blow" and there are
him not to be THAT foolish. YOU-must
not ACCEPT THE TWO AS THE SAME! it does not mean that you get a ticket on lots of goodly and true patriots incarcerHe is a MAN and he i s filled with blame board the express out of there! Lessons ated. They may well be duly imprisfor others and cannot see the 'proper" are LEARNED in the physical format and oned-BUT, they also know TRUTH and,
shortcomings in self. Look around you, there will plenty of expressions of prac- the very important one point-you need
dear ones, and SEE what happens--it is tice at gaining perfection in intent. You 'freedom" to regain your nation!
You do NOT go about advocating that
so much better to cop the easy way out don't need old Earth Shan to take anand CLAIM belief in the system which other journey through kindergarten! your brothers draw targets on their
merits you the most worldly comfort. I s There are plenty of physical expressions breasts by "citizenizing" and drawing
it not easier to indulge self in the expec- a LOT WORSE THAN OLD EARTH IN up 'trusts" which pin-point you to the
Elite governmental big boys like nothing
tation of total and instant forgiveness HARD KNOCKS AND LESSONS!
else can! To gain the income of offering
and mistake forgiveness for 'righteousness"? I s it not EASIER to say: "YOU
"OCTOBER SURPRISE"
such 'services" is not, to my expression,
are wrong* THAN "I am wrong!"?
very worthy of a God-claiming being.
The most important one thing the
Another "judgment" observation of
BUY AMERICAN
document by Col. Gritz offers i s HIS Mr. Gritz is his perception that I B.S. my
OWN JUDGMENT ON ALL THINGS AND way through lots of things which he
Another thing being touted by the
ALL ONES SAVE THAT WHICH HE BE- thinks or knows are not 'so". Well, in
LIEVES. FURTHER, HE DOES THETYPI- some instances he is correct and I needed SPIKE troops is a plan featured by Bo in
CAL ELITE GOVERNMENTAL SCAM- to flush out the culprit in my own time the Newsletter. Well, we have had that
HE LUMPS IT ALL IN WITH THE HORROR and way. He SHOULD know very well plan in all its many, many Khazarian
AND DEPRAVED WORSHIP OF SATAN, who and how a person is, for instance, pages. Would such a plan work (to buy
BLOOD AND ALL THINGS EVIL WITH- assassinated-that would fit his own NOTHING except American Goods and
OUT POSSIBILITY OF THERE BEING expertise for he is/was the king-knower Services)? NO! How many of you want a
"NO" CONNECTION I N MOST IN- of how to and train to assassinate T.V., radio, etc.? Well, if you buy AmeriSTANCES, AT ALL!
PEOPLE! We don't, you note, call it can ONLY-forget it for it has been LONG
OR: I S H E DELIBERATELY MURDER if it suits the political cause. since that Americans DON'T MAKE
EFFORTING TO PULLYOU FROM YOUR So, perhaps he is more detailed 'cor- THEM! CAN YOU afford only American
PATHWAY OF GOD INTO HIS REALM rect" than am I with WHO pulled those items? And WHO would guide you to and
OF HUMAN PHYSICAL STANCE?? THE last deadly triggers! So be it. Also, he obtain FOR YOU those EXPENSIVE
BOMBARDMENT I S MOST SUBTLE thinks that he caught me in error about items?? I thought you might be able to
FROM AN UEXPERTmIN THE GAME OF the "October Surprise" because I said guess!
SECRET UINTELLIGENCE". YOU CAN Russbacher flew Mr. Bush home in the
Now, another tiny observation withONLY DISCERN THE INTENT BY THE SR-7 1 . Funny thing is noted by ALL out further comment: 'George Green
OBVIOUS ACTIONS AND DISSERTA- ones around this place, and Dharma, CLAIMS Bo Gritz is a bosom buddy. He
TIONS. HE DENOUNCES ME BECAUSE who continually got her head-knocked also works in criminal interactivities with
I DISAGREE WITH HIM. HOWEVER, BY by E.J. because we kept saying that one Gary Anderson!" Bo Gritz refers
THE 'WAY" IN WHICH HE DISAGREES Russbacher flew Bush OVER-not back! inquirers looking for money management
WITH ME (LEAVING NOTHING WORTHY 'Oh," but everyone in the clandestine 'help" to Gary Anderson. Do circumOR GOODLY), I SUGGEST HE ACTU- services, 'knows he new him back, not stances cause you to question motives?
ALLY DOES KNOW THAT I AM RIGHT1 over," I am reminded! NOPE, Mr. I hope so!
I MAKE NO MENTION OF ANY OF THE Russbacher was 'co-pilot" in the jourNext, you will get TRAINING in SPIKE
OTHERS IN HIS LISTINGS-YOU DIS- ney Paris. There IS a video tape of the of GUNS and WEAPONS! How long do
CERNl HE COULD NOT VERY WELL journey back-it is another pilot AND you suppose you will stay alive if the rest
SIMPLY SINGLE ME OUT, NOW COULD BUSH. When the time is right, and the of Bo's letter is correct-with those Guns?
HE? THAT is another sign of the adver- serpents settle down, I will get it out to Quote: "The Arizona State Legislature
sary taking CONTROkcovering the as- you-but if you think I am going to just passed a measure to make it illegal
sets in all instances. I am most happy to jeopardize my people by such 'revela- for you to 'fortify' your home. Fortificatake on ANYONE, any time and, if he be tionsW-forget it, brothers.
tion includes anything that might imGodly, we will get on nicely-if NOT, 'I"
There were plenty of reasons (this is pede police entry into your domicile.
will get on nicely.
all going to shock heck out of Gunther This includes crossed bars, steel door
BLOOD SACRIFICE seems most atro- Russbacher) why he needed to plant that jams, dogs and any other item that
cious to this man and claims to be most particular 'story" and there are many impedes entry." Do you really think a
ghastly to most humans-NOT SO-you
reasons I did not correct it prior to now- little gun-training is going to preserve
have turned your own Great Christed PERHAPS YOU ONES ARE NOT GOOD your privacy and sanctity against the
Teacher into a Blood Sacrifice to absolve CHOOSERS OF WHO IS WORTHY AND door-busters?
you somehow of your own responsibili- WHO IS NOT-OR WHO SPEAKS WITH
He goes further and does his Bible
ties of action and beliefs. Esu (Jesus)did FORKED TONGUE AND WHO RECOG- quotations: 'And ye shall hear of wars
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and rumors of wars; see that ye be not
troubled ...and there shall befamines and
pestilences and earthquakes ...and ye
shall be hated of all nationsfor my name's
sake...iniquity shall abound ...he that
shall endure unto the end, the same
shall be saved." Do you actually suppose this means to walk around in defiance, in foolishness and taunt the beast
ur-ti1 he smitesyou? There has, furthermore, been wars and rumors of wars,
pestilences and earthquakes since the
birthing of your planet!
Yes, I did ask some of our own workers to go to SPIKE. I, further, asked Bo
Gritz to send information-HE DID NOT!
THAT tells it all, my beloved friends-he
did not want any GODLY people who
think in wisdom-present! If you think
America and the World will be SAVED by
what is offered in SPIKE--then you need
a bit of truth realization in WHO HAS
THE BIGGEST GUNS AND COMPUTER
SYSTEMS!
Let me quote you a few excerpts from
the Newsletter regarding the program,
SPIKE: 'SPIKE is designed to prepare
you, your family and friends for all meaningful contingencies. Part of the program is introducing you to special services such as Citizenship (renounce
U.8. citizenship and take u p stance of
Sovereign individual), Trusts, Alternative BANKING, Barter, Food Storage, andalternative energy. Our SPIKE
experts in these fields stand ready to
help you fortify your life and property
with these bulletproof means of protection. ....."etc., etc. Earlier in the writing
it said that all Survival stores are being
monitored and soon anyone with more
than a year's supply of food will be raided,
etc., and you should 'take the SPIKE
course" to circumvent these things.
How? By sticking out like sore thumbs
on both hands?? Come now, Col. Gritz,
you disappoint us-what are you trying
to do-martyr all your nice fellow-citizens? So be it.
Interestingly enough, Little Crow of
the Lakota sums it all up AGAIN:

'Ain't none of us going to hell,
ain't none of us going to heaven. What
we ARE doing is going into the i f l n ity of our being, the infinity of our
cmation, which $sene-nergyand
that's it. E n e r g y has always existed,
always shall exist and always has
existed and will continue t o exist
whether we have that realization or
not..." AMEN!
BACK TO REALITY

To carry thi3 further, let it alsc be
h o w n that ColdGritz doesn't agree with
the writings which were put in

men will cease thinking of this electric
universe as being matter and substance.
They will know it for what it is, which
i s motion only.
Now for y o u who think this is
UXXXX's* work, this was printed directly a s excerpt from ANTI-GRAVITP
AND THE UNIFIED FIELD, edited by
David Hatcher Childress, p. 73.
It doesn't make too many 'dogooders" and 'rapture sk.utersn and
distractors from TRUTH k p p y to hear
that you are but a manifestation of God's
thought projection (coalescence of energy into matter). It wipes away the old
'Blood bath", doesn't it? It also means
that the higher expression (soul) of your
eternal self is only destroyed by the physical misrepresentation of fact-NEVER
CREATED for only soul can 'createmphysical can only change and destroy
that which is already created. Further,
since NO ONE can absolve FOR anotherthen to assume that Jesus human could
do it FOR YOU is a bit much in concept,
is it not? Has not someone missed the
tree for the forest or the whole of the
forest by the one TREE? GOD IS LIGHTGod, the Creator, is ALL there IS; all that
EXISTS. God's creating universe of matter in motion APPEARS to exist. To your
senses it sequentially disappears, to reappear. It has no reality. It but simulates reality through the illusion of twoway projected lights in motion.
God, the Creator, is the One Being,
the One Person, the One Mind, the One
Thinker, the One Self, the One Life, the
One Soul, the One Power, the One Reality. God's Creation is the imaged, patterned form of God's imagining, built in
His image. It is the body of God, the
record of His thinking, created by Him
for expressing the One-ness of Life, Love,
Mind, Soul and Power which is in HIM
alone.
God is Light. God is Universal Mind.
Mind is Light. MIND KNOWS!
MIND THINKS WHAT IT KNOWS.
MIND THINKS IN TWO OPPOSED LIGHTS
weareaccusedofplagiarizingUcopy- SIMULTANEOUSLY
PROJECTED
righted" work of a 'New Age Cult". How THROUGH EACH OTHER AND SEQUENbetter to hide TRUTH from your blurred TIALLY REPEATED IN CYCLES.
eyes? And further, how better to keep
THE GOD-MIND IS STILL.
you from having 'access" to information
than to incarcerate every little old grandGod's thinking and imagining are
mother who writes TRUTH and ban the
books so written? The word 'space" I S qualities of God's knowing. God's knowRATHER A CASUAL WORD TO USE IN ing is timeless and still. So also is God's
PLACE OF THE CREATOR. LIKEWISE, thinking and imagining timeless and still.
IT I S A MISLEADING W 0RD, FOR So, likewise, man's thinking and imagin'SPACE" IS NOTAN EXPANSE OFSOME- ing are as timeless and still as is his
THING OUTSIDE OF MATTER. IT IS AS knowing.
OMNIPRESENT WITHIN MATTER AS IT
Stillness never can be motion, or beIS WITHOUT, AND IT IS IN CONTROL OF came motion, but it can appear to be.
MATTER FROM WITHIN AS WELL AS Motion merely 'seems", but stillness
always 'is". The universal equilibrium
FROM WITHOUT.
Future generations of enlightened can never be other than its own balance

[Editor's note: These are certain specific
court-banned PHOENIX JOURNALS of
incredible scientific information on God
and Creation]. (My scribe is forbidden by
a Federal Court from writing these
words-under penalty of Federal incarceration-so we will have to leave quite a
few 'blanks".) He wants you all to
perish believing the Lie?-AT LEAST GO
HAPPY? STUPID, BUT HAPPY. Maybe
even a bit of being caught in a n orgy or
something else 'to leave a smile on the
face" as man loves to exclaim? Well,
WRONG; I am going to repeat some of
Germain's lessons:
Matter is MOTION. The anti-matter,
which now engages the serious attention
of sciences, is STILLNESS. If matter,
which is motion, is pure energy, what
kind of energy is that which is impure?
What does it mean? The time has come
when it is imperative that science must
divorce motion and energy as one identity, and regard matter as but the product of the Energy SOURCE.
For scientific purposes in explaining
the construction of matter, we will name
it (the energy source) the omnipresent
universal vacuum. The universal
vacuum is the expansion end of t h e
universal piston, and gravity is t h e
compression end.
A s electricity is the creator of focal
points, which you call gravity, and because compression is the sole office of
electricity, every oscillation of the electric current of CREATION is an interchange between the stillness of the universa1 vacuum of GOD'S Mind-universe
of CAUSE, and the electric universe of
motion, to produce EFFECT.
It is self-evident that all motion springs
from rest and returns to rest for eternal
repetition in sequences which we call
clectric frequencies.
Your greatest thinkers in science have
repeatedly said that matter emerges from
space and is swallowed up by space in
some unknown and mysterious manner.
When WE present this to you however,
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AHO!
but it can seem to be. The illusion which
And may the diploma of graduation
is motion springs from stillness and returns to stillness. This is a universe of always BE WISDOM for if you gain no
rest. There is naught but rest in the "wisdom" from the lessons-then you
universe.
have GAINED NOTHING1
Why does it take u s some 100 volMind knows its ONE IDEA OF CREATION as ONE WHOLE. MIND KNOWS
ITS ONE IDEA OF CREATION A 8 ONE

umes to express what is Truth in but a
few paragraphs? BECAUSE MAN LIKES
TO BLATHER WHILE PRETENDING TO
HAVE NO UNDERSTANDING IN ORDER
TO EXCUSE HIMSELF FROI.: RESPONSIBILITYI

WHOLE.
- --

- -~

.

Mind thinks its One Whole idea into
seeming parts. Hence the illusion of
motion which we call Creation, and the
illusion of substance which we call matter.
Matter, motion, time, change, dimension and substance have no existence.
The Light of knowing Mind alone exists.
There i s but One Mind and One
Thinker. The One Light of Knowing Mind
is Self of God. It is the Universal Self
which centers all omnipresent self-creating bodies of God-Selves. This self
creating universe is the Mind imagined
body of God, and record of God's thinking.
You (we) seemingly live in two universes; the still magnetic Mind universe
of KNOWING and the moving thought-ofmind rhythmic wave universe of SENSING.
You cannot sense the magnetic universe of God's knowing nor can you know
the electric wave universe of God's thinking.
T h e magnetic Mind u n i v e r s e of the
O n e Light of all-knowing is all that IS.

Thoughts On Healing
And Responsibility
51 17193 # 1

CERES 'ATONN

HEALING

'Wellness" is NOT 'Heal-ness" and
'Healed" is not 'well-ness'.
Dharma is 'sick" today and she complains, as do all of you, especially you
who take Gaiandriana, Crystal Life, vitamins, herbs and chocolate candy bars
for 'wellnessWl Why would you expect
that which heals and balances the cellular structure to act as a killer of microbes? You are speaking of TWO VERY
DIFFERENT THINGS. Gaiandriana and
Crystal Life BALANCE and work to perfect the IMMUNE system by bringing
T h e vibrating e l e c t r i c w a v e u n i v e r s e wholeness and health to YOUR FIGHTof sensing m e r e l v U s e e m s " .
ING MECHANISMS AND, FINALLY, STOP
The one still Light of God is the mag- MUTATION (OR REPAIR SAME AS THEY
netic Light which watches over all creat- OCCUR) OF YOUR CELLULAR SYSTEM.
ing things a t countless points locatable If you are attacked with microbes and
by man, but invisible to man.
viruses-YOU WILL GET SICK! BUT, the
Until you can begin to comprehend body will take over and usually heal
these things of fact and Truth you can- itself-it is not miracle instant cure, it is
not 'change" greatly your reality, for the body healing itself. Remember: '...imyou continue to accept the physical for patience i s brought about by your lack of
'REALITY" and,just as with aadream", faith!" (more or less; Little Crow of the
it CANNOT BE--SAVE A FIGMENT OF Lakota). For grace in action: BE PAWHAT THE MIND 'IMAGINES" AND TIENT! Usually, if you get off your duff
BRINGS INTO CONSCIOUSNESS AND and work your anger off at being illACCEPTABILITY.
doing the walls and windows and the
When you come into understanding nasty tasks-you will be fine! If the body
of The Truth of these things you will is unable to rise above its own sickrealize that:
ness-GO TO BEDI! Realize, however,
" There will be rio supreme race, no that 'When you are sick you are out of
supreme people, no supreme beings. Ev- harmony and out of balance. Your sickerybody i s going to have to take the ness is a symptom. It is a representaresponsibility ...and seven generations tional symptom of your 'out of
from now we'll say to God, Tunkashila, balanceness.' " -- Little Crow
Umdogee, Wakan Tanka, 'here's what
So, you caught a bug going by, delibyou dreamt of. This i s a dream YOUgave erately, or deliberately thrust against
u s a s human beingswhen Youcreated u s you--or simply it was 'there"? So what?
in this universe. Here it is, right here You are human!! Perfection CANNOT
where YOUput u s tofulfill it. Here's our come to 'the human" being.
dream to you. Happy Birthday.' And
He'll say, 'And WHY did you do all of
Little Crow: ' I can't help but keep rethis?' And we'll say, 'For all our rela- flecting upon the faith that is required,
tions. ' " - Little Crow
that is spoken of i n my Oral Tradition. It

says, 'If you do things in the way i n which
you are directed and in the way i n which
you are asked to do them, then those
things that you ask for, shall come to
pass.' I can't help but try to live it that
way-with faith. "
-

RED ROAD-BLACK ROAD

Little Crow: "Ilook at my Oral Tradition
and it says the Red Road and the Black
Road. The Black Road is the road of
materialism and it's easy to walK, it's
easy to get onto. Life i n itselfis easy. The
Red Road i s the spiritual road and it's a
road that i s difFcult because it is a road
that says you redistribute, you redistnbute your wealth. You see the sacredness
of your creation and the sacredness of all
things. You respect all people; you respect all things within life a s you know it
and life a s you don't know it. The Red
Road, the spiritual road, the spiritual
path" - 11/25/90. "OntheRedRoad,
we seek to find balance." - 2 / 2 / 9 2

Again Little Crow speaking of his Gathering which is also called 'church" (in
its most positive identification and definition-you go look it up): "...We are
listed a s a church and I have to let themgo
on and on and on and on and talk and
then, finally, they stop and say to me
somethinglike, 'Oh, bythe way, youare
Christians, amn't you?' And Igo, 'No,
Fm not' 'Oh, we24 what are you?'
And I go, T m a human being.' And I
say, 'You know, we were all human
beings befom we decided to take a
color. We were all human beings
before we divided ourselves up into
gangs. We are all human beings. A 11/ 1/90
"....The critter, whichis that energy of
CREATION, has no form and no shape,
has no smell, no color. It has no preference-CatholicorJewish, Protestant, sinner or saint. It has no preference of holy
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man,. shaman, shamuness, priestess or
goddess. It has nopreference forgum. It
has no preference. - 2 / 2 / 9 2
[C: 80, LET US UNDERSTAlVD:]

'THIS RESPONSLBILITY THAT WE
WANT W D TO HAVE IS THE: SAME RE
SPONSIBILITY THAT WE SHOULD
HAVE. ..FOR OUR LIVES. NOT BWLMIIVG
ANYONE FOR WlYAlllEVERCOMESALONG
THAT SEEMS TO NOT LET US DO WHAT
WE WANT TO DO!" - 7/8/90
I would suggest you get a copy of Little
Crow's 'Wisdomw. Seems expensive?
Why-it's all vou need to make your
entire journey in this interesting manifestation and experience! It's only "too
expensive" if you already follow the wisdom presented-in perfection!
(Editor's note: Little Crow's book is
called From the Gathering; The Wisdom of Little Crow. It is available for
$12.95 softbound or $29.95 hardbound,
plus $1.50postage, from One World Publishing, P.O. Box 91 48, Fountain Valley,
CA 92728.)

(Editor's note: The above interesting photo sequence was just sent to us by P.H. in Colorado, from the Loveland Reporter-Herald
for 4/29/93, The caption reads: wTRANSFORMATION Passerby looks at a billboard in downtown Frankfurt, Germany,
showing a sequence of images transforming the features of Russian leader BorisYeltsin into those of President Bill Clinton. The
poster is an advertisement by a Bavarian daily newspaperen We thought this photo sequence may have a little extra, if
uintendea (???I, meaning for our regular readers who are pretty well aware of the "clonedwnature of these so-called leaders.)

--
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"Arms For Hostages 33
Secret Documents
--

(Editor's note: The following ten pages of "declassified" (?) information came our way among many more
pages -- courtesy of G.R. and has to do with the 1980 'Arms For Hostages" deception otherwise known as
"October Surprise" wherein George Bush continually denies having made that secret trip to Paris aspart of the
diabolical negotiations -- in the superfast SR-71 that G.R. co-piloted. As the first page reveals, "XXX wished
We apologizefor the poor quality
to arrange the delivery to Iran of 8 to 10 million dollars of F-I4 spare parts
p
know that the information
of these photocopies, but the point here is not the story but to let the 4 L t ~crooks"
is safe and sound "out there" somewhere. Follow-on will come LATER! We will run more as space permits.)

..."

,agr inst I ran: n c n r i t ~ i r r f r m ?i n Iranian

'.

i ~ ~ t . t * mlh ~
t l1. i i t
m u 1d a
r
r.
a f 1n
w )nslr*
8rlrnt1 tL-1 ivl*tayc l i
spare p a r ~ r .
s c a ~ r t of o r L l l ia (*XI ; a t ~ t ! t ~wet,
1
p
i I : I
u p a parts w u l d l ~ cd i - . ~ u t t . l ~ .it,
r(
Iran, ldrdiltg ~ u w l r wouts i d r ~ehrdn.thcrc! fh:*j8.l:. i*yr-. tmt~lrl
bc csrmbltd.
Y ~ k nthe p a r t s n r c unlmdnl, Ut::
he nlcasrd t o k * r d the p l a n and leave tor the I!.:;.
adJcd tl:dl Itto. JlI tlnn*n;rd i t 8 J l f a m a 1 . itld i8arti;r

Irasjrn. rhu he only dcrcribd -ubsirrp r m ~ \ t l ~ *m
rd
. cl IN*
h d (h p l a w a t 8 gulrrstm of
falth.

.
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h i s l i f e by wing on thc p l a n e . T ~ N I I ~ . -tnlJ1
~ I ~
reurkrd that h t s bm ''c)r(l&m w r r t I n the U.S.. w
Ikyllcrtlon t h r t t h r . c h i l d t m rcn Our horUyc:, also,
g c r r u r ~ l n yh l a y w d frltn.

.

d d thrt he uist~cdL I I ,t~
iit*

WangC-Wt.
Yhctl 1 ~*.L;t*dtrl,y,
saying: ( ~ ~ r a j r h r ~ l fv )! . U ~ W S V rn
,c lsraclis w i l l 1 8 4 - . ; I , I ~ - I ~ lI* ~ - u ~ t y t : t
Them was 412.0 i 1 l r i t a i k r ~ ~ l d ~ l i o c ~
of an Israel i c:si.t)rI f t ~ l -L;B!* I ~ I . , W

.

thc fhowh t tr8til t:il
5.-rvmrr~.rd
t h r f ?be had ~ p o l c nLt,
rtmu t t l ~
I S ml L tcr on Wnday, Z9 f c u m t
w i t h t k r i d h m n ctn Utd'nerby, 1
had rrrrt.ir,rlc:l t i l t * p r o l a s a l t o kshd l
his c u b t a c t wit.h Clh.

.wily.

;rtldruf t h a t trc

o p p e ~ r db k mthlng mot-c l o lr* L ~ . t t l I'ruu
,fed t o end tht n c t f n g by rruurt ~IHJ t l b d 1 t ~ t
i ~ h r l w s e l , and that I t was l ~ r our
r
t.ur.lr b, c l ~ i . i r l , t
uhcUrcr LT w i \ t w d t o h c c ~ p tI t OF
1 cwntcloffcr.
I F nt:
Jcttytcd his
or ? ccnprrrlS8 of 8 courtcl-brrc*rn e t * .
n i u , rr could then have furtbcr discurslun\ ds LU tbtn* t o
o u t t k c r c h n e . Sfnee I ka md,w i t h u u t s u c t t - ! ~ ,
k ) fr h z r n
and 'In 8s URy
t o u t r ~ stt m c L h i ~ t ~ - anything t m
that w w l l u& m
r g m M t o end
ctinp, rrJ
d a y thc prctpural to
suprrlorr w d
p r b p s IrLtt fn the 613 or
k-optmrr, dnd rrtcd r ta ' a l l htm
t8.*n1\

-

'

7.

kt*

QICIEUT: ~t
itttZ&s
wing tu 9.1 m
o f f a frm I S t o r the ' p ~ r r h r s t * o f the Mtapn. a t c h hr
m l d t b n b m h r ~ f t bu r n hafur r r t r c t r . )Lc WVC m
ilrljerttw that he had i r l # f q elm to
e f f e c t . 4'oftten.
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WORAZJDL?~ FOR THE RECOR=)

()Cc ' L C : 7
;
;
! ;D0;;1T;?Lz3T;acJjG~

'r3 = t * 2 <. ~ - ~

I

g ~ ~ f c~ a~l k:w i t h

M i t c h Regovin

(

J-C.
a

__

, ' I c a l l e d R e a o v i n October 2 1 t o g i v e him the follcwlnq
A s w e had promised, w e had c h e c k e d w i t h
mesr ?ge:
~ a d i - ~ a d the
r
proposal p r e s e n t e d t o us by Reqovin and L a v l
last week. We had now received a response from a f r l e n d l y
Anbassador i n Tehran speaking for u s to the affect that h e
spoke with Bani-Sadri and Bani-Sadr s a i d t h a t Lavi has no
authority
to speak on Bani-Sadr's b e h a l f .
s

laF.-.

He z e s p o n d e d b
next. I said that
variety of c o n t a c t s
authority t o n e g o t i
decision and u n t i l
been designated. I
situation i n Tehran

on a limb i n se
point b e f o r e a deci
bould be conducted.
out

saying he vould have t o s e e w h a t to do
had been o u r experience t h r o u g h a
n r e c e n t days t h a t no Iranian has the
until t h e Parliament has made its
specific channel f o r negotiation h a s
ave as my opinion t h a t , g i v e n t h e
no Iranian w o u l d want to get himself
rate n e g o t i a t i o n s w i t h the US a t tk.: s
on had been rwde as to how the n e c o t i a t i c 7 . s

Regovin s a i d he had h e a r d that t h e I r a n i a n s w e r e n o t
~Xt3atioh.
e o i n u t o EZlte a negodation with t h e t Z Z- r - A & ' n-----1 s a i d I had
that.

-

L-

Regovin's tone in the conversation was straight-forvardHe heard me out and seemed willing t o discuss t h e s i t u a t i ' o n
There was none of the nasty t o n e a s
ih an objective way.
in one of our conversations l a s t week.

.

Barold

8.

Saunders
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SauzCers

8.

Supply

1. F o r t!?e r e c o r d , X l t c h R e g o v i n c a l l e d T z e s d a y a f t e r n o o n t o s a y t h a t Xr. Lavi has been i n touch ' v ~ t , ?T e h r ~ , .
His c g n t a c t s i n Tehran s a y t h a t T e h r a n will send z z e a t o t h e U . S . t o wrap-u? n e g o t i a t i o n s N o v e z b e r 5 - 1 0 .
t r i q q e r t h e s e n e g o t i a t i o n s , we simp:y need t o s e n d a t e l e q r m t o L a v i saying w e are prepared t o n e q o z i a t e .
+ - ' A
Mitch t ! ! a t t ! e I r a n i a n s have been t o l d t h r o u q h e v e r - a v z l l a b l e c h a n n e l that we are prepared t o negotiate ail cverall
r e s o l u t i o n o f the c r i s i s between us, Mr. Lavi c o z l d b e
assured of t h a t . But what w e are w a i t i n g for i s an au-,'lor:t a t i v e i n d i c a t i o n from Tehran t h a t t h e Iranians a r e ~ r e p a z e i

*I

-.

9

L

b y & u

t o negotiate.

-.,

2 . With regard t o the press s t o r y on m y briefing of
Anderson which -you asked about, I t h i n k e i t h e r t h e rePorter
o r Anderson has compressed some combination of several ?ci:. z .
that came up in our c o n v e r s a t i o n :
-

--

*.

'

--7
-0

.
"-.

,

\

C

-

0

The A M n i s t r a t i o n p o s i t i o n encompasses an ovezall
settlement betveen the U . S . and Iran. We have
n e v e r proposed a spares-for-hostages swa?.
T5e
o n l y way t!!at issue has come t o us has been = > . = C G ~ : .
such channels as the o n e Mitch Regovin has b e e n
party t o .
A p a r t from t h e Lavi-Regovin channel, v e h a v e n o t

had proposals from authoritative Xrmians for ar.:J
such limited d e a l .
The A d m i n i s t r a t i o n position does i n c l u d e ~ ! ! c
familiar p o s i t i o n on s p u e s i n c o r ~ e c t i o nw i z 5 t h e
unfreezing of assets and l i f t i n g %he prohibition
on e x p o r t s . The Iranians have shown scne i n t e r e s :
i n what +%at would involve b u t t ? e o n l y t z ~ cw e k.2'.
r e c e i v e d a l i s t was t!!rough t!!e Lavi-Recoviz c h . ~ ? . - -
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A S h o r t : n a r r a t i v e p r r a g r a d h i n c l u d i n c : A g e n t s conducking. da t e ( s ) o f survey. s i t e !
surveyed. pro:ecter(s)
i n v o l v e d . arri v r l / d e g a r t u r t time(^) and datt(s). Ioca:ion(s)
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Gaia Resources

are sirnply~portinginanefforttoexplainWHAT
takes place within the cellular s t r u c i u t ~of
living organisms. Ifyou mdly want to witness
~ m ahealth
and
r k b linepets
g ~ uand
w tother
h i nanimals-try
p l a n t s a nalittle
dgood

of these additives as you would vitamins or
fertilizers. Use in a d d l y vitamin C based
solution on same. At transplant time for gaden
plants and houseplan~soaktheir little root
systems in this naturaland mild solution. Just
ahd a tablespoon of Gajandriana, a few drops of
liquid vitamin C or Ccrystals to a quart of water
supply of healthy mitochondria - like "ksh and let set for 48 hours-then it is ready foruse.
GAIANDRIANA
It will not negatively interactwith anythingother
batteries"for the body's cells.
The
better
our
cells
function,
the
greater
is
than perhaps harbored viruses and disease
Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic
which provides basic "foods" to help cells, the stamina mturned to our internal defense spoms and organisms.
weakened by the stmses of modern life, to systems, and the better we can counter the
NOTE
constant onslaughtof biologicala n d M invadmtum to a state of health.
The better our ceJls function, the jg-eater is ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by,
Ifany productyou receive hasan unpleasant
the stamina returned to our internal defense of course, being well.
odor-it is h m the fishing culture ~ s s
systems, and the better we can counter the
21 11193 #2 HATONN
Leave the bottle open to air and it will quicIdy
oonstant onslaught of biological and viral invaddissipate. Then,dependingon taste and preferers. The end result is a feelingof well-being by, of
GAIANDRIANA AND AQUAGAIA:
enct+refrigerate after opening and reclosing.
course, being well!
IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two,
The Gaianchiana (commonly&erred to as
To help in understanding the worlangs of G d d r h m and Aqmgda, togsther for
'chondrianaA in the Biological -)il
are
capable of intelligent, organked attack against these organic m-men'you must realize that storage as the Aqpgah (mhchondda) is
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a themisaproteincovering "cap"onviruses. The -andbegbtoueatnthe"pac-man"operationofsorts. However,beyond protein cap is antered on a charged zinc atom fm fuel.They go k tthsir appohtedtmh
that, the Gaiandrianamcapableofstimulating and is the part of the virus thatreoagnizes and oplce ingested,but inbottle pabonr tharg are
c e l l u l a r s t r u ~ r e p a i r s d u e ~ ~ c a u sbinds
e d to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to not prticmkv compatible once the 4able fuel supply is e x h a d . Juices are
by, for instance, fixe dicals and cumulative reproduce.
in conjunction with the exdhttotakewkththeAquagaiabecauss
l e v e l s o f ~ e d ~ ~ u n d " ~ t i o nAquagaia,
i n
our modem environment. Healthy DNA and Gaiandriana, knock out the zincatom (asimple the mttochoadrhmusthavethefiddedvd
change),which renders the protein 6rom same, the most e
&"jab being
RNA within the nuclei of our cells then lead to
pmperjl formed and concentrated enzymes, ineffedive. Thisisa bmkdown o f part3 of the
the tropioatU(hunranhit, ~nyjuicejs
upon which healthy cellular function depends. Gaiandxianamale/female DNA structurewhich fine,w,
and krmostpleasantto intake.
Gaiandriana liquid is made entidy from release many working variants but fixes the Mabertiashould ntilizrewhatevwrjuicemare
wholesome natuml @ents.
Gaiandrionettesor %lk& to takeoutthat zinc availableoz~theh.food
plantokeepwithinthe
atom and pass nght into the affkcted cell. With- d e ~ ~ f o ~ . ~ a n d
AOUAGAIA
out the 'cap",the Virus cannot npnduce and ments.
infect more cells-fiuther, the damaged virus
The mort innocuous and augv intake
Complementaty to the Gaiandriana prod- feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the avdhble t dm* a fw drap under the
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health circulatmgrnitmhondria
tongue,bothproductutakemattherame
tonicwhich prwides basic Y d s " to help cells,
Healthy elk are not
because they timeear at diff~tCtm81;aftheday.Oncethe
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to lack the zinccentered protein cap on the virus. UllrHcatnpla&ram f.begunand mai~temance
return to a state of healthy function.
These "GaiaAcompounds have an effect on b h b w d , cegtddy the drop under the
Aquagaia contains nritodaondria These atx cancer cellsbecause they stopan enzymeon the toque are the hast m m y h g to any daily
the major biochemical energy " p r o c e ~ ~ ~ rcancer
s"
cells from pmlucing a '4nessengef regknep~
within cellular metabolism. M, enzymes molecule that blocks a seccmd enzyme h m
begm the breakdown proas of organic nutri- attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The cornA-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA
ents (Me fats,carbhydmtes and pmteins) to pounds (Gaia)have been seen to actually takeintermediate substances such as amino and out leukemia, breast, brain and mlon cancer
There is growing evidence that esemtiaUy
v v i c acids. Then, in the next "bucket bri- cells. We have no claim to anything other than everyone in our society is exposed to hx!dgade" step, these various acid molecules are stating that people utilizing these simple and cals, now more thanever. While freemdicalsare
processed withh the mitochondria to release natural substances do show irnprwed well- normal products of our cells and have certain
chemicalenexgyrecogrriaedasadenosinetriphos- being and do report feelinggenemllyand, o h beneficialroles in the body, incmasd levels of
phate (ATP).
remarkably, impmed as to state of health, iitx radicals in our body tissues can be detriAbout 95% of the energy needed to Yun the thought processes and stamina
mental to our health.
machinery" that keeps each cell going and
The obvious conclusion is that them might Fke radicals a x hi@-@ unstable s u m c e s
healthy isproduced inthe mitochondria Unfor- well be good reports of better health and faster produced in the body through,among other
tunate&,themitocho&are@~ydammovery following infection by other viruses routes, themetabolismofoxygen. F'lleeradicals
aged by freerrtdicalsand cumulativelevelsof e thanthose mentioned above. Allvirusesknown multiply througha &s of chain miadionsand
called ' m u n d " radiation in our modem mct in generally the same manner.
canattackthepolyunsatumtedfhttyacidsofcell
environment. These compromised mitochonIt is known that many diseases are due to membmes. Unless excess k e radicals are
dria, like halfdead batteries, then lead to im- retrwiralDNA and these are the most affected neutraliaed, they can cause con-k
dampaired cellular functioning and health. Thus is viruses by the Gaiachondrianas (livinguystal age to the structum and function o f d memt h e i m p o r t a n c e o f A q u ~ w i t h i t sforms).
~
We, again,makeno medicaldahm+m branes, and thus the cells themseks. The

New Products
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CHLORELLA
products h m free radical reactions are impli- usually harvested h m trees gmwn on plantacated in the prqpssive accumulationof delete- tions in South Korea, Japan and France.
rious cellular changes over time, which may
Ginkgo is reported to have a natural a@ Chlodlaisasinglecelled,ksh-wateralgae.
eventually result in mqpkable disease. FIE for the nmous system. It also seems to stimu- Believed to be the first form of life with a true
dcaldarnage isimplicatedin the initiationand late the vascular and endocrine systemsthat, in nucleus, chlorelladatesback appmimatdy 2.5
promotion of many cancers,as well as harden- turn,strongly dect the function of the nervous billion years, making itplie-Gmhian Through
ing of the arteries.
system, possibly inmasing the capacity for the process of photosynthesis chlodla cells
One area of Aging Resea1131 suggests that normal physical activity, and the flow of blood to reproducethemselves by celldivision at the rate
fk
radicals damage body cells and cause the the brain. Someresearch indicatesthe possible of four new cells every 17-24 hours. It was not
pathological changes associated with aging. &&eness
of Ginkgo in the treatment of until the 1890s that chlmIla was identified
under the miamscope. In naming it, the prefix
l3esides being byproducts of the metabolism of Alzheimer's disease.
Duetoitsp~logicalpmperties,GinkgoaNor was ~~ to signifL green, while the
oxygen, such as during strenuousexercise, we
also generate significant levels of free radicals is now widely used throughout Europe for su£6xella,indicates small.Chlorellais the most
b r n the environment, such as h m so-called treating many forms of vascular disease. In a researched algae in the world and remains the
survey of packaging information of European most popular with millionsof amsumersworld%ackgmundn levels of ionizing &tion.
Cooperative defense systems that can p m products, Ginkgo has been reamunended for wide.
(=Norella is a ntctritionany l m h a d u h k
tect the body h m f
m radical damage include such ailments as headaches, vertigo, inner-ear
certain enzymesandthe antioxidantvitaminsA, disturbances, dimhished intellectual capcity fdandcontn'butes to the health andgrowthof
C, and E and beta-carotene, which protect cell and alertness as a result of insufficient chila- human cells like no single vitamin or mined
membranes &om oxidative damage. Vitamin E, tion to the brain, anxiety, and depmsion, to possibly can.
chloreaais ednmehj highinpn~tein(600?)
one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is present in the name a few.
GinkgoBilobaExtmct
(24%)
isconcentrated
and
contains more than 20 vitamins and minbloodasd-alpha- herol land is well accepted
as the major antioxidant in lipid body tissues. h m the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba tree. The erals, 19 of the 22 essential and nonessential
Vitamin E is consided the first line of defense highly spechked extradon ~
s yields
s a amino acids, enzymes and chloda gmwih
against cell-membrane damage due to 50: 1 concentrate h m the leaves (50 grams of factor. It isone oftherichestsoumsofRNAand
@ation.
Vitamin Escavengesfreeradicals, leaf produce 1 gram of 1-.
The extrrtct is DNA known and has twenty times as much
tenninatingchain&onsand
confiningdam- then hrther standardizedto contain 24% of the chlorophyll as alfalfa, 10timesmore thanother
edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times
age to limited areasof the membmne. Selenium active Ginkgo Flavoglycosides.
more than barley gass.
contained in the enzyme glyhthione p e d a
is the second line of defense that destroys
MO-GU ELIXIR
( = N o r e l l a i s a n r r t u n z l w w . The
vitamins found in chloda d s include: Vitaperoxides before they can damage cell memThe h t recorded use of Mo-Gu E M was min C, provitamin A, Ekamtene, chhmphylla,
branes. Betacarotene, a precursor of Vitamin
A, also t r a p h e radicals. Vitamin C is water duringthe ChineseTsin-Dynastyin 22 1B.C. It chlorophyll b, thiamine (BI), riboflavin (B2),
soluble and serves to neutraljze fi.ee deals in was referred to as" 7kRemedgf w b n m o w pyxidoxhe (F36), niacin (EE!), pantothenic acid,
folic acid, vitamin B-12,biotin, choline,vitamin
or " l k h h h
M.
aqueous systems.
It
has
been
well
documented
that
there
are
K, PABA, lipoic acid,inositol and para-amino.
The antioxidants show promise as cancerprevention agents, alone and in combination. certain peoplewho liveto bewell past a hundred benmic acid. The minerals include: phosphoyears of age. These people live in such anas as rus, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur,
GINKGO BILOBA
the mountahous~ucasus,YakutiainS i i iron, calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and
(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%)
the Poltaya District of the Ukraine, Tibet and cobalt.
The amino acids include: lysine, histidine,
Spain.ThereisanareainR u s s i a c a l l e d w k
The GinkgoBiloba, orMaidenhairtree,isone where the people are a dairy- and vegetable- arginine, aspartic add,W i n i n e , serine, @uoftheoldestlivingspeciesonthisplanet Ginkgo eating populace. Centenarians are common tamic acid, pmline, gly&,
alanine, m e ,
has flourished almost unchanged for 150 mil- amongthesepeople. Theyattniutetheirlongev- valine, methionhe, isoleucine, leucine, m e ,
which phenylahkx, ornithine, tryptophan.
lion years, and its ancestorscan be traced back ity to theyeast EnzyrneTea(Mo-Gu
The suggested daily amsumptionis3grams
250 million years. It is because of this antiquity has been in their diet fbr hundreds of years. It is
that the Ginkgo Biloba tree is called 'the tiuing said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples per day.
fd.
Individual treesa~ believed mpable of among the dwellers of the high Hhmhyas
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
Mo-Gu has been used throughout history in
living2000to4000years.Duringthelasticeage,
w i t h American Ginseng
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees China, Japan, Russia,Korea, and India. It has
survived only in China and other parts of Asia, been said to promote a feelingofwell-being and
In m m t years few medicinal plants have
w h m they stayed until appro-ly
1,000 werall physical restoration. It has been known
years ago. At that time, Ginkgo trees were also by many names, some of which are: Fungus garnered as much attention as E k h h. a .~ e a
planted around monasteries in Japan,where Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia (
Fermentans, Cembuya Orientalis, Combuchu The genus name
- s i
they stilllive today.
The name
may come h m the Chi- Tschambucco, Volga-Sprbg, Champignon de &nos, (hedgehogur seaurchin)referringtothe
nese Sdqpor YuzJaco(Yin Guo),meaning*hill LongueVie,Teekwass,Kwassan,and Karg;asok prickly scalesof the dried seed head. Ekhhmcea
apricot?orusilverfruit?.Theword bilohrneans
The Mo-Gu fungus constructs in a mem- was widely used medicinally among Native
9x10 lobes" and describes the young leaves. b m e form and is a symbiosisofyeast cells and Americans, particularly in the Plains. It is a
Although modern medical research focuses different bacteria Among these bacteria are: product which is now used widely throughout
w o n the leavesof Ginkgo,the Ginkgoh i t s Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicurn, United States and Europe.
Echinacea is a non-speufic stimulant to the
and nuts have been used in China since time AcetobactmKe~um,andPichiaFermentans.
irnmmorid as a delicacy and tonic food. AnThe Mo-Gu fungusneeds to livein a solution immune system. Claims for Echinaceainclude:
cient Chinese texts record Gmkgo's use as a composed of common (black)tea and sugar. In stimulation of leukocytes, mild antibiotic activm e d i d agent as far back as five thousand the proper temperature environment they mul- ity, anti-in£lamatory activity, stimulation of the
tiply constantly. They do not build spores as adrenal cortex, stimulation of the pro@/
Years ago.
The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex yeast normally does, but instead multiply by a complement system, interfemn-like activity,
stimulation of g e n d cellular immunity, and
compound. The green leaves of the tree ~ I E process of branching.
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anthklactivity. Internalpqamthns aresaidto

assistinalleviatingooldandflusymptoms,~mtory infections, and arthritis,to name a few.
Goldenseal(H9chsti.s Canadensis)isgenGAlA RESOURCES LTD.
erally placed in the buttercup family. The
p. 0. BOX 281
name Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, preLAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89 1 26
viously having been known a s Yellow ~ o o t .
Goldenseal was widely used among the NaFor credit card orders, call (805)823-1644
tive American population, particularly among
those in the East. The Cherokee used the
We accept Discover, Visa or Master Card.
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for
Please make all checks and money orders payable to: GAIA RESOURCES, LTD.
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour
(NAME)
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia. Benjamin Smith Barton fmt
t~the use of
(ADDRESS--PLEASE G N E STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY.)
Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of
(cm)
Goldenseal came in the early 1850sand has
continued to this very day.
Goldensealisamongthe mostpopular herbs
(STATE) '"
(ZIP CODE)
(TELEPHONE)
in the American health food market. Uses ~ I E
EXP.
nurnmus, includingbutnot limitedto: antisepCREDIT CARD (Viy Master Card or Discwer)
tic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxalive, and tonic/
anti-idamatory for the mucous membranes,
SIGNATURE
hemon-hoids,nasalcongestion,mouth andgum
20 OR MORE
PRICE PER
10-19
sores and eye affktions.
QUANTITY
ITEM
BOTTLE
(LESS 10%) (LESS 1 5%)
Ginseng can be literally translated from
CAlANDRlANA
$21.00
$21.00
Chinese as " the essence of man" or 'man$21.00
8 oz. LIQUID (no discount)
shapedplledous &." Few medicinal plants
CAIANDRIANA
$41-00
$41-00
$41-00
1 6 02. LIQUID (no discount)
in the world possess Ginseng's near-legendCAlAN DRIANA
ary status. Dating back thousands of years,
$81.OO
$81.OO
$81.OO
32 oz. LIQUID (1 qt.) (no discount)
its history of use in the Orient records theraAQUACAIA (Mitochondria)
$2 1-00
$21-00
$21.00
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was
8 02. LIQUID (no discount)
firstdismissed by Western doctorsasa"panaAQUAGAIA (Mitochondria)
$41.00
$41XK)
$41.00
16 oz. LIQUID (no discount)
cea ". When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly
AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria)
$81-00
restores both physical and mental functions
$81.00
$81.oo
3 2 oz. LIQUID (1 qt.) (no discount)
.
to peak efficiency and, with regular use,
MO-GU ELIXIR
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
Culture Start (LIQUID) (no discount)
improves resistance to disease and stress.
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
American Ginseng's genus name is Panax
$2121
$22.46
$24.95

60

Qra'nquefolius.
Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist,
many of which are used as medicines. Of
particular note are such remedies as penicillin- and ergot-based extracts used in migraine treatment, to name a few. Extensive
research has been done with one mushroom
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mushroom is now considered a tried and true
immune system fortifier.
References to the use of Reishi in the
treatment of a variety of complaints date
back as far as 2700 B. C: in Chihese literature. It is referred to by a number of
names, including the "tenthousand year
mushroom*. The rarity of this particular
mushroom has increased its value. The
Chinese emperor Shih Huang Ti (250-210
B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds,
even thousands of men to find the Reishi.
Recently techniques have been developed
for the cultivation and harvesting of the
Reishi Mycelium. Writings about Reishi
place it in the category of "fizheng" herbs
and claim it is a medicine that improves
the ability of the body to maintain balance
by strengthening natural resistance and
generally improving health.

TOTAL

(1 8 0 TABLETS)

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)

.

(1 8 0 TABLETS140 mg. EA.)

$24.95

$22.46

$21.21

CHLORELLA (1 12 LB)
(500 TABLETS - 500 mq EA

$32.00

$28.80

$2720

ECHINACEA COLD PLUS

$24.50

$22.05

$20.83

(90 TABLETS)

SUB-TOTAL
SHlPPlNC (ALL ORDERS)

'

TOTAL

I

"PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING
FOR
GAlA RESOURCES PRODUCTS.
SHIPPING RATES:
ORDER

S
S
$

S
$
$

I

0-100
101-ZOO
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600

UPS
GROUND
$5.25
55.75
56.25
57.00
57.50
$ 8 . ~

UPS 2ND DAY AIR
STATES
ALASKA/HAWAII
516.75
$1 1 .OO
$ 19.00
$1 3.00
$1 6.50
$22.50
$ 1 9.00
$25.00
$21.25
$30.50
$24.50
$33.50

NOTE:
**For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please
call for rates**For Priority Mail to a n y location, please
call for rates.
**mForeign orders, please, contact our

office in writing for specific rates as
rates vary greatly.

DUE T O PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND, PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS AND HAVE BEEN WRlTI'EN
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
CRlTICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $7.95
EACH PLUS SHIPPING. ORDER 4
OR MORE AND DEDUCT 10%.

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN3 DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
1 1. CRY O F THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
PHOENIX
13.SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
14.RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX
15.RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
16.YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
17.THE NAKED PHOENIX
18.BLOOD AND ASHES
19.FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20.THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
21. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE
23.BURNT OFFERINGS
24.SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
38.THE DARK CHARADE
39.THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1
41.THE DESTRUCTION OF A
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM
42.UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43.TANGLED WEBS VOL. I

44.TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1
45.TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11
46.TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47.PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
48.TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49.TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50.THE D M N E PLAN VOL. I
51.TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
52.TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53.TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54.THE FUNNEL'S NECK
55.MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LO?TERY
57.GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN
2000, D M N E PLAN VOL.11
58.FROM THE FRYING
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59.'REALITY ALSO HAS A
DRUM-BEAT!
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63.THE BEST OF TIMES
64.TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65.THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & I1
(BOOK) $1 1.95
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV
(BOOK) $11.95
EX 3.PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI
(BOOK) $1 1.95
EX 4.PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XN
(BOOK) $15.95
EX 5.PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI
(BOOK) $19.95

HELP
SPREAD THE
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PURCHASE MULTIPLE
COPIES
OF THIS AND OTHER
ISSUES OF

1

CONTACT:
THE PHOENIX
PROJECT
AND PASS
THEM OUT
TO YOUR FRIENDS

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

CONTACE
THE PHOENIX PROJECT

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202
This is a service for our
dedicated
readers.
Today's Watch t e l e phone hotline carries the
latest news and comments from Commander
Ceres 'Atonn's most recent writings. This is our
way of keeping you informed about fast-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if
there are any new messages for that day. and
after 4 rings if not. Thus
daily callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been recorded.
The message update(s1,
if any, occur by 6 PM
Pacific Time.

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWSPAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Post Office Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA, Discover)

SHIPPING CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UK-$3.75 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
Priority-53.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title. $1 ea add'l

CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1 .SO ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-53.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-58.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 5 - 8 weeks for delivery)

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT

is published by

CONTACT, Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126
Subscription orders may be placed by
mail to the above addressor by phone to
1-800-800-5565.Subscriptionratesare:
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada1
Mexico); $30 (Foreign);or 26 issuesfor
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US);
$80 (Canada~Mexico);$1 10 (Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label,
Ouantitv Subscriutions; $97.50 for 25
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies,
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 1 00 copies
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid
Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI,
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or
write for shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIXLIBERATOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are
$1.50each. Quantityback issuepricesare
as follows: 1-10 copies $1.50each; 11-50
copies $15.00; 51-100 q i e s $25.00.
Shippingincluded, postpaid in the ContinentalU.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada&
Foreign orders please call or write for
quotes on additional shipping charges.
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